
DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE ROOM

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, February 3, 2011

I. CALL TO ORDER

Chairman McInerney called the February 3, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:33 p.m.

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski Ms. Strelau,
Chairman McInerney

ABSENT: None

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Assistant Village Attorney
Beth Clark

OTHERS: Paul Tanzillo, Esq., Judith Rosing, Court Reporter

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman McInerney asked for approval of the minutes December 2, 2010 Liquor Commission meeting
and asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the December 2, 2010 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman McInerney reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  

IV APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Chairman McInerney made the following statements: 

"The first order of business is to conduct a public hearing on a liquor license application.  For the
benefit of all present, I would like to state that this Commission does not determine the granting or denial
of the issuance of any license.  We may at the end of each hearing, make a finding or recommendation
with respect to the application.  If necessary, the Commission may adjourn a hearing to a later date in
order to have benefit of further information."

"At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner"

"The Liquor Commissioner, who is the Mayor of Downers Grove, will, pursuant to Section 3-12
of the Ordinance, render decisions regarding issuance of available licenses within 60 days in order to
consult the Plan Commission for its recommendations."
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"Hearings by this Commission are held according to the following format: 1) reading of
information pertinent to the application, 2) comments from the applicant, 3) comments from the public,
4) discussion by the Commission, and 5) motion and finding by the Commission."

Luby’s Fuddruckers Restaurants, LLC d/b/a Fuddruckers - 1500 Branding Lane

Chairman McInerney stated that the first order of business was an application hearing for Luby’s
Fuddruckers Restaurants, LLC d/b/a Fuddruckers located at 1500 Branding Lane.  He stated that the
applicant was seeking a Class “R-2”, beer and wine only, on-premise consumption liquor license. 

Chairman McInerney asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.
He asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Ms. Judith Rosing was sworn in by the court reporter.  Ms. Rosing introduced herself as the general
manager of Fuddruckers.  Mr. Paul Tanzillo introduced himself as the attorney representing the Luby’s
Fuddruckers corporation. 

Chairman McInerney asked the applicant to present its case.

Ms. Rosing stated that they were appearing before the Commission for a new liquor license due to a
change in ownership.  Attorney Tanzillo stated that Fuddruckers, Inc. filed for bankruptcy and Texas-
based Luby’s bought the Fuddruckers chain nationwide on a bankruptcy.  He stated that they are in the
process of seeking licenses under the new corporate name.  

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any staff recommendations pertinent to the application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license remains contingent upon receipt of a revised Certificate of
Occupancy and annual fee.  She advised that satisfactory background checks have been completed.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 
There were none.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the Commission.  

Ms. King asked if all of the Fuddruckers were changing ownership.  Attorney Tanzillo stated that there
are five Fuddruckers locations that the new corporation took over from bankruptcy.  

Ms. King asked if there were any violations in the Fuddruckers history.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that
Fuddruckers has had a number of control buy violations.  She stated that this location has held a liquor
license since 1987 and have had three control buy failures, two violations had two day suspensions and
the most recent violation in 2002 had an 11 day suspension.  She stated that there have been no violations
since 2002.  She advised that the Fuddruckers on Lemont Road also had a number of violations.  She
advised that the south location is not re-opening.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she advised Ms. Rosing of Fuddruckers history and that she was well aware of
the Control Buy Program.  

Ms. King asked Ms. Rosing about her liquor handling experience.  Ms. Rosing replied that she had
worked for Chuck E Cheese for five years in Arlington Heights where they had beer and wine on tap. 
She stated that she also worked at Pizza Hut for three years where they had beer service.  She advised
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that she has been with the Addison Fuddruckers for six years.  She stated that she had no violations under
her supervision.  

Ms. King asked about the amount of liquor sales.  Ms. Rosing replied it is not an integral part of their
operation, only being about 2% of sales.

Ms. King asked about the application materials.  She stated that the anticipated date of occupancy was
listed as 1985.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that this location has been occupied by Fuddruckers since 1985 and
have held their liquor license since 1987.  She stated that a new Certificate of Occupancy will need to be
obtained by the Luby’s Fuddruckers corporation.  She stated that it is not an operational change, but a
different corporation holding the occupancy.  

Ms. King asked about the staff.  Ms. Rosing replied that they have had a bit of turnover since the
transition.  She stated that she has been at the location for 6 months.  Ms. Rosing advised that there are 8-
10 cashiers under 21.  Ms. King asked how many would serve alcohol.  Ms. Rosing explained that only
managers can ring up beer sales and serve.  She stated that there are three managers, a shift leader and
captain, all of whom are over 25.

Ms. King noticed that they have incorporated the Luby’s corporate manual.  She stated that the corporate
version shows that servers can be 18 in Illinois to serve.  Ms. King stated that the Downers Grove
addendum states employees have to be 19 years of age to serve.   Ms. Kuchynka stated that they use the
corporate manual company wide, but will use the Downers Grove addendum when complying with local
laws.  

Ms. King stated that the $15,000 fine was missing in the fine and suspension provision of the manual. 
Attorney Tanzillo replied that he would update the manual with that information.  

Ms. King asked about the license sample pictures and wondered why they were not included in the
manual. Ms. Rosing stated that she had a 50 state identification book.  Attorney Tanzillo stated that they
would incorporate the color IL identifications samples provided by Ms. Kuchynka into the manual.

Ms. King asked about the manager’s meal card program.  She stated that managers are given meal cards
and asked if employees could get free alcohol with their meal card.  Ms. Rosing replied that they are not
a training facility so they will never have that MIT program.  She stated that if you work at Fuddruckers
you cannot drink at your own Fuddruckers or any other Fuddruckers or you can be terminated. 

Mr. Krusenoski asked if this was the location off Finley Road.  Ms. Rosing replied yes.  He asked where
the other location was.  Ms. Rosing replied 75th & Main Street.  

Mr. Krusenoski commented that beer and wine sales are projected to be less than 2% of their revenue. 
He noted that costs for failing a control buy would be more expensive than what alcohol sales generate. 
He stated that staff diligence in carding and serving will be determined by the tone set by management.  

Mr. Krusenoski offered a word of advice that accepting the vertical license causes problems.  Attorney
Tanzillo stated that they will not accept the vertical license and it is indicated so in the manual.

Mr. Clary asked if patrons have to approach the counter to be served a drink.  Ms. Rosing replied yes. 
She stated that all service is from the front counter.  She noted if someone under 21 is at the register a
manager is called over to check identification, ring up the sale and deliver the drink.  
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Mr. Clary asked if managers walk the floor.  Ms. Rosing replied yes.  

Mr. Clary asked how the beer and wine is served.  Ms. Rosing replied that they only offer beer by the
bottle.  She stated that they do not sell wine.  

Mr. Adank was pleased that they will not accept the vertical license.  He had no questions.

Mr. Strelau asked if they were serving liquor now.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes and noted it was allowed
under the terms of the Bankruptcy Order.  She stated that by court order they have a right to continue
liquor service under Fuddrucker’s Inc. until a new license is issued to Luby’s.

Ms. Strelau noted there may be some confusion as to what Fuddruckers requires and what Downers
Grove requires.  She noted that there were some inconsistencies in their local manual versus the
corporate manual.   She hopes that they will pay close attention to Downers Grove regulations.  She
stated that they are not selling that much to warrant fines if they are caught selling to a minor.  

Ms. Strelau noted that each person can only have one drink at a time per person.  Attorney Tanzillo
replied that the one drink per person policy was listed in the local manual under the liability section.  

Ms. Fregeau has pleased that  Ms. Rosing had liquor handling experience. 

Ms. Fregeau noted her concern with customers sending someone else up to the counter to retrieve a
drink.  She felt the floor managers should pay close attention so that adults are not sharing drinks with
minors.  Ms. Rosing understood her concern about the counter service.  She stated that Luby’s has a
policy to have two managers are on duty at all times with one monitoring the floor at all times. 

Ms. Rosing stated that they are not the type of place where people will come to drink.  She noted that
their drinking pricing helps in that they charge $3.75 a beer.    

Ms. Fregeau reviewed the floor plan.  She stated in looking at the counter area, there is no bar area.  Ms.
Rosing agreed.  

Ms. Fregeau noted the outdoor patio area and asked if they plan on obtaining an outdoor license.  Ms.
Rosing doubted that they would.  She stated that it is a very small area with a few pieces of plastic lawn
furniture.  She did not feel it would be worth it for Luby’s to obtain an outdoor license.  Ms. Fregeau
noted that there is a separate license would be required should they wish to allow alcohol outside.

Ms. Fregeau noted that the Village allows the unconsumed portion of a bottle of  wine to be taken from
the premises, provided they do so in accordance with State law.  She stated that since they do not serve
wine, this provision shall not apply.  

Ms. Fregeau cautioned them about the use of fake identification by college kids.  She felt it important
that they have sample pictures of licenses.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how often they plan to conduct liquor training with employees.  Ms. Rosing replied
that they have monthly and quarterly staff meetings and can incorporate it whenever need be.  She
advised that new hires are required to complete liquor training. 

Chairman McInerney was pleased that Luby’s was taking over the Fuddruckers chain.  He has had good
experiences at the Papas restaurants owned by Luby’s in the Houston area. 
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Chairman McInerney suggested that the addendum be made more clear for their associates by ref-
formatting the document, similar to the corporate manual, and highlight important key points.

Attorney Tanzillo appreciated the Commission’s input.

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman McInerney asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to the Class "R-2" liquor license application.

MS. STRELAU MOVED TO FIND LUBY’S FUDDRUCKERS RESTAURANTS, LLC D/B/A
FUDDRUCKERS, LOCATED AT 1500 BRANDING LANE, QUALIFIED FOR A BEER AND
WINE ONLY, ON-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.  MS. FREGEAU
SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. Strelau, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski,
Chairman McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 7:0:0

The motion carried.  

V. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any new business.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that licenses for Game Pazzo and Baker Food & Liquor were issued on January 1st. 
She advised that Finley’s Grill Room has completed the remodel and is now operating as Rockwood Tap
House. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Police Department conducted 10 controlled buys on January 25th.  She
noted that all 10 of those licensees passed the test.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that there are a number of local church special event licenses coming up in the
next few months.  She stated that they are holding events in connection with fund raising activities.  

Ms. Strelau asked about extensions and asked how many a licensee may have per year.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied eight.  She wondered if it was calendar year or by license year.  Ms. Kuchynka replied calendar
year.   

Ms. Strelau asked about Rita’s extensions and wondered how late the establishment remains open.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied they can remain open 24 hours, so long as they stop serving at 2AM on Sunday,
Monday-Friday and 3AM on Saturday.  The group discussed extensions and suggested that a closing time
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be provided by the licensee at the time of the request so that the Police Department is notified as to how
long they will remain open from an enforcement prospective. 

VI. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding old business. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the Friday 2AM serving hours has been placed on the February 15th Council
agenda for consideration.   Ms. Kuchynka advised that their recommendation for the sunset clause was
put into the recommendation, however, the provision was not directly put into the Code.  Staff
determined they would flag the program in a years time and review police activity during the course of
the year to see if there are any issues. The group requested a copy of the materials provided to the
Council.  Ms. Kuchynka replied she would forward the information.  Ms. Fregeau stated that the
consensus of the Liquor Commission was to have a one year sunset clause. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised that a Compliance Check was conducted at Rita’s with no violations noted.  Ms.
Strelau asked what day of the week the officers were present.  Ms. Kuchynka noted it was late on a
Friday evening into Saturday.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that she contacted Capri concerning their DUI notification and discussed the
matter with the manager.  Ms. Strelau asked if Hooters was notified, as they are not a regular violator. 
Ms. Kuchynka replied she would have to review her notes about the Hooters notification

VII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman McInerney called for a motion to adjourn.

Ms. Strelau moved to adjourn the February 3, 2011 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation
at 7:15 p.m.



DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE ROOM

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, March 3, 2011

I. CALL TO ORDER

Staff called the March 3, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:33 p.m.

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski, Ms. Strelau

ABSENT: Chairman McInerney

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Assistant Village Attorney
Beth Clark, Village Attorney Enza Petrarca

OTHERS: Phil Cullen, Jim Russ, Mike Polz, Nick Nagy, Jay Nagy, Marta Cullen, Tom
Cawthorne, Chuck Keenley, Karen Keenley, Marge Earl, Mary Mengel, Joe
Mengel, William Chalberg, Liz Chalberg, Barbara Taylor, Brian Slodysko, Court
Reporter

III. APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN PRO TEM

In the absence of Chairman McInerney, staff requested a motion to appoint a Chairman Pro Tem
for the meeting.

MS. FREGEAU MOVED TO APPOINT ALICE STRELAU TO ACT AS
CHAIRMAN PRO TEM FOR THE MARCH 3, 2011 MEETING OF THE
LIQUOR COMMISSION.   MS. KING SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Mr. Krusenoski 

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The motion carried.  

IV APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for approval of the minutes February 3, 2011 Liquor Commission
meeting and asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Ms. Fregeau requested a minor change to Page 4 where she indicated that the Village allows an
unconsumed portion of wine to be taken from the establishment.  She referenced the Fuddrucker manual,
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not the Village Code.  She stated that the applicant later clarified it was a non-issue as they were not
serving wine.     

Hearing no further changes, corrections or additions, the February 3, 2011 minutes of the Liquor
Commission meeting were approved as written.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  

V DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS FOR ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau made the following statements:

"Section 3-40 of the Downers Grove Municipal Code provides that the Local Liquor Commissioner may
revoke or suspend any license issued if the Commissioner determines that the licensee has violated any of
the provisions of this chapter or any State law pertaining to the sale of alcohol.  Both under the Section
cited above, and under Chapter 235, Section 5/7-5, Illinois Compiled Statutes, the Local Liquor
Commissioner is required to hold a public hearing after notice to the licensee, in which the licensee is
afforded an opportunity to appear and defend.  Pursuant to Section 3-5 of the Downers Grove Municipal
Code, this hearing is being conducted by the Local Liquor Commission at the request of the Local Liquor
Commissioner."

"The Commissioner has the power to temporarily suspend a license without a hearing if there is reason to
believe that continued operation of the licensed business would immediately threaten the welfare of this
community.  Such was not done in this case.  The licensee may be represented by counsel, although he
need not be for the purposes of this hearing."

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there are signed stipulations in these cases.  Prosecuting Attorney
Janicki Clark replied that there are stipulations in only two of the three cases being heard tonight. 

In view of the stipulations, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the order of this hearing will be
substantially as follows:

A. Prosecution will read the signed stipulation into the record with the opportunity for the licensee
to register its concurrence or non concurrence for the record.

B. Prosecution may present any additional evidence in this case with the right of the licensee to
cross-examine.

C. Licensee may present any defense or mitigating evidence with right of prosecution to cross-
examine.

D. Summary of case by prosecution and defense."

"The prosecution should establish that timely notice of this hearing has been provided to the licensee."

"Witnesses shall be sworn."
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"Strict rules of evidence will need not be adhered to although the Commission expects to exercise control
over the hearing to ensure that irrelevant or repetitive testimony does not unduly prolong the hearing."

"A court reporter is present and will take the proceedings verbatim.  Staff is also present for the purpose
of summarizing the proceedings."

“The Commission will submit the findings and recommendations to the Local Liquor Commissioner
regarding the existence and nature of any violation and the appropriate penalty, if any."

"Upon receipt of the recommendation of the Commission, the Commissioner will render a decision and
the licensee will be notified in writing."

Ballydoyle, LLC d/b/a Ballydoyle Irish Pub & Restaurant

Chairman Pro Tem stated that the first order of business was to conduct a disciplinary hearing for
Ballydoyle, LLC d/b/a Ballydoyle Irish Pub & Restaurant located at 5157 Main Street.  She stated that the
licensee has been charged with a violation of Section 3-33.1 of the Downers Grove Liquor Control
Ordinance which limits the sale and promotion of alcoholic liquor.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be
seated. She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record,
indicate their affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Phil Cullen was sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Cullen introduced himself as the owner of
Ballydoyle.  Mr. Jim Russ introduced himself as the attorney representing Ballydoyle.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the prosecuting attorney to present her case. 

Ms. Clark stated that the parties to this hearing before the Liquor Commission of the Village of Downers
Grove by and through their attorneys, if any, hereby stipulate as follows: 

1. Ballydoyle, LLC d/b/a Ballydoyle Irish Pub & Restaurant, 5157 Main Street, Downers Grove,
Illinois, is the holder of a Class R-1/O Liquor License #LQ-000020, issued by the Village of
Downers Grove.  That said Licensee has held a liquor license for this location from the Village
of Downers Grove since October 31, 2003.

2. Notice of this hearing was served upon the Licensee by certified mail to its registered agent and
by personal delivery to the manager of the licensed premises.  

3. On Wednesday, February 2, 2011 the Daily Herald published an article entitled: "Super Bowl
bashes ease pain for Bears Fans", listing local establishments offering Super Bowl XLV events
on Sunday, February 6, 2011.    

4. That Ballydoyle Irish Pub, located at 5157 Main Street, Downers Grove, was included in this
article.  

5. That the article read:  "Ballydoyle Irish Pub, 5157 Main St., Downers Grove,  (630)969-0600,
ballydoylepub.com:  For $30, get four hours of wings, homemade chili, nachos and Miller Lite”,
copy attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A.    
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6. That the Downtown Downers Grove website  (www.downtowndg.org) listed local restaurant
specials in connection with Super Bowl XLV taking place on February 6, 2011.

7. That the restaurant special for Ballydoyle Irish Pub and Restaurant advertised in the Downtown
Downers Grove website read: "$30.00/person for a wristband that includes:  Unlimited buffet of
wings, homemade chili, nacho bar and Miller Lite drafts for four hours", copy attached hereto
and incorporated herein as Exhibit B.  

8. That the promotion/advertising of the sale of an unlimited number of drinks during a set period
of time for a fixed price is in violation of  Section 3.33.1(b) of the Downers Grove Municipal
Code.  

9. That on February 6, 2011, at approximately 6:00 p.m., Detective Bylls entered Ballydoyle Irish
Pub & Restaurant located at 5157 Main Street.  Upon entry Detective Bylls viewed an 11" x 17"
advertisement offering a $30 "all-u-can-eat/all-u-can drink" special with smaller print indicating
it was all-u-can drink Miller Lite Draft beer, copy attached hereto and incorporated herein as
Exhibit C.    

10. That Detective Bylls inquired about the $30 package and server April Javurek advised that the
food buffet was free because of low turnout.   

11. That Detective Bylls inquired about the all-u-can-drink package and server April Javurek advised
it included only Miller Lite.   

12. That server April Javurek confirmed that an all-u-can-drink package was available although she
was unaware of any patrons who had purchased the all-u-can-drink package.     

13. On February 6, 2011, an unlimited number of drinks was offered for sale on the premises in
violation of Section 3-33.1(a)(2) of the Downers Grove Municipal Code.  

14. That Sergeant Giancarlo joined Detective Bylls at Ballydoyle Irish Pub & Restaurant at
approximately 6:30 pm., identified themselves, and asked for a manager but were advised that
there was no manager on duty at the time.  

15. That server April Javurek was advised that all-you-can-drink specials was in violation of Section
3-33.1(a)(2) of the Downers Grove Municipal Code.

16. That Sergeant Giancarlo requested that Ballydoyle no longer offer the special.

17. That April Javurek advised that no one had purchased the drink special, and would not offer it if
any one asked for it.  

17. The Sergeant Giancarlo and Detective Bylls advised that notice of further action would be
forthcoming from the Downers Grove Liquor Commission. 

18. That Ballydoyle has not had a liquor violation within the last twelve (12) months.

Ms. Clark asked that the signed stipulation and exhibits be entered into the record as Village’s Exhibit
#1.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau accepted the signed stipulation as Village Exhibit #1. 
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Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the licensee to present its case.

Mr. Cullen apologized for the violation.  He stated that they did not give the promotion a second thought
and were trying to come up with new ways to get people into the restaurant.  He stated when they
received the violation notice they were shocked.  He stated that they made a mistake and did not
intentionally violate the law.  He was aware of their responsibility to know the ordinances.  He admitted
violating Section 3-33.1 of the ordinance.   He stated that the economy is difficult.  He stated that a lot of
restaurants are no longer around and most others are under pressure to keep the doors open.  He stated
that in surrounding communities there were other restaurants and bars offering the same and/or bigger
Super Bowl specials with all you can eat and drink specials.  

Mr. Cullen advised that Super Bowl Sunday is not a big event for them and noted that most stay at home
or go to sports bars for the event.  He noted that Downers Grove is more conservative than other
communities but it was his mistake for not checking with staff to check if the promotion was ok.  

Mr. Cullen stated that it is not their intention to break the law.  He noted that they have brought business
to downtown Downers Grove.  He stated that management stresses proper liquor service with their
employees.  

Mr. Cullen noted that he has a good working relationship with Carol and will not hesitate to contact her
about future events or offerings.  

Mr. Cullen stated that he is normally in the establishment, however his son was having a baby and he was
out of the restaurant that day.  He was not there to know first hand about the violation in order to explain.

Mr. Cullen advised that they did not sell any of the Super Bowl promotions.  He apologized for their
mistake.  

Ms. King was sorry to see them before the Commission.  She appreciated his candor and being forthright. 
She empathized that business is difficult and understood their attempts at marketing the establishment in
order to stay in business.  

Ms. King asked if this was in violation of local law.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that it is a State and local law
violation.  She advised that the local portion of the law prohibits the advertising.  She added that offering
unlimited drinks is a violation of both state and local law.  

Ms. King looked on the web site and believed that State laws are taught through BASSETT training.  She
stated that any one who is a server should know the happy hour regulations.  Mr. Cullen stated that staff
is aware of happy hours and noted that Super Bowl events are glorified happy hours.   Ms. King felt that
the training is not effective if nobody caught it.  

Mr. Cullen did not associate the advertisement with happy hour.  He stated that there were many other
establishments that had the offer and felt a lot of people do not know the law properly and made the same
mistake they made.  

Ms. King understood the reasoning behind the law as it prevents patrons from “slamming” an unlimited
number of drinks in a few hours of time and them getting behind the wheel.  
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Ms. King stated that the State of Illinois simplifies the Happy Hour Laws in a publication on their
website.  She felt it would be helpful for them to review the publication which is spelled out in laymen’s
terms.  

Mr. Cullen stated that staff ensures that customers to not over indulge and they do not over serve patrons. 

Ms. King encouraged them to contact staff more in the future.  Mr. Cullen agreed.

Mr. Krusenoski asked Mr. Cullen if he has more than one Ballydoyle location.  Mr. Cullen replied yes.   
He noted that they have been in Downers Grove for 8 years.  Mr. Krusenoski asked if they offer happy
hour specials.  Mr. Cullen replied no.  Mr. Krusenoski explained that unlimited drinks and drink specials
are regulated.  
 He was flabbergasted about the event and noted that ignorance of the law does not excuse the violation. 

Mr. Krusenoski asked whose decision it was to do the promotion.  Mr. Cullen replied that they have
weekly managements meeting and it was a group decision to hold an event.  Mr. Krusenoski asked why
other staff members did not question this activity.  Mr. Cullen explained that there was a magazine with
20 pages of listings for Super Bowl specials.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked Mr. Cullen if he offered the special at his other restaurants.  Mr. Cullen replied
yes.  

Mr. Clary did not believe Mr. Cullen intentionally violated the law.  He asked if there was a manager on
site.  Mr. Cullen reiterated that he is typically there, however, his son’s wife was having a Super Bowl
baby.  

Mr. Cullen noted that although he was not there, his employee, April has been with Ballydoyle for 5
years and has been in the business longer than he as a server and bartender.  Mr. Clary noted that with
that experience, she should have known better.  Mr. Cullen did not want the Commission to think the
restaurant was unmanned.  He stated that April was the supervisor.  

Mr. Clary stated that knowing the perimeters of marketing and about what they offer should be most
important on their list.  He stated that an all you can drink offer is a blatant violation and should have
been a red flag for them.  

Mr. Adank understood that it was uncomfortable for Ballydoyle and noted it is uncomfortable for the
Commission as well.  

Mr. Adank asked how many patrons were in the establishment.  Mr. Cullen replied about 15-20, mostly
regulars. 

Mr. Adank asked how many patrons that have on a normal Sunday.  Mr. Cullen replied roughly 100 on
Sundays.  He stated that there is more of a family atmosphere on Sunday.  He stated that Irish dancers
usually come in to practice as well.  

Mr. Adank appreciated his honesty and candor.   
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Ms. Fregeau was sorry to see them before the Commission.  She knows they know better after being in
the community for so many years.  She also appreciated his candor and honesty.  She found it most
troubling that the offer said “all-you-can drink” which essentially is a “bottomless” drink.  She
encouraged them to stop and think about responsible service.  

Ms. Fregeau asked what their percentage of food versus liquor sales.  Mr. Cullen replied on average 60%
food 40% liquor and perhaps 50-50 on nights they have entertainment.  

Ms. Fregeau noted that the Commission gets DUI monthly reports where patrons indicate they have been
drinking at a Downers Grove establishment.   She stated that weighs on the Commission and responsible
service by licensees.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that he was honest and stipulated to the facts.  She cautioned him to stop and question
offers.  She felt that he has a good relationship with staff.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that Downers Grove is conservative and believed Mr. Cullen got the message about
the violation.  

Mr. Cullen advised that he received the newsletter that Carol sent out which re-emphasized the basics
and highlighted what licensees cannot offer by way of drink specials.   Ms. Fregeau felt it great that staff
provides that information, however, it is the responsibility of the licensee to be familiar with that
information.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau was disturbed that so many staff members did not know about the potential
violation.  She asked if there were other regulations they do not know.  She noted that the Commission
wants licensees to succeed, but licensees have to follow the law.  She stated that Commission is left with
the task of dealing with licensees when they do not follow the law.  She stated their ability to succeed
will only happen if they do what they are supposed to do.  She stated that staff is there to guide them.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated was sorry that business is bad and noted that they all are sympathetic, 
but them being before the Commission will not help their business either.  She stated that there will be
ramifications.  She stated that there are over 70 license holders, but see only a handful for disciplinary
hearings and most never run afoul.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the Commission is not here to make life miserable, but should
licensees not follow the law, that it what it will feel like.  She asked that he review the ordinance and
State laws and if they have any questions or concerns to bring it up to staff.  She stated that they will be
more than happy to help and guide them.  Mr. Cullen stated that he will check with Carol about
regulations going forward.  

Ms. Clark summarized by stating that Ballydoyle, LLC d/b/a Ballydoyle Restaurant and pub located at
5147 Main Street has stipulated to a violation of Section 3-33.1 of the Downers Grove Liquor Control
Ordinance which limits the sale and promotion of alcoholic liquor.   She stated that this is the licensee’s
third violation in the past five years and there are no aggravating circumstances in this case.  She
recommend that the license be suspended for 6 to14 days based upon the Village’s suspension guidelines. 
She recommend that the licensee be required to pay a fine of up to $15,000 and that they pay an
administrative fee of $1,000.00 to cover the costs of conducting this hearing.  Ms. Clark stated that in
lieu of the fines the licensees can request to serve additional days of suspension.
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Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that following the motion the Commission may have further discussion. 

Upon hearing the evidence presented in this case, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a motion as to
whether the licensee be found guilty or not guilty of a violation of Section 3-33.1 of the Downers Grove
Municipal Code.

MS. KING MOVED TO FIND BALLYDOYLE, LLC D/B/A BALLYDOYLE IRISH PUB &
RESTAURANT, LOCATED AT 5157 MAIN STREET, GUILTY OF VIOLATING OF SECTION
3-33.1 OF THE DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR CONTROL ORDINANCE.  MS. FREGEAU
SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. King, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Mr. Krusenoski, Chairman Pro
Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 6:0:0

The motion carried.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a recommendation as to the fine and/or suspension for the violation. 

Ms. Clark reiterated her recommendation of a 6-14 day suspension, fine of up to $15,000 and a fee of up
to $1,000 to cover administrative costs of the hearing.

Mr. Clary asked if the suspension would have to be served consecutively.  Ms. Clark stated that the
suspension guidelines do not mention consecutive days and that they could be served consecutively or
spread out.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the Commission can make it either way as part of their
recommendation.

Mr. Krusenoski asked if this penalty was more severe than what is typically recommended for serving
someone under age.  Ms. Clark advised the reason it seems so severe is that this is the licensee’s third
violation in the past five years.  She stated that the suspension guide is progressive and the increase in
fines and/or suspension is based on the their history.  Mr. Krusenoski asked if penalties were progressive
regardless of the type of violation.  Ms. Clark replied yes.  

Attorney Russ stated that this is the first violation of this provision of the Ordinance in the Village.  He
asked if this provision has been violated in the past. Ms. Petrarca stated that the Village had one previous
advertising violation in the past.  

Attorney Russ stated that this is not a control buy violation asked the Commission look at this as a first
offense rather than a third violation.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau noted that staff’s recommendation is
according to Village guidelines and that any Liquor Code violation has a cumulative effect. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau noted this is the licensee’s third appearance before the Commission in five
years and noted that some licensees have never been before the Commission for a disciplinary hearing. 
Ms. Clark stated that she simply looked at the number of violations and followed the suspension chart.  
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Ms. Clark advised that Ballydoyle received a Cease and Desist Order in 2004 for violation of the same
liquor code provision, violation of the Happy Hour laws, which was also taken in consideration.

Chairman Pro Tem asked what the licensee was cited for.  Ms. Clark stated that in 2004 the licensee was
issued a Cease and Desist Order for violation of 3-33.1 which prohibits advertisements using the words
“open bar”.  She stated that notice was provided and hand delivered to him for the violation.  She stated
that the Order forced him to cease and desist that type of advertising.

Ms. King felt that this type of violation may be more severe than failure of the control buy program, as
there is the potential to over serve multiple people.

Chairman Pro Tem asked for a motion.

Mr. Adank stated that he would like to propose a motion to put the item up for further discussion.  

MR. ADANK MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE LICENSE OF BALLYDOYLE, LLC
D/B/A BALLYDOYLE IRISH PUB & RESTAURANT, LOCATED AT 5157 MAIN STREET, BE
SUSPENDED FOR NOT LESS THAN ONE (1) DAY NOR MORE THAN ONE (1) DAY,  THAT
THE LICENSEE BE FINED IN AN AMOUNT OF $1,000, NOT TO EXCEED $15,000.00 AND
THAT THE LICENSEE PAY AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $1,000.00 TO COVER
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO CONDUCT THIS HEARING.  MR. CLARY SECONDED. 

VOTE: Aye:  Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Mr. Krusenoski

Nay: Ms. King, Ms. Fregeau, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau

Abstain: None

MOTION: 3:3:0

The motion failed.  

Chairman Pro Tem asked for discussion.  

Mr. Krusenoski felt more sympathetic in this instance and would prefer to see a penalty on the lower and
of the suspension and fine recommendations.  He recommend a 3-5 day suspension with a $1,000 fine. 
He understood that it was their third violation, but it was a different type of violation.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked what penalty Ballydoyle received last. Ms. Petrarca replied that they
received a $5,000 fine and paid $1,000 in hearing costs.  Mr. Krusenoski asked if they served suspension. 
Ms. Petrarca replied no and added that the licensee requested a fine in lieu of suspension.

Mr. Clary asked who decides the day(s) of suspension.  Ms. Kuchynka replied the Mayor.  She stated that
typically take licensee’s requests into consideration and will work with them if they have pre-booked
parties or events.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that nobody wants licensees to suffer in these economic times.  She realizes that a
$15,000 fine would be scary for any business.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked Mr. Cullen if he would prefer a fine in lieu of suspension.  Mr. Cullen
replied that it would depend on the amount of the fine.  He stated that if they have to close, it will be
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tough on the business.  Attorney Russ noted that entertainment is one of the first things people cut back
on in a bad economy.  He stated that the economic impact in these times is crucial and noted a number of
establishments have been closing down.  He felt any closing would have a huge impact on them.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if he would prefer a fine and zero days of suspension.  Mr. Cullen replied yes and
noted it would be better for business.  

Mr. Cullen reiterated that nobody was served the special in this situation and it was not an intentional
violation.  He stated that staff recommended big numbers for the penalty.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that disciplinary action of any kind is never pleasant.  She stated that just because the
offer did not happen, does not mean it could not have happened.  

Ms. Fregeau noted that the Commission reviews the DUI Notification reports and thankfully nobody has
been killed as a result of those drunken driving incidents.  

Ms. King stated that the Commission is a recommending body.  She would recommend zero days of
suspension and a $10,000 fine.  She stated that sends a message.  She felt that the 2004 warning was an
aggravating circumstance.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the Commission is put in a difficult situation.  She stated that if
they do not enforce the Ordinance and make it difficult for violators, they will be dealing with violations
regularly.  She stated that it is the licensee’s responsibility to know the rules.  She stated that the
Commission has to deal with the ramifications if licensees do not follow the rules.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau did not feel that they should be closed 6-14 days, but understood the staff
recommendation.  She stated fines in lieu of suspension have been offered in the past for them and
others.  She felt a fine of $7,500 to $10,000 fines was appropriate and knows it is steep, however, she has
a hard time issuing a $1,000 fine if their last fine was $5,000.  She stated that there needs to be some
escalation.  She would be agreeable to zero days of suspension.

Mr. Adank was not comfortable burdening Ballydoyle with that fine.  He appreciated Mr. Cullen’s
candor and honesty but could not wash the “mistake” away.  He did not want to make the disciplinary
action difficult on licensees, but memorable.  

Chairman Pro Tem asked Mr. Adank if he would reconsider his motion on the base on the basis of
making the violation memorable.  Mr. Adank replied that he would like costs of the hearing be covered
and a fine in the amount of $1,000.  

Mr. Adank believed that Ballydoyle felt the pain of sitting before the Commission and there was pain felt
on behalf of those up for the next hearing.  He believed that nobody is going to forget this.  He weighed
the economic situation with the severity of what happened.  He was comfortable with his original motion.

Mr. Clary agreed and wanted to be tough, but not excessive with penalties.  He stated that although the
economy is tough, there is no excuse for this type of violation.  He wanted licensees to be successful but
operate in accordance with the law.  He did not believe however that a six day suspension or $10,000 fine
was appropriate.  He stated that hearing costs should be covered and $1,000 fine was fair in this case
with the understanding that this is very serious violation.  

Ms. Fregeau understood that this was their first type of violation, but noted the previous warning given
and that there have been a number of violations for this licensee in a short period of time.  She was
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concerned that so many of them did not see this offer as a potential problem.  She did not believe it was
deliberate or intentional violation.  

Ms. Fregeau felt that a $1,000 fine with no suspension sends the wrong message globally.  She was not
comfortable with $1,000 fine and zero days.  She did not want to shut down the licensee, but the fine
should be more than the last fine of $5,000 .  She was willing to accept zero days of suspension in
accordance with that.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she was uncomfortable with the whole thing.  She was concerned about setting
precedent and worries about the message what kind of message would be sent to the community.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the Commission if an appropriate penalty would be zero days of
suspension and a fine over $5,000.  Mr. Krusenoski agreed.  Ms. King was concerned about setting 
precedent.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that they were only a recommending body and that the Liquor
Commissioner could take a completely different view of the situation.  She wanted them to make the best
decision possible and move on.  She asked for another motion.  

MR. KRUSENOSKI MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE LICENSE OF BALLYDOYLE,
LLC D/B/A BALLYDOYLE IRISH PUB & RESTAURANT, LOCATED AT 5157 MAIN
STREET, BE SUSPENDED FOR ZERO (0) DAYS, THAT THE LICENSEE BE FINED IN AN
AMOUNT OF NOT OF NOT LESS THAN $5,000 NOR MORE THAN  $15,000.00 AND THAT
THE LICENSEE PAY AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $1,000.00 TO COVER
ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO CONDUCT THIS HEARING.  

The motion died for lack of a second.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested another motion.

Ms. Petrarca advised that the Commission may offer the Liquor Commissioner a larger range and allow
the Mayor to decide the appropriate penalty, if any.  

MR. KRUSENOSKI MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE LICENSE OF BALLYDOYLE,
LLC D/B/A BALLYDOYLE IRISH PUB & RESTAURANT, LOCATED AT 5157 MAIN
STREET, BE SUSPENDED FOR ZERO (0) DAYS, THAT THE LICENSEE BE FINED IN AN
AMOUNT UP TO $15,000.00 AND THAT THE LICENSEE PAY AN AMOUNT NOT TO
EXCEED $1,000.00 TO COVER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO CONDUCT THIS HEARING. 
MR. CLARY SECONDED.   

VOTE: Aye:  Mr. Krusenoski, Mr. Clary, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King Chairman Pro Tem Strelau

Nay: Mr. Adank

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:1:0

The motion carried.  

That concluded the disciplinary hearing for Ballydoyle Irish Pub & Restaurant.
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JN Pizza, Inc. d/b/a Roundhead's Pizza Pub

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the next order of business was to conduct a disciplinary hearing for
JN Pizza, Inc. d/b/a Roundhead's Pizza Pub located at 2001 W. 63rd Street.  She stated that the licensee
has been charged with a violation of Section 3-33.1 of the Downers Grove Liquor Control Ordinance
which limits the sale and promotion of alcoholic liquor.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be
seated. She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record,
indicate their affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Nick Nagy and Mr. Jay Nagy were sworn in by the court reporter.  Jay introduced himself as the
owner of Roundhead’s.  Nick Nagy introduced himself as the manager of Roundhead’s.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the prosecuting attorney to present her case. 

Ms. Clark stated that the parties to this hearing before the Liquor Commission of the Village of Downers
Grove by and through their attorneys, if any, hereby stipulate as follows: 

1. JN Pizza, Inc. d/b/a Roundhead's Pizza Pub, 2001 W. 63rd Street, Downers Grove, Illinois, is the
holder of a Class R-1/O Liquor License #LQ-000011, issued by the Village of Downers Grove. 
That said Licensee has held a liquor license for this location from the Village of Downers Grove
since March 8, 2005.

2. Notice of this hearing was served upon the Licensee by certified mail to its registered agent and
by personal delivery to the manager of the licensed premises.  

3. That the Downers Grove Patch website (www.downersgrove.patch.com) published an article
entitled "Patch Picks:  Places to Watch the Superbowl".

4. On February 3, 2011, the Patch Picks article read:  "Roundheads Pizza Pub, 2001 63rd St.,
Downers Grove 630.434-9999...For the Superbowl, they offer a $50 all you can eat and drink
buffet during game time so you can enjoy yourself to the fullest.", copy attached hereto and
incorporated herein as Exhibit A.   

5. On Wednesday, February 3, 2011 the Roundheads Pizza Pub website
(www.roundheadspizza.com) promoted a Superbowl XLV party on February 6, 2011 at 5:00 p.m
which included an all you can eat and drink buffet, copy attached hereto and incorporated herein
as Exhibit B.

6. That the promotion/advertising of the sale of an unlimited number of drinks during a set period
of time for a fixed price; is in violation of Section 3.33.1(b) of the Downers Grove Municipal
Code.  

7. That on February 6, 2011, at approximately 4:30 p.m., Sergeant Richard Giancarlo entered
Roundhead's Pizza Pub located at 2001 W. 63rd Street.  Upon entry, a promotional flyer in the
window next to the entry door advertised an all you can drink and all you can eat special for
$50.00.   

8. That Sergeant Giancarlo ordered a meal and inquired about the $50.00 special.  His waitress
advised it was a "Drink special" which included the buffet and drinks for $50.00.   
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9. That Sergeant Giancarlo observed six patrons seated near him who he believed had purchased the
special.  He noted that their table had been served several rounds of beer without the exchange of
currency and the entire party ate the buffet.  

10. That Sergeant Giancarlo spoke with a patron and asked about the significance of a placard
around his neck and the patron advised it was for the promotion offered by Roundheads.  The
patron advised it was given to him for paying for all you could eat and drink for $50.00 and
advised that the promotion ran from 4:00 p.m. until the end of the game.  

11. On February 6, 2011, an unlimited number of drinks was sold,  offered for sale and delivered on
the premises in violation of Section 3-33.1(a)(2) of the Downers Grove Municipal Code.  

12. That Sergeant Giancarlo approached the owner Joe Nagy and asked him if he was offering an
unlimited $50.00 unlimited drink special.  Mr. Nagy acknowledged that Roundhead's was having
a Super Bowl party, which included a $50.00 per person all you can eat and all you an drink
special during the football game.  

13. That Sergeant Giancarlo asked what type of alcoholic beverages were included in the special, to
which owner Joe Nagy replied "beer and wine".

14. That Sergeant Giancarlo informed Mr. Nagy that unlimited drink specials were in violation of
Section 3-33.1(a)(2) of the Downers Grove Municipal Code.

15. That Sergeant Giancarlo advised Mr. Nagy that the serving of unlimited drinks would need to be
discontinued. 

16. The Sergeant Giancarlo advised that notice of further action would be forthcoming from the
Downers Grove Liquor Commission

Ms. Clark asked that the signed stipulation with exhibits be entered into the record as Village’s Exhibit
#1.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau accepted the signed stipulation as Village Exhibit #1. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the licensee to present its case.

Jay Nagy apologized for the violation.  He stated that the event was originally designed for a private
party.  He stated that they have been in business for 15 years and follow the rules strictly.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how this event was designed to be a private party.   Joe Nagy stated that a patron
approached them about having a Fantasy Football Party.  He stated that they had placards made and put a
coupon on the back.  He stated that whoever came to his party would be given a placard.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how the event broke down in the restaurant.  Jay replied that there were other people
in the restaurant also.  He took responsibility for the event escalating.  Ms. Fregeau asked if there was a
segregated section for the party.  He stated there was supposed to be.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how waitresses knew who was allowed to participate.  She inquired how it went from
a private party to being offered to the public. Jay stated that the offer was a good deal and other people
wanted to get in on the offer. 

Ms. Fregeau asked if they sent out a press release.  Jay replied no.  She asked where the information on
the Patch article came from.  Jay replied it must have been noticed from their website.  He stated that it
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was designed to be a private party.  Nick stated that they take full responsibility for it being posted
wrong.  
Ms. Fregeau stated that the Commission has to be concerned about licensees and the messages sent to the
community as to what is allowed.

Ms. Fregeau asked if there were managers on duty that day.  Jay replied his father and sister.

Mr. Adank asked how it went from a private party to being advertised on the internet making it a public
party.  He asked them to expand on that.  Nick thought they could bring more people in and piggy back
on this private event.  

Mr. Adank referred to Exhibit B of the stipulation and asked if it was on their website.  Jay replied yes.
Mr. Adank stated that he did not see where the event was listed as private or a public party.  Ms. Clark
referred him to review the side of the exhibit.  

Mr. Adank asked if they understand it is not a private party at the point it was posted on the website. Jay
replied that was his mistake.  He stated that business has been slow and they were trying to get more
business from it.  Mr. Adank again asked if it was a public party or private party.  Jay replied that it is a
public party as it was on the website.  

Mr. Adank reviewed the Patch article.  He asked if it was written by someone at the Patch or if it was
supplied by them.  Jay replied it was not supplied by them. 

Mr. Adank asked if Officer Giancarlo identified himself as an officer.  Mr. Petrarca stated that he did at
the end of the investigation.  Mr. Adank asked if he was in uniform.  Ms. Petrarca stated that he is a 
plain clothed detective. He asked how long Officer Giancarlo knew about the offer prior to be on site the
evening of the incident.  Ms. Petrarca replied a few days.  Mr. Adank asked how Officer Giancarlo knew
about the party and asked why staff was not working with license holders ahead of time to discuss the
matter.  Ms. Petrarca replied that this licensee was spoken to about a similar issue less than one month
prior. 

Mr. Clary was struggling with the private/public issue as well. He asked when the party was posted on
the website.  Jay replied did not know the exact date.  Mr. Clary asked if they had been in contact with
the patron prior to the event.  Nick replied yes.  

Mr. Clary stated that there is no verbage in the advertisement stating it was private.  Jay agreed.  

Mr. Clary asked if it was their intention for this to be a private party for the entire restaurant.  Jay stated
that it was their intention to have this party and use it to get more people into the bar.  He stated that
unless the Bears are in the Super Bowl it is not a busy day for them.  He stated that they were trying to
get people in the door.  Jay stated that it was poor advertising on their part.  

Jay Nagy stated that in 15 years they have never held a party like this.  Mr. Clary asked them what
prompted them to do it.  Jay replied that since it has not been busy, they wanted to step outside the box
and drum up some business.  Nick stated that it was like a wedding as it was the patron’s party.  Mr.
Clary stated that it is their restaurant and could not wrap his head around the fact about it being on the
website.  

Mr. Clary asked how many people were there and paid the $50.  Jay replied 40.  Mr. Clary asked where
they were at in the restaurant.  Jay replied they were in the section by the bar area.  He asked if that was
the only way to get into the restaurant and asked if it was $50 just to get in.  Jay replied that they sat
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patrons at tables if they just wanted a burger.  Mr. Clary asked if they were soliciting the $50 offer.  Jay
replied no. 

Mr. Clary asked if the offer was advertised in the restaurant.  Ms. Petrarca stated that there was an
advertisement in the window.

Mr. Krusenoski asked if there were simultaneous parties, one by a private party and the one that they
were hosting.  He asked if they got the idea from the private guy.  He stated that it did not matter what the
origin was, it is still a violation of the State and local law.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked when staff talked to them a month ago and if it was prior to the Super Bowl.  Ms.
Clark stated that staff spoke to Nick regarding a New Years Eve event.  She stated that she has copies of
two emails from Carol to zpizzaguy@aol.com which is Nick’s email address.  Ms. Clark advised that the
first email  was sent on December 29th at 12:48 PM where Carol indicates “New Years Eve and any other
open bar promotions are prohibited by local and state ordinance.”  Ms. Clark stated that Carol provided a
copy of 3-33.1 of the Code which prohibits the advertising, sale and promotion of unlimited drinks.  Ms.
Clark advised that on December 30th at 3:51 PM, Carol sent another an email to zpizzaguy@aol.com
regarding open bar promotions saying to “please have the New Year Eve open bar offer removed from
your website.  Advertising alone constitutes a violation”.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that was pretty clear.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if staff was aware of the Super Bowl promotion in advance of Sunday.  Mr. Clark
replied yes.  

Ms. King asked how hotel private parties and other parties are legally held.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that a
patron could rent out a room or area of the establishment.  She stated that they would pay for all of their
invited guests only.  She stated that the general public cannot be invited or they cannot allow anyone to
walk in and participate.  She stated that once it is put on a website or anyone can join in, it is no longer
considered a private function.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau was pleased when Another Round came into expand, but disappointed now
they before them for the complete opposite.  She stated that knowing State and local laws is their
responsibility.  She stated that if they fail to follow the law, they jeopardize their license and put the
Commission in an unpopular position when they have to recommend penalties.  She understood that
times are difficult and the party started out one way but morphed into something else.  She stated that
they need to call Carol the next time they have an out-of-the box thought.  

Ms. Clark summarized by stating that  JN Pizza, Inc. d/b/a Roundhead's Pizza Pub located at 2001 W.
63rd Street has stipulated to a violation of Section 3-33.1 of the Downers Grove Liquor Control
Ordinance which limits the sale and promotion of alcoholic liquor.  She stated that this is the licensee’s
first violation in past five years and there are no aggravating circumstances in this case.  She recommend
that the license be suspended for 1 to 3 days pursuant to the Village’s suspension guidelines.  She
recommend that the licensee be required to pay a fine of up to $15,000 and that they pay an
administrative fee of $1,000.00 to cover the costs of conducting this hearing.  

Upon hearing the evidence presented in this case, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a motion as to
whether the licensee be found guilty or not guilty of a violation of Section 3-33.1 of the Downers Grove
Municipal Code.

MR. KRUSENOSKI MOVED TO FIND JN PIZZA, INC. D/B/A ROUNDHEAD'S PIZZA PUB
LOCATED AT 2001 W. 63RD STREET, GUILTY OF VIOLATING SECTION 3-33.1 OF THE
DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR CONTROL ORDINANCE.  MR. CLARY SECONDED.
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VOTE: Aye:  Mr. Krusenoski, Mr. Clary, Mr. Adank, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Chairman Pro
Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 6:0:0

The motion carried.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if they preferred a fine in lieu of a suspension.  Jay preferred a fine.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a recommendation as to the fine and/or suspension for the violation. 

Mr. Krusenoski asked if the staff recommendation was 1-3 days and an open ended fine of up to $15,000. 
Ms. Clark replied yes. 

MS. KING MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE LICENSE OF JN PIZZA, INC. D/B/A
ROUNDHEAD'S PIZZA PUB LOCATED AT 2001 W. 63RD STREET, BE SUSPENDED FOR
ZERO (0) DAYS, THAT THE LICENSEE BE FINED IN AN AMOUNT OF $2,500/NOT TO
EXCEED $15,000.00 AND THAT THE LICENSEE PAY AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED
$1,000.00 TO COVER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO CONDUCT THIS HEARING.  MS.
FREGEAU SECONDED.

Jay Nagy noted that this is their first violation in 15 years.

Mr. Krusenoski was troubled by the staff email warnings.  He stated that there is not a big distinction
between the New Years Eve party and the Super Bowl party.  He was in agreement with Ms. King’s
motion.

Mr. Clary was also concerned that they did not heed prior warnings.

Mr. Krusenoski asked who is the liquor manager at Roundhead’s.  Nick replied that he is.  

Mr. Adank asked who is in charge of advertising.  Jay replied that they all are.  

Ms. King stated that in the past they have recommended training and asked if they should require it.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if they are all BASSETT trained.  Jay replied yes.  

Mr. Adank was torn and they would like to fight on behalf of licensees, but was torn with the previous
warnings from New Years. He was not comfortable with where they were at with private versus public
parties.  He was not opposed to the motion. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that 15 years without a violation is something to be proud of.  She stated that in
looking at the ad, there is a lot of food advertisements on the site.  She stated that the all you can eat and
drink is still offered.  She stated that it is a “bottomless glass” offer.  She would have leaned toward
$1,000 in fines, however, a previous warning was given and they should have checked the law.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau was disappointed that they heard from staff, but did not heed staff advise. 
She noted their good record, which is appreciated.  She stated that it is not staff’s obligation to chase
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down licensees to make sure they are following the rules.  She stated that they got a “freebie” when they
received the New Years’ Eve warning.  She stated that it is not the Village’s obligation to constantly
remind licensee’s of the rules.  She agreed with Ms. King’s motion.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. King, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Mr. Krusenoski, Chairman Pro
Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 6:0:0

The motion carried.  

Village of Downers Grove v. Nagy Brothers, Inc . d/b/a Another Round

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that as there is no stipulation in the case of the Village of Downers
Grove vs. Nagy Brothers, Inc. d/b/a Another Round, located at 5141 Main Street.  She stated that the
order of the hearing will be substantially as follows:

A. Prosecution will present its case with the right to cross examine. 

B. Licensee may present any defense or mitigating evidence with right of prosecution to cross-
examine.

C. Summary of case by prosecution and defense.

Chairman Pro Tem made the following statements:

"The prosecution should establish that timely notice of this hearing has been provided to the licensee."

"Witnesses shall be sworn."

"Strict rules of evidence will need not be adhered to although the Commission expects to exercise control
over the hearing to ensure that irrelevant or repetitive testimony does not unduly prolong the hearing."

"A court reporter is present and will take the proceedings verbatim.  Staff is also present for the purpose
of summarizing the proceedings."

“The Commission will submit the findings and recommendations to the Local Liquor Commissioner
regarding the existence and nature of any violation and the appropriate penalty, if any."

"Upon receipt of the recommendation of the Commission, the Commissioner will render a decision and
the licensee will be notified in writing."

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be
seated. She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record,
indicate their affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Nick Nagy and Mr. Jay Nagy were sworn in by the court reporter.  Jay introduced himself as the
owner of Another Round.  Nick Nagy introduced himself as the manager of Another Round.
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Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the prosecuting attorney to present her case. 

Ms. Clark stated that she was the prosecuting attorney representing the Village of Downers Grove.  She
summarized by stating that Nagy Brothers, Inc. d/b/a Another Round is the holder of a Class R-1/O
liquor license #LQ-00015, issued by the Village of Downers Grove.  She stated that they have held this
license since April 1, 2010.  She stated that the licensee is being charged with violating 3-33.1(b) of the
Downers Grove Municipal Code which specifically prohibits promoting or advertising an unlimited
number of drinks during a set period of time for a fixed price.  

Ms. Clark stated that during the testimony, the Village will show that on or about February 4, 2010,
Another Round posted on its website (www.anotherroundbarandgrill.com ) and advertisement reading
“Reserve your Super Bowl party seats now, Sunday, February 6th, $50 includes food, drinks, prizes. 
Seats going fast”.  She stated that this listing violated Village ordinances and that it was an advertisement
on its website offering an unlimited number of drinks on the day of the Super Bowl.

Ms. Clark stated that Mr. Nagy provided notice to her that they would not sign the Village’s stipulation. 
She stated that she received an affidavit from one of the Village’s witnesses.  

Ms. Clark read the following affidavit of Erin Venezia into the record:

NOW COMES the AFFIANT, Erin Venezia, and upon oath, states as follows:

1. I am the Marketing/Office Manager for the Downtown Downers Grove Management Corporation.

2. Part of my duties as Marketing/Office Manager for the Downtown Downers Grove Management
Corporation includes updating the Downtown Downers Grove website (www.downtowndg.org). 

3. As part of those duties and updating the website, I affirm that I retrieved a Superbowl advertisement on
January 10, 2011 directly from the website of Another Round (www.anotherroundbarandgrill.com)
which stated as follows:  “Reserve Your Superbowl Party Seats Now!  Sun Feb 06 $50 Includes
Food Drinks Prizes Seats are Going Fast!”, copy attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit
A.

4. I updated the Downtown Downers Grove website with the following information in the February Calendar
of Events section of the Downtown Downers Grove website which read: "Another Round Bar and Grill
$50.00/person includes: food, drinks and prizes", copy attached hereto and incorporated herein as
Exhibit B,  based upon information retrieved from the website of Another Round.   

5. On February  5, 2011 at approximately 11:30 AM after receiving a phone call from an uninvolved third
party that the Superbowl special was not being offered, I subsequently posted the following statement on
the Downtown Downers Grove Facebook page: “The planned activities at Another Round will no
longer be offered”, copy attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit C.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Ms. Clark advised that Ms. Erin Venezia signed the affidavit on March 2, 2011.    She  asked that the signed and
notarized affidavit be entered into the record as Village’s Exhibit #1.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau accepted the
signed stipulation as Village Exhibit #1. 

Ms. Clark stated that the Village would like to call Nick Nagy as her first witness.  

Ms. Clark asked Mr. Nagy to explain his role with Another Round and briefly describe the business.  Nick Nagy
replied that it is a restaurant/bar and that he is the liquor manager.  
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Ms. Clark asked if Another Round has a website. Mr. Nagy replied yes.  She asked the address of the website.
Nick replied www.anotherroundbarandgrill.com   

Ms. Clark asked who responsible for posting advertisements on their website.  Nick replied their web designer.
Ms. Clark asked the web designer’s name.  Nick replied Aaron.

Ms. Clark asked how the web designer gets the web information to post on the website.  Nick replied through him,
Jay and the other manager, Rob.

Ms. Clark asked Nick if he was familiar with Exhibit A of the affidavit (super bowl advertisement).  Nick replied
yes.  Ms. Clark asked if the advertisement was posted on their website.  Nick replied it was on the website for 2-3
days. 

Ms. Clark asked what the advertisement meant by $50 includes food, drink and prizes.  Nick stated that he believed
the web designer put it on the Another Round site but it was supposed to be for the Roundhead’s site.  
Ms. Clark asked Nick if they asked Aaron to post the advertisement on their website.  Nick replied no.  He stated
he believed there was miscommunication about putting on the website for Roundhead’s Pizza but did it on his own.
He stated that they told him to take it off and that they were not offering it, having the special or having the party
downtown.  Nick stated that 20 minutes later Aaron took it off.  Nick stated that nobody told them to take it off,
that they caught it themselves.  

Ms. Clark asked why they took the advertisement off.  Nick replied that they were never doing the party.  

Ms. Clark asked if this was the same advertisement that appeared on the Roundhead’s website.  Nick replied that
he did not know if it was the exact one.  Jay replied it was the same one.

Ms. Clark referred to the copy of the advertisement and asked Nick to read it.  Nick read “all you can eat and drink
buffet, reserve your seats now”.  Ms. Clark asked if that was the same advertisement that appeared on the site of
Another Round.  Jay replied it was different.  Nick replied it was different.  Ms. Clark asked them how it was
different.  Jay replied that the background was different.  Ms. Clark stated that the advertisement for Another
Round read “food, drink and prizes” whereas the Roundheads advertisement read “all you can drink and all you
can eat buffet”.  Jay stated that if you look at the websites, they are different too.  

Ms. Clark asked if it is their testimony that at no point they requested Aaron place this advertisement on Another
Round’s website.  Nick replied that he never did.  

Ms. Clark asked were Aron gets his information as to what is posted on the website.  Jay replied they tell him.  Ms.
Clark asked who they thought told Aaron to place this on the website.  Jay believed that Aaron assumed he was
supposed to place it on both websites.  Jay stated that after they saw it was on the wrong website on their own, it
was taken off.  Jay stated that they knew it was not the right party to have.  

Ms. Clark had no further questions. 

Ms. Clark stated that the Nagy’s could call witnesses.  The Nagy’s had none.  

Nick stated that on the stipulation document www.anotherround.com is not their website, it is
www.anotherroundbarandgrill.com   He stated that there is no reference to “free”, “complimentary”, “open
bar” or “unlimited alcoholic beverages” listed on the ad.  He stated that mistakes happen and there was
miscommunication.  He stated that the same thing happened with Aaron.

Ms. Clark asked if  the special including drinks and prizes was advertised on the website for Another Round.
Jay and Nice replied mistakenly, yes.

Jay stated that they knew this was not a party they could have and that it was illegal.  Nick stated that they
did not intend to have the party, he stated that they never called the Daily Herald or the Patch.  He stated that
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there were no signs posted in house.  He stated that they were warned for New Year’s Eve.  Jay stated that
it was on the wrong website for two days and taken off.  Nick stated that they took it off their website on their
own and that they did not want to advertise something they were not doing.  

Jay stated that the Code reads “alcoholic beverages” and noted that his ad says “drinks”.  He stated that they
could have had the offer with only two drinks.  He stated that they understood that they could offer two drink
tickets with a package.  

Nick advised there were other establishments in the community that  offer specials on their websites.  

Jay stated that there was miscommunication with their web designer and that they did plan to have the event.
He stated that the word “drinks” could have meant anything.  Jay stated that it was proven that they did not
hold the party as the officer asked for the special during his investigation but was told it was not being
offered. 

Jay stated that the stipulation was wrong and noted that www.anotherround.com was not their website.  He
stated that was a misprint just as their advertisement was a misprint by putting it on the Another Round
website.  Ms. Clark advised that the draft stipulation offered to the Nagy’s was never signed and cannot be
offered as evidence and it was never entered into the record.  Jay pointed out that mistakes happen. He
understood the violation at Roundhead’s but did not understand the violation and did not believe they did
anything wrong at Another Round.  

Ms. Clark summarized that the Village Code not only prohibits the sale and delivery of unlimited drinks, but
it also prohibits the advertisement of unlimited drinks which is the violation in this case.  Jay stated that it
prohibits “alcoholic” drinks.  Jay stated that the ad does not have alcoholic drinks.  Jay stated that the offer
could have included two drink tickets. 

Ms. Clark stated that the advertisement that they had stipulated to in the previous case regarding
Roundhead’s also states “drinks” and does not state alcohol, however, they testified that drinks in that
advertisement  meant alcoholic beverages.  Nick replied that offer was not their party.  Jay stated that they
took the guilt for that offer and apologized for it. 

Ms. Clark asked that the Commission find Nagy Brothers, Inc. d/b/a Another Round guilty of violating
Section 3-33.1(b)  in that they placed an advertisement on their website for an unlimited drink special.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau wanted to clarify the charges and wanted to be sure that the Commission
understood this violation was solely for the advertising of the drink special and that the offer did not take
place.  She stated that the mere advertising is a Downers Grove local ordinance violation.  She stated
questions should be directly related to advertising of the special.  

Ms. King asked for clarification on the affidavit of Erin Venezia.  She noted that Erin stated that the
advertisement was placed on the website on January 10th and then she took off the advertisement off the
Downtown Management site on February 5th.  Ms. Clark replied yes.  Ms. King asked if it was posted for a
month.  Jay replied that the advertisement was not on their website for a month.  He stated that they were
getting calls about the party and was unaware of where people were getting the information from.  He stated
that they did not advertise on the Patch or on the Downtown Downers Grove Management site.  He stated
that someone finally told them they were on that site but they said they were not having the party.  

Ms. Clark stated that Ms. Venezia retrieved the information from the www.antoherroundbarandgrill.com
website on January 10th and that she was informed that the special was not being offered on February 5th. 
She stated that we know that it was up on January 10th, but do not know how many actual days is was up on
www.anotherroundbarandgrill.com.  Jay stated that this was a misunderstanding and that they never intended
to have this party.  He stated they take pride in their 15 year reputation.  He understood the Roundhead’s
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violation but did not understand why they were before the Commission for Another Round.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau replied that they are before the Commission because staff felt there was enough
evidence that they were advertising a drink special.  She stated they are trying to discover what advertising,
if any, took place for the special.  Jay stated that if they were going to advertise, there would be signs in the
restaurant and it would be posted on their website until the day of the event.  He stated that there were
postings on the Roundhead’s website and signs posted.  He stated this was a misunderstanding in that the
advertisementt was posted on the wrong website. 

Mr. Krusenoski understood that it is part of Erin Venezia’s duties is to look over downtown businesses and
grab advertisements that relate to special events and post them on the Downtown Downers Grove website.
He stated it was posted on the downtown site for about a month but may not have been posted on the Another
Round site for that entire time.  

Mr. Krusenoski wished this hearing came before the prior case because they clearly knew this was wrong
and they pulled this advertisement but piggy backed on the other party, which is completely counterintuitive.
He stated that the whole thing does not make sense that they allowed the Roundhead’s party to go on because
they were so adamant about the fact that they knew the offer was wrong in this case.  

Mr. Krusenoski felt that they did not have a buffet at Another Round, but had one at 63rd Street
(Roundheads), did not offer prizes at Roundhead’s, but offered prizes at Another Round.  He stated that it
clearly looks as though this advertisement was intended for the Another Round location. 

Mr. Clary agreed that the advertisements were totally different.  Jay stated that the offer was placed on the
specials page and noted it was a different ad that the one on the main page.  Mr. Clary was unclear.  Jay
stated that the same advertisement was on the specials page of Roundhead’s and not on the front page of the
site where the other advertisement was.  He stated that the advertisement did run on both websites.  

Mr. Clary asked if the special ran on both websites.  Jay replied correct, for a couple of days.  He added that
it was not specifically designed for Another Round.  Mr. Clary asked why this was not placed on the front
page of Roundhead’s.  Jay stated that if they were to look through the specials page it probably would have
been there.  

Mr. Clary asked if they had intention to place this advertisement on the website.  Jay replied never.  He added
that it why they feel so strongly against this violation.  

Mr. Clary asked who brought the advertisement to their attention.  Jay stated that they went on the site and
saw it.  Mr. Clary asked if it was under the specials section.  Jay replied it was on the front page.  He noted
that he does not go on the website every day.  

Mr. Clary clarified that he does not go on the site every day.  Jay agreed.  Mr. Clary asked if their web
designer goes on the website every day.  Jay replied no.  He stated that he will go on every so often or when
they have changes.  

Mr. Clary asked if they advertisement would have stayed on the site if they would not have gone on the
website for a few weeks.  Jay replied it probably would have stayed there until someone brought it to their
attention.  

Mr. Clary asked how many calls the received about the offer.  Jay stated that they did not get any in the
beginning and stated that started getting calls closer to the Super Bowl.  He stated that is why they were
confused. 

Mr. Clary inquired where people got the information from and they said they took the ad off the site.  Jay
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replied that it was on the Downtown Management site but they never gave permission to them.  He stated
that they decided to take it.  Mr. Clary stated, unfortunately, what is posted on the Another Round website
is public information.  Jay reiterated it was a mistake on the site.  He stated that they had no signs posted in
the restaurant.  

Mr. Adank understood what they were saying in that it was posted as a mistake, but it is ultimately their
responsibility.   

Ms. Fregeau had no questions.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau recognized that Mr. Clary made a salient point in that it is their website and that
the Downtown Management Corporation only pulled what they found, however long it was there. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if they fired their web designer.  Jay Nagy replied no.  He noted that people
make mistakes.  He would not fire a waitress if they put in a wrong order.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau agreed,
but a misplaced order would not bring them before the Liquor Commission either.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a motion as to whether a violation of Section 3-33.1(b) of the Downers
Grove Municipal Code occurred upon hearing the evidence presented in this case.

MR. KRUSENOSKI MOVED TO FIND NAGY BROTHERS, INC. D/B/A ANOTHER ROUND
LOCATED AT 5141 MAIN STREET, GUILTY OF VIOLATING SECTION 3-33.1(b) OF THE
DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR CONTROL ORDINANCE.  MR. CLARY SECONDED.  

VOTE: Aye:  Mr. Krusenoski, Mr. Clary, Mr. Adank, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 6:0:0

The motion carried.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a recommendation on a penalty for the violation. 

Ms. Fregeau asked staff what penalty they recommend.  

Ms. Clark stated this is the licensee’s first violation in the past five years.  She stated there is one aggravating
circumstances in this case, which is that the violation occurred within one year of the original issuance of
the license.  She recommend that the license be suspended for 1 to 3 days and/or a fine of up to $15,000 and
an administrative fee of up to $1,000 to cover the costs of conducting this hearing.

MR. KRUSENOSKI MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE LICENSE OF NAGY BROTHERS,
INC. D/B/A ANOTHER ROUND, LOCATED AT 5141 MAIN STREET, BE SUSPENDED FOR
ZERO (O) DAYS/THAT THE LICENSEE BE FINED IN AN AMOUNT OF $500.00 AND THAT THE
LICENSEE PAY AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $1,000.00 TO COVER ADMINISTRATIVE
COSTS TO CONDUCT THIS HEARING.  MR. CLARY SECONDED. 

Mr. Adank asked about administrative hearing fees and asked if they can be reduced.  He asked if they would
be covered with the previous hearing.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that staff can review the cost center analysis
and perhaps give them a reduction on the court reporter fees.  Ms. Clark stated that the Village has the
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authority to collect up to $1,000 for hearing fees per State law.  She advised that staff can calculate fees after
the hearing.  Ms. Fregeau could take into consideration a reduction in fees.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau noted
that the fee will never be more than $1,000.  

Mr. Adank preferred to waive the hearing fees.  He asked if it could be reduced.  Ms. Petrarca stated that the
Village should cover administrative costs.   The group agreed that staff would determine if the costs could
be reduced.  Mr. Adank agreed with the motion on the table.

Ms. Fregeau asked if there is a guideline or history of suspension for this type of violation.  Ms. Petrarca
stated that the only advertising violation was in 2001 where the licensee received a one day suspension and
$1,000 fine.  She noted that all Code violations can fall within prescribed guidelines.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that the aggravating circumstances troubled her.  She stated that they have been good for
awhile but it is hard to ignore the fact that they were warned a few weeks beforehand.  

Mr. Clary was fine with the recommendation.

VOTE: Aye:  Mr. Krusenoski, Mr. Clary, Mr. Adank, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 6:0:0

The motion carried.  

V. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any old business.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the Friday 2AM serving hours has been adopted by the Village Council on March
1st .   Ms. Kuchynka advised that there is a six month sunset clause put into the ordinance making it effective
until September 1st.   She stated that staff will be monitoring events over the next six months.  She advised
that the Police Department was notified of the change and was asked to report problems immediately.  

Ms. Petrarca advised that the Council asked that staff look at the hours of liquor serving as a whole and
whether or not the  issuance of a late night liquor license should be considered.  She stated that liquor service
could end at midnight for all license holders and those licensees who wanted to serve past midnight could
apply for a separate two-hour late night license (midnight - 2AM).  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that a survey was being taken of licensees about their hours of operation.  Ms. Petrarca
stated that once licensees are surveyed, it can be determined how many licensees would be affected.  She
advised that most stop serving prior to midnight and it would not harm them if they did not serve past
midnight.  She stated that staff will put its findings together which will be the basis of a future Liquor
Commission discussion.  

Mr. Adank asked about the rationale behind the separate license.  Ms. Petrarca stated it would be similar to
issuing outdoor licenses.  She stated that it would be a privilege for those licensees who want to serve late.
She stated that officers would know what licensees remain open late and did not believe this would affect
more than 10 license holders.  Ms. Petrarca stated that licensee responses and pricing will be issues. 
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Ms. Fregeau asked if staff will include the history when the Village changed Saturday into Sunday hour
service to 2AM.  She was curious as to how 2AM was brought up in the beginning and why it did not include
Friday.  

Mr. Adank asked what the time line was to review the matter.  Ms. Petrarca hoped to have it to the Council
before the six month sunset clause is up. 

Mr. Krusenoski asked if the Village would reduce license costs for those who do not want the late night
license.  Ms. Petrarca stated that is a possibility and will be an issue they plan to discuss.  Ms. Kuchynka
stated that core police services are affected during late night hours.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau noted that
as staff has been including times and dates of the week for the DUI notification offenses, the affect on police
services can be seen across the board.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that compliance checks, over service and
monitoring are also late night service issues.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked how often compliance checks are done.  Ms. Kuchynka replied they are
done regularly.  Ms. Fregeau noted that the Police Department should provide information on how this would
impact their coverages and the advantages to being able to know there are a limited number of licensees
holding late night licenses.  Ms. Petrarca agreed that police services should be covered, and used the cases
heard tonight as an example.  She noted that staff will be monitoring if there are additional police calls, fights
and issues arising out of late night service.

Ms. Fregeau felt that the consensus of the Council meetings were for the Liquor Commission to come back
to them with a review of the late night licensing issue.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for clarification and asked if the 12 AM license hours would impact the
whole week or if the late night license would only be needed for the weekend.  Ms. Petrarca believed that
would be part of the discussion about what type of late night license they create. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated it was her understanding that extensions would no longer be granted for
serving liquor until 3AM.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that extensions are considered on a case-by-case basis and
the Mayor has discretion to grant or deny them.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau felt that the potential for
licensees to be able to serve until 3AM should be part of the discussion.  Ms. Fregeau agreed.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that changed to the Class P-O-2 license were also adopted by the Village Council on
March 1st.  She advised that a copy of the revised Lemon Tree seating plan was provided to the Commission.
She stated that the plan incorporates usage of the extra 200 square feet of on-site serving areas.  She advised
that they updated the plan with bench seating prior to approval, however, the seats were within the original
square footage area grated for on-site use.  She advised that they are limited to 42 dining seats pursuant to
other code regulations.  

Ms. Kuchynka provided a copy of the March Liquor Newsletter.  She included information on what licensees
are not allowed to advertise in their liquor promotions.  She advised that happy hour provisions were
included in the last newsletter sent to the license holders.  Ms. Fregeau stated that staff should have to be
responsible for noticing every advertisement.  She felt that it is the licensees responsibility to know the law.
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau appreciated what staff does when sending out notices and noted that they have
done more than their share of what is required.  

Ms. Kuchynka reiterated that happy hours are regulated by state and local law.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau
stated just because everyone else if offering them does not mean that it is allowed.  Ms. Kuchynka agreed
and in talking with the State, she was advised that there are many violations, but the State does not have
enough field agents to catch and prosecute all of the violators.  She added that just because some
establishment get away with it,  does not excuse the violation 
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VI. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding old business. 

Ms. Kuchynka provided a copy of the updated liquor classification chart with updated hours of operation.
She stated that there are 77 liquor license holders.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that she has an application on file and planned to hold a meeting on April 7th. 

VII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau called for a motion to adjourn.

Ms. King moved to adjourn the March 3, 2011 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation at 9:15
p.m.



DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE ROOM

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, April 7, 2011

I. CALL TO ORDER

Chairman McInerney called the April 7, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:33 p.m.

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Adank, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Ms. Strelau, Chairman McInerney

ABSENT: Mr. Clary, Mr. Krusenoski

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Assistant Village Attorney
Beth Clark

OTHERS: Nick Kritikos, Mrs. Kritikos, Barbara Wendel, Todd Lindquist, Shigeru Mori,
Manpreet Kang, Court Reporter

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman McInerney asked for approval of the minutes March 3, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting and
asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the March 3, 2011 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman McInerney reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  

IV APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Chairman McInerney made the following statements: 

"The first order of business is to conduct a public hearing on liquor license applications.  For the
benefit of all present, I would like to state that this Commission does not determine the granting or denial
of the issuance of any license.  We may at the end of each hearing, make a finding or recommendation
with respect to the application.  If necessary, the Commission may adjourn a hearing to a later date in
order to have benefit of further information."

"At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner"

"The Liquor Commissioner, who is the Mayor of Downers Grove, will, pursuant to Section 3-12
of the Ordinance, render decisions regarding issuance of available licenses within 60 days in order to
consult the Plan Commission for its recommendations."
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"Hearings by this Commission are held according to the following format: 1) reading of
information pertinent to the application, 2) comments from the applicant, 3) comments from the public,
4) discussion by the Commission, and 5) motion and finding by the Commission."

Blackstone Cantina & Grill - 7231 Lemont Road

Chairman McInerney stated that the first order of business was an application hearing for Davidson's Bar
and Grill Downers Grove, Inc. d/b/a Blackstone Cantina & Grill located at 7231 Lemont Road.  He stated
that the applicant was seeking a Class “R-1”, full alcohol on-premise consumption liquor license and a
Class “O-1” outdoor liquor license. 

Chairman McInerney asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.
He asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Nick Kritikos was sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Kritikos introduced himself as the owner of
Blackstone Cantina & Grill. 

Chairman McInerney asked the applicant to present its case.

Mr. Kritikos stated that he would like to open a restaurant with full liquor service in Downers Grove.  He
stated that he would like to bring a new dining experience to the south side of town.  He stated that
Davidson’s is a small community casual dining establishment currently operating in Homer Glen.  

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any staff recommendations pertinent to the application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license remains contingent upon receipt of a Certificate of
Occupancy, annual fee, satisfactory background checks, receipt of dram shop insurance, signed lease, a
finalized menu and a finalized drink menu.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 
There were none.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the Commission.  

Ms. King asked Mr. Kritikos about his experience in Homer Glen.  Mr. Kritikos replied he has owned it
for 8 years and had 4-5 yeas experience working downtown in the restaurant industry prior to that.  

Ms. King asked how much time he will be spending at the Downers Grove location.  Mr. Kritikos stated
that he will be at the Downers Grove location full time.  He stated that the other location is established
and he had a good management team in place in Homer Glen.  

Ms. King asked about Downers Grove employees.  She wondered if some will be brought from the other
location.  Mr. Kritikos replied that he will bring over 3-4 current employees to help with the transition. 
He stated that his core servers will help with training and operation.  He stated that they are all
BASSETT certified.  

Ms. King asked if there were any violations in Homer Glen.  Mr. Kritikos replied no.

Ms. King asked if Homer Glen conducts controlled buys.  Mr. Kritikos replied yes, at least once a year.
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Ms. King noticed the piano on the floor plan.  Mr. Kritikos replied that the piano was a generic insert by
the architect and noted it is simply to show the proposed entertainment area.    

Ms. King asked what kind of entertainment would be provided and what their target audience was.  Mr.
Kritikos replied that the entertainment will be dictated by the community.  He stated that they might not
have entertainment at all.  He was unsure as to what or how much at this time but wanted to designate an
area and plan for it.  He stated that the Homer Glen location has a local band once a year for their
anniversary party.  He may have bands for special occasions or benefits.    

Ms. King asked about the outdoor dining area and how it is enclosed.  Mr. Kritikos replied that the area
is currently enclosed by a rickety fence which he plans to take down and rebuild a more modern,
aesthetically appealing fenced-in area.    

Ms. King asked if all servers will be 21.  Mr. Kritikos there may be 19 year old servers but noted the
regulation of the 21 year old to do the carding for the underage server.  He stated that they may have 19
year old hostesses or bus boy staff.

Ms. King mentioned the under 21 license.  She noted that the Commission typically encourages licensees
not to accept them because it could be confusing to a server.  

Ms. King felt that the manual would be easier to read if it was not underlined and mentioned that it may
be distracting for the reader.  She also asked him to check for typos.  Mr. Kritikos replied that he
underlined only certain portions in order to emphasize those points more prominently.

Mr. Adank was pleased that they chose Downers Grove.  He felt that the manual was very thorough.  He
was pleased that it covered all aspects of how the employee is to interact with customers, down to the
attire required. 

Mr. Adank expressed his concern about them taking the vertical license and wanted to forewarn Mr.
Kritikos about accepting them.

Mr. Adank referred to page 5 of the manual.  He liked that they will not keep their customers waiting, but
was concerned about their statement “make no mistake about it DBG is a full service bar.  Bar clientele is
often on a first named basis with our excellent bar staff.  DBG has a large variety of draft beer, bottled
beer and spirits.  We have a no wait policy, thus our bartenders provide fast service”.  He was concerned
that alcohol would be pushed too quickly and food perhaps not be served.  Mr. Kritikos stated that they
cannot meet their per person sales quotas without the sale of food.  He stated that this location will
provide a dining experience and noted that they emphasize food sales.  He advised that statement guides
employees to be attentive to their customers.  He does not want them to encourage alcohol sales but
constantly provide good service.  

Mr. Adank asked Mr. Kritikos to explain the 2+2 beverage service policy.  He referred to the manual
where “2+2 beverage service = two sips, check with the guest’s satisfaction regarding their beverage
orders, remove empty glassware, bottles, ask for additional beverage orders”.  Mr. Kritikos replied that
follows suit with them not wanting to keep the customers waiting.  He stated that they also require
employees to check back with food service after a few bites. He encourages employees to return to  tables
promptly to check for satisfaction or to check if a customer is in need of anything.  He noted it also
provides time for additional monitoring and to clear tables of half full glasses that someone under age
could drink from.  He stated they serve one drink per person and they remove glasses in a timely manner. 
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Mr. Adank asked what their food versus alcohol sales were in Homer Glen.  Mr. Kritikos replied 60%
food and 40% liquor sales.  Mr. Adank asked what they expected to sell in Downers Grove.  Mr. Kritikos
replied the same.  He hoped that the operations would be similar.  

Mr. Adank asked if the establishments have similar layouts.  Mr. Kritikos replied that the Downers Grove
location is a larger facility but noted that the bar layout is the same.  He stated that the Downers Grove
location has an extra adjacent dining room that they can use for larger private parties.  

Ms. Strelau asked about the patio.  Mr. Kritikos replied that they would like to remove the existing
fencing and put up a more decorative structure.   Ms. Kuchynka added he submitted a sample with the
application noted there was a picture of the enclosure on the back of the outdoor license application.  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that the existing patio has a concrete slab with a wood fence enclosure.  

Mr. Kritikos would like to replace the rotten fence and beautify the area, by installing a new enclosure. 
Ms. Strelau asked if the patio will be larger than it is currently.  Mr. Kritikos replied he will not exceed
the area where the current fence is.  He would like to make the fence foundation lay on concrete rather
than on dirt and rock as it does now.  

Ms. Strelau asked Mr. Kritikos if there is an existing patio at Davidson’s.  Mr. Kritikos replied yes.  She
asked what it looked like and how it is enclosed.  Mr. Kritikos stated that the Davison’s patio is much
smaller with an iron/metal enclosure.  He added it was updated from a wooden flower bed enclosure
which was too difficult to maintain.  

Ms. Strelau asked if they will have a piano.  Mr. Kritikos replied the piano designation on the plan was
just to show the entertainment area.  He did not anticipate having a piano there at all times, but could
entertain having a piano player in the area on demand.  

Ms. Strelau asked staff if they discussed changes to the floor plan with the applicant.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied yes.  Ms. Kuchynka also advised that the landlord gave approval for the floor plan concerning the
size of the bar area and entertainment area.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that the lease states that they operate
primarily as a restaurant and specifically does not allow them to operate as a bar.

Ms. Strelau asked about the dining/game room.  Mr. Kritikos replied he would like to reserve an area
where a Golden Tee game and dart board games could be placed separately and not intrude on patrons in
the dining area.  He stated that the area will also be used as a small private party dining area.  He stated
he has games at his current location in the main area and it bothers him when people stand around them
amongst the diners.

Ms. Strelau asked if it was his goal to operate the Downers Grove facility similar to Homer Glen.  Mr.
Kritikos replied yes and hoped to make some improvements with the size and layout of the facility.    

Ms. Strelau asked if the menu will be similar to Homer Glen. Mr. Kritikos replied that the menu
presented to them was from Homer Glen.  He noted that there will be a few minor changes for the
Downers Grove location.   
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Ms. Strelau noticed the Davidson’s Facebook page.  She asked about the February 6th  Super bowl
Sunday tail gate party event from 3-6 PM which included beer, wine and well drinks.  Mr. Kritikos
replied the promotion was to bring in customers for an unlimited buffet and to watch the pre game show. 
Ms. Strelau asked if the beer and wine was unlimited as well.  Mr. Kritikos replied that Homer Glen does
not have a restriction against wristbands or those offers.  Mr. Kritikos replied that the drinks were offered
for the duration of the party.

Ms. Strelau stated that on January 23rd another offer was posted on their Facebook page.  She stated that
the offer read “come tail gate at Davidson’s Bar & Grill, $20 open bar, beer, wine, well liquor from open
to kick-off, then stay for the game with free half time buffet and tons more specials.”  She asked if that
promotion operated similar to their Super Bowl party.  Mr. Kritikos was not familiar with that particular
posting but assumed it was a similar offer.

Ms. Strelau asked if they run frequent promotions with unlimited food and drink for a specified period of
time.  Mr. Kritikos replied no, primarily for Super Bowl and private parties.

Ms. Strelau did not believe this is allowed.  Ms. Kuchynka confirmed that unlimited drink packages
cannot be offered or promoted to the general public or on a website.   She stated that they could have a
private function where someone rented a room and paid for drinks for their entire party.  She stated that
licensees cannot sponsor the event and reiterated that unlimited drinks cannot be offered to the general
public.  She stated that Homer Glen might not have caught the promotions, however, it is a violation of
State and local law.  She stated that they should not offer further promotions.  

Mr. Kritikos stated that the Downers Grove location will operate as a casual dining experience versus
operating with parties for Super bowl and the like.  

Ms. Strelau noted that the Village had three licensees before the Commission for unlimited drink offer
violations.  She stated that Downers Grove does not allow unlimited drinks nor the promotion of them. 
She stated that the way they operate in Homer Glen would be in violation of Downers Grove ordinances.  

Mr. Kritikos stated that they want to mimic the Davidson’s location, by the way they deal with
customers, train staff and provide service.  He stated it is their goal to establish a great atmosphere, not to
run the same promotions.  Mr. Kritikos stated that the Downers Grove facility will operate differently.  
He stated that they are going to take all the things they have learned along the way and the experience
with them.  

Mr. Kritikos was aware of Downers Grove ordinances.  He was aware that Downers Grove does not
allow bottle service.  He understands that unlimited drink packages are not allowed. 

Ms. Strelau asked who will make promotional decisions for Downers Grove.  Mr. Kritikos replied that he
will.  She asked if he felt knowledgeable and thoroughly comfortable with State and local ordinances. 
Mr. Kritikos replied he believed so and stated that if he has questions, he will contact staff for guidance.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that the Commission’s goal to guide applicants and help licensees address issues and
be a responsible license holder.

Ms. Fregeau asked when they planned to open.  Mr. Kritikos replied construction will take approximately
four months.  Ms. Fregeau asked when construction will commence.  Mr. Kritikos replied May.  
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Ms. Fregeau stated that there are certain guidelines they should address with staff in terms of the outdoor
enclosure.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that they should insure the ratio of interior dining seats versus bar space is met. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that she looked up the Homer Glen ordinances.  She noted that some of guidelines
vary and noted their detailed liquor ordinance.  She wanted to be sure that Mr. Kritikos understands the
law and is a responsible licensee.  

Ms. Fregeau noted that the establishment has a very large bar with 30 seats and that there seems to be a
large space to manage.  She asked about security and staffing.  She asked how often he meets with staff
about liquor service issues and how often they review changes.   Mr. Kritikos stated that he is at Homer
Glen 7 days a week.  He stated that they adjust regularly and noted that there is room for improvement
daily.  He stated that there is constant training and updating.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if there are scheduled meetings with staff.  Mr. Kritikos replied once a month.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if patrons can eat at the bar.  Mr. Kritikos replied yes.  He noted that the full menu
will be available at all times. 

Ms. Fregeau asked how many staff members will be hired and asked how many will be supervisory.  Mr.
Kritikos replied they will have a head server, head bartender, an afternoon shift manager and evening
manager.  He stated that he will be the head manager from open to close.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if his staff was certified.  Mr. Kritikos replied all but one manager. 

Ms. Fregeau asked about their carding procedures. Mr. Kritikos replied that servers and bartenders will
card patrons at the initial request for alcohol.   Mr. Kritikos stated that a manager takes over the hostess
station after the dinner rush at 8-9 o’clock.  He stated that anyone wanting to go to the bar will be carded
at the hostess area.

Ms. Fregeau commented on the thoroughness of the manual.  She stated that it refers to “Davidson’s”. 
She was unsure of where they were in the process of revising it to “Blackstone”.  

Ms. Fregeau noted that the ordinance has amended liquor serving hours on a trial basis until September. 
She wanted to be sure that he emphasize the hours of service with staff as they may not open before
September.  

Ms. Fregeau noted that they indicate fines associated with the sale of liquor to a minor, but asked what
consequences would be for employees.  Mr. Kritikos stated that they have a zero tolerance policy with
immediate termination if there is negligence.  Ms. Fregeau stated that they may want to include that in
the manual so that employees have a clear understanding that they are responsible and include
expectations of theirs in following the rules.

Ms. Fregeau suggested that they card everybody who appears under the age of 30 or 40.  

Ms. Fregeau referred to the manual where they included the happy hour laws and make it a topic of
conversation so they do not repeat what happened in Homer Glen.  She like the references to the role
playing scenarios.  
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Ms. Fregeau stated that owners set the tone and tenor for employees.  She stated that the location is a
gateway to the Village.   

Chairman McInerney was pleased that they were looking to take over the Fuddrucker’s location and that
they chose Downers Grove.  

Chairman McInerney asked if they plan any liquor promotions for this establishment.  Mr. Kritikos
replied the economy is tough and people are struggling.  He stated that they want to offer customers a
casual social environment that is reasonably priced.  He stated that they want to offer customers value for
their entertainment dollars.  

Chairman McInerney stated that the Commission received a copy of their bar menu.  He asked the price
for a glass of beer.  Mr. Kritikos replied that cost for a bottle of beer will be about $3.00 had added that
they also hope to offer smaller micro-brews.  

Chairman McInerney wanted to be sure he understood their alcohol pricing and if would attract more
alcohol business compared to food service.  Mr. Kritikos replied that some places offer cheap food and
high liquor prices, or vice versa.  He added that the prices here will be well balanced.  He stated that they
offer buy-one-get-one free appetizers on Thursdays and they offer other food specials as well.

Chairman McInerney noted his concern with entertainment.  He understood that there is an area set up
for music and a stage but it seemed as though Mr. Kritikos does not have a clear vision to what they will
be doing from an entertainment standpoint.  He stated that the Commission would like to understand
what that is so the Commission does not come back to them later and say that they did not characterize
their business appropriately.  He stated that if they come in and present themselves primarily as having 
restaurant service, that is how the Village expects them to operate.  

Chairman McInerney asked Mr. Kritikos how he characterizes the establishment and what they intend to
do for entertainment.  Mr. Kritikos stated that when he first met with Carol, he mentioned having
entertainment so that the Village knows that they may do a band.  He stated that Carol advised that they
disclose what they intend to do and show any area(s) devoted to entertainment on the floor plan.  He
stated that area is out of the way and elevated.  He stated that they will not have a dance floor, nor will
they re-arrange the furniture to accommodate for entertainment.

Chairman McInerney understood that they do not have any plans as to what type of entertainment is
provided, just that they may do an occasional band.  Mr. Kritikos stated that it is dedicated space so that
the layout will not change and did not anticipate providing daily or weekly entertainment.  

Chairman McInerney asked how many servers they plan on having on a typical Saturday night.  Mr.
Kritikos replied 15-16, not including management or bartenders.

Chairman McInerney noted the restaurant capacity of 258 with 218 indoor and 40 outdoor.  He stated that
is a lot of area to cover,  make sure patrons conduct themselves appropriately and ensure that customers
are not being over served.  He stated that the Commission has seen some establishments with high
capacity counts have problems with over service.  He wanted to be sure there was adequate coverage to
monitor the establishment to ensure drinks are not being shared or over served.  

Mr. Kritikos noted that the 15-16 staff count would not include the patio servers, as the area will be
seasonal.  He stated that he would have additional servers available, depending on need, if the service is
lagging or customers are not getting the attention that they need.  
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Chairman McInerney stated that the size of the establishment and promotions discussed are of concern to
him and wants to be sure they stay compliant with the terms of their license.  He encouraged them to
contact staff with questions.  He stated that it is also necessary for them to have a clear vision of what
they want to do with their business.  Chairman McInerney stated that liquor service in the community is a
privilege.  He want to ensure that those they entrust to do so does it effectively and responsibly.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if they sell buckets of beer at Davidson’s.  Mr. Kritikos replied yes.  He stated that
patrons can buy a number of beers for a set price.  She asked how many people can it be served to.  Mr.
Kritikos replied two.  Ms. Fregeau asked him to be familiar with the number of ounces that may be
contained in a container.  Ms. Fregeau asked if they plan to serve table tappers.  Mr. Kritikos stated that
they will not offer those.  

Mr. Kritikos stated he found the reference to carding anyone under the age of 30 is found on page 8 of
the manual.  

Ms. Strelau asked about the fluidity of the floor plan.  She wondered at what point would it no longer be
considered a restaurant and be classified as an entertainment facility.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that nothing
in the ordinance prohibits licensees from offering free entertainment and noted the ratio of bar seats
cannot exceed 20% of the total dining seating.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that under the 20% rule, Blackstone would be allowed 37 bar seats.  She stated
that they have 30 proposed on the floor plan.  She advised that the floor plan essentially has to remain as
presented, however, tables can be merged for larger groups or a party.  Mr. Kritikos noted that the set up
would change if they have a banquet.  He stated that smaller private parties can be set up in the
gaming/dining room which could accommodate about 20 patrons.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that any changes to the floor plan would have to be reported to the Village.  She
stated if they want to add more bar seats, alter the plan more than 10% or increase the area of
entertainment, such changes may require approval from the Liquor Commissioner.  Ms. Kuchynka
confirmed that she advised Mr. Kritikos to include the area for entertainment rather than list it as a
seating area.  

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman McInerney asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with regard to
the Class "R-1" liquor license application.

MS. FREGEAU MOVED TO FIND DAVIDSON'S BAR AND GRILL DOWNERS GROVE, INC.
D/B/A BLACKSTONE CANTINA & GRILL, LOCATED AT 7231 LEMONT ROAD,
QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS “R-1",  FULL ALCOHOL, ON-PREMISE CONSUMPTION
LIQUOR LICENSE.  MR. ADANK SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Adank, Ms. King, Ms. Strelau, Chairman McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0
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The motion carried.  

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman McInerney asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to the Class "O-1" outdoor liquor license application.

MS. KING MOVED TO FIND DAVIDSON'S BAR AND GRILL DOWNERS GROVE, INC.
D/B/A BLACKSTONE CANTINA & GRILL, LOCATED AT 7231 LEMONT ROAD,
QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS “O-1", OUTDOOR LIQUOR LICENSE.  MS. FREGEAU
SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. King, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Adank, Ms. Strelau, Chairman McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The motion carried.  

Doubletree Suites  - 2111 Butterfield

Chairman McInerney stated that the next order of business was an application hearing for DT
Management, LLC d/b/a Doubletree Suites by Hilton Hotel and Conference Center Chicago - Downers
Grove located at 2111 Butterfield Road.  He stated that the applicant was seeking a Class “H-1”, full
alcohol, on-premise consumption liquor license. 

Chairman McInerney asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.
He asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Ms. Barbara Wendel and Mr. Todd Lindquist were sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Lindquist
introduced himself as the attorney representing the applicant.  Ms. Wendel introduced herself as the
general manager of Doubletree Suites. 

Chairman McInerney asked the applicant to present its case.

Ms. Wendel stated that Doubletree is a 247 suite hotel.  She stated that they have a full service restaurant,
sleeping rooms, banquet facilities and a conference center. She stated that the hotel has been in operation
since 1985, previously as a Radisson, then changed their name to Doubletree in 1998.   She advised that
they were appearing before the Commission due to a change in ownership. 

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any staff recommendations pertinent to the application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license remains contingent upon receipt of the annual fee,
satisfactory background checks, dram shop insurance and a signed lease.  She advised that the
Community Development Department has issued a Certificate of Compliance for occupancy.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 
There were none.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the Commission.  
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Ms. Fregeau asked Ms. Wendel to explain her experience with the business.  Ms. Wendel replied that she
has worked for Hilton hotels for over 25 years.  She advised that she has been at the Downers Grove
location since March 31, 2010.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about her liquor handling experience and noted that there is a lot oversee at the hotel. 
Ms. Wendel replied that there is a food and beverage manager/director who helps oversee liquor
operations.  She stated that the Downers Grove location also has a food and beverage director who has
been there over three years.  She stated that there is also a food and beverage manager.  She stated that
they over see operations.  She ntoed all servers and bartenders are BASSETT Certified.  

Ms. Wendel stated that the banquets have supervisory staff which supplement the management staff.  She
stated that if there is a need for extra serving personnel, they can reach out the other Hilton hotels in the
area to get additional staff.

Ms. Fregeau asked Ms. Wendel to explain the 7th Floor Lounge.  She stated that there is bar set up but
there is no seating.  Ms. Wendel stated that the 7th Floor Lounge is their concierge level.  She stated that
breakfast is served in the morning for their gold and diamond members.  She stated that the area is also
open from 6-8 pm at night where they offer wine, beer, soft drinks and appetizers to their preferred
customers.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about the Atrium area.  Ms. Wendel replied that the Atrium area is used for private
functions and set up according to the number of guests.  She stated that they have portable bars to service
this area.  

Ms. Wendel advised that there is only one permanent bar in the facility.  She stated that the lounge bar
provides liquor service for the restaurant.  

Ms. Strelau confirmed that the application was due to a change in ownership.  Ms. Wendel agreed and
noted that the change will by contingent upon receipt of the liquor license.  Ms. Wendel stated that the
management company and all employees will remain the same.  Ms. Strelau asked if the establishment
will continue on in the same manner over the past 13 years.  Ms. Wendel replied yes.  

Ms. Strelau stated that the manual was amazing.  She liked the inclusion of sample situations for
employees to discuss.  She felt that they address issues the hotel experienced and scenarios that may have
been taken from experience.  

Mr. Adank cautioned them about the vertical license.  He had no questions.

Ms. King mentioned that she liked the manual as well.  She was pleased that they included penalties for
DUIs.  Ms. Strelau agreed.

Ms. King asked what is the most challenging aspect of liquor handling at the hotel.  Ms. Wendel replied
dealing with Saturday late night wedding guests that get obnoxious or start arguing.  

Chairman McInerney was pleased that they will remain in Downers Grove.  He had no questions and
wished them continued success.

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman McInerney asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to the Class "H-1" liquor license application.
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MS. STRELAU MOVED TO FIND DT MANAGEMENT, LLC D/B/A DOUBLETREE SUITES
BY HILTON HOTEL AND CONFERENCE CENTER CHICAGO - DOWNERS GROVE,
LOCATED AT 2111 BUTTERFIELD ROAD, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS “H-1",  FULL
ALCOHOL, ON-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.  MS. KING SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. Strelau, Ms. King, Mr. Adank, Ms. Fregeau, Chairman McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The motion carried.  

Esplanade Lakes by Doubletree - 3500 Lacey Road

Chairman McInerney stated that the next order of business was an application hearing for AG/HP
Esplanade Lakes, LP d/b/a Esplanade Lakes by Doubletree located at 3500 Lacey Road.  He stated that
the applicant was seeking a Class “R-1”, full alcohol on-premise consumption liquor license. 

Chairman McInerney asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.
He asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Ms. Barbara Wendel and Mr. Shigeru Mori were sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Mori introduced
himself as part owner of the corporation.  Ms. Wendel introduced herself as the general manager of
Esplanade Lakes. 

Chairman McInerney asked the applicant to present its case.

Ms. Wendel stated that Esplanade Lakes is a catering facility approximately one mile from the
Doubletree Hotel.  She stated that they hold a lease where they can utilize the facility after 3 PM during
the week through midnight on Sunday.  She stated that Sara Lee uses kitchen facilities as a corporate
lunchroom.  

Ms. Wendel noted that they use the facility primarily on Friday, Saturday and Sundays for weddings. 
She stated that 90% of their banquets are weddings.  She stated that they also host a few social events
and fund raisers at the facility.  She stated that 95% of their business occurs on the weekend and rarely
do banquets during the week.  

Ms. Wendel stated that they were appearing before the Commission due to a change in ownership. 

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any staff recommendations pertinent to the application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license remains contingent upon receipt of a Certificate of
occupancy, annual fee, satisfactory background checks and a revised lease in new corporate name.  Ms.
Wendel advised that she has the Certificate of Occupancy.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 
There were none.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the Commission.  
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Ms. King asked if there was any issue with the licensee’s record.  Ms. Kuchynka replied no.  She advised
that the Village does not conduct control buys at the facility as it serves primarily private functions.  She
stated that the licensee has held the license since 2004, without incident.  

Ms. Wendel advised that they request identification at weddings. She stated that they also write letters to
the bride and groom and ask that the bridal party bring identification with them.

Mr. Adank asked about the capacity of the facility.  Ms. Wendel replied 500 standing, 450 seated.  She
stated that they generally seat 250-300.  She stated that they have had fund raisers for 400 where they
pass hors d’overs or have a buffet and use smaller tables.  

Mr. Adank cautioned them about the vertical license.  

Ms. Strelau asked if they will continue to operate as they have in the past.  Ms. Wendel replied yes.

Ms. Fregeau mentioned the Friday 2AM serving hours.  Ms. Wendel was aware that the 2AM Friday
night serving hours may change and made the note on the manuals for both Doubletree and Esplanade.

Ms. Fregeau asked if servers will be hired that are under 21.  Ms. Wendel replied no. 

Chairman McInerney commented that it is a beautiful space.  He had no questions and wished them
continued success.

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman McInerney asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with
regard to the Class "R-1" liquor license application.

MS. STRELAU MOVED TO FIND AG/HP ESPLANADE LAKES, LP D/B/A ESPLANADE
LAKES BY DOUBLETREE, LOCATED AT 3500 LACEY ROAD, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS
“R-1”,  FULL ALCOHOL, ON-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.  MS.
FREGEAU SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. Strelau, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Adank, Ms. King, Chairman McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The motion carried.  

V. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any new business.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she has two applications on file and is planning to hold the meeting on May 5th. 

Mr. Adank requested that the Commission receive patio layouts for those applicants who apply for the
outdoor license.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that the layout for Davidson’s was on the back of the outdoor
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application and was also depicted on the 11 x 17 diagram that was provided to the Commission.  Mr.
Adank apologized that he missed them.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that she will mark the renderings better in
the future.  Ms. Kuchynka asked the Commission to mention prior to or during the hearing if they feel as
something is missing from the application.   

Mr. Adank referred to last month’s meeting regarding Ballydoyle, Another Round and Roundhead’s.  He
felt somewhat uneducated at the hearing.  He wondered if the Commission could have more time before a
disciplinary hearing to review the facts of the case.  He stated that staff advised why that may not be
possible, as they attempt to keep the Commission from making judgment prior to the testimony.  

Mr. Adank apologized to staff as he was not aware the original circumstances of Another Round being
pre-warned during the holidays about another internet advertisement.  He was lead to believe that they
were before the Commission in March because it was their first violation and therefore lobbied for a low
penalty.  He stated that he was shocked as to how low the Liquor Commissioner’s final penalty was and
believed it should have been higher.  He stated that he would have opted for a higher penalty having
known that there was a prior warning given.

Chairman McInerney asked Mr. Adank if he was proposing a change in the structure of disciplinary
hearings.  Mr. Adank replied he would like further information.  He felt he may have missed some
information in the conversation the night of the hearing.  He would like to be made aware of warnings
given or if there was a previous violation in the forefront of the hearing.  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that the Legal Department provides the Commission with information on who
violated the Code and the Code section being violated.  She stated that they do not give background
information on the case so that the Commission does not have a pre-disposed judgment prior to the
hearing.  She stated that both sides are allowed to provide testimony at the same time to allow fairness
and unbiased judgment.  Ms. Clark stated that the Commission is supposed to act as a neutral arbitrator in
the case.  

Mr. Adank asked if the Commission can ask for background information from staff prior to the hearing. 
Ms. Kuchynka replied that the Commission may request information about the licensee’s history.  

Ms. Clark stated that the Commission may also wish to review the Suspension Guidelines.  She felt from
last month’s meeting that the Commission may have been confused as to why staff suggested such high
penalties.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that this was the second time in its history that the Commission has held a
disciplinary hearing for advertising violations.  Chairman McInerney recalled the Oliver’s/Louie
Linguini’s advertising violation.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that they were disciplined for advertising and
operating as two separate facilities and having separate hours of operation.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the unlimited drink adverting violation hearing was the first of its kind.  She
stated that it was put before the Commission, as the licensees received previous warning and they failed
to heed the warnings.  Ms. Clark noted that there   She stated that there were no aggravating
circumstances for the licensee being warned previously.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that several licensees advertised New Year’s Eve drink promotions.  She stated
that she called each one personally around Christmas time and advised them that they were not allowed
to hold the promotions as they were in violation of the Code.  She stated not less than one month later
Another Round, which has common ownership with Roundheads, both offered unlimited drink specials. 
Ms. King noted that Ballydoyle had a written Cease and Desist Order.  Ms. Kuchynka confirmed that was
in 2004 which was their warning against unlimited liquor promotions.  
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Ms. Kuchynka advised that many new licensees are not fully aware of what they can promote legally. 
She stated that she will contact them if she sees any potential violations.  She stated that The Lemon Tree
had a potential violation with an “industry night” and “free” wine tasting promotions, which she clarified
with them and advised them about proper advertising for. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that newsletters had been forwarded to licensees which included information about
what they can and cannot promote.  She encourages license holders to contact her with questions and she
will help them be certain their promotion conforms to the law.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that licensees are trying everything in their means to attract business.  She stated
that they see other establishment’s promotions and think that it is legal.  She believed that Homer Glen
was unaware of the Davidson’s unlimited drink promotions for football events.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that drink packages are allowed, but they must limit the number of drinks.  She
stated that she advises licensees to offer a maximum of two drinks as part of a meal/drink package.  She
stated a good guideline to use is two drinks over the course of an hour or so which results in a BAC about
.05 and under the legal limit for driving under the influence.  She stated that if someone wants more than
two drinks, they have to pay for it.  She stated that people are less willing to have another drink if they
have to pay for it or if it is not included in the package.  She stated that also gives the licensee the
opportunity to deny another drink if they believe the person to be intoxicated.  

Ms. Kuchynka understood the nature of the economy for licensees, but it does not excuse them from
complying with the law.

Chairman McInerney asked how the enforcement took place.  He wondered if the licensees were
addressed prior to the event and to prevent the promotion from actually happening.  He asked if the
Village could still take a case against them.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that both the advertising and the event
are separate violations in and of themselves.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the advertising, sale and delivery
are considered three separate violations.  She stated that staff decided to send in agents after the fact that
the licensees were previously warned about a similar violation.  She stated that these events were
officially documented in a police report. 

Mr. Adank asked if he could request information from staff about any prior history of a licensee for
future disciplinary hearings.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  Mr. Adank stated that the Commission would
be aware of official violations but not necessarily know of prior warnings.  

Ms. Clark stated that in most cases there will be a stipulation and the licensee will not contesting the fact
that there was a violation. 

Chairman McInerney noted that the Commission may need to be made aware of administrative actions.  

Ms. Clark stated that perhaps staff could add prior warnings as aggravating circumstances.  Ms. Strelau
stated that notice of prior warnings are important.  She stated it is not staff’s job to follow after licensees. 
 She stated it is significant action if staff has to take measures to advise or write something to a licensee
about potential violations.

Ms. Strelau stated that there is a huge range for the Suspension Guidelines.  Ms. Kuchynka suggested
that Mayor Elect Tully be invited to a future hearing to discuss the guidelines as they are set.  She stated
that Mayor Krajewski last amended the Guidelines in 2006.  

Chairman McInerney recalled that the Commission had input on the Guidelines in the past.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that they included the under 21 license being shown as aggravating circumstance and if
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a violation occurred within one year of license issuance as aggravating circumstance.  She stated that the
Commission could re-visit the guidelines and include provisions for violations that do not involve control
buy violations.

Ms. Kuchynka noted Ms. King’s point about the advertising violation.  She stated that many violations
could occur if  50 patrons being offered unlimited drinks whereas the control buy is a violation for
serving only one underage person. 

Chairman McInerney asked that next month’s New Business include the Suspension Guidelines for
discussion and feedback.  Ms. Kuchynka agreed.  She stated that she would get Mayor elect Tully
involved.  

VI. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding old business. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised that Findings and Orders went out to the respective licensees for the violation
hearing last month.  She stated that they Mayor read those into the record at the Village Council meeting
of April 5th.    

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she provided information about the history of liquor serving hours.  She stated
that she provided some historical data.  She noted that the Liquor Ordinance was adopted in 1934.  She
stated that it was drafted after the Illinois Liquor Control Act of 1934.  She stated that the Code has been
re-written numerous times and re-organized throughout the years.  She stated that home rule
municipalities can be more restrictive than the State. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the State gave municipalities the authority to create their own ordinance and
issue liquor licenses.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the liquor service was restricted from 12AM to 6AM. 
She stated that in 1967,  hours were amended to 8AM and 1AM and 2AM to 12 Noon on Sunday.  She
stated that the 2AM Saturday hours have been in effect since 1967.  Ms. Strelau asked if there was any
discussion as to why that changed.  Ms. Kuchynka replied no discussion was found.  She advised that
there are no notes, correspondence or minutes from that far back.  She stated that the Commission was
not established until 1983.  

Ms. Fregeau asked the date of Ordinance No. 1741.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that was adopted between
1967-1983.  She would confirm the date.  She advised that ordinance allowed the Commissioner
authority to extend liquor serving hours upon written request. 

Ms. Kuchynka believed Ordinance No. 2735 re-organized and specified more provisions of the Liquor
Code and established Liquor Commission powers and duties.  

Ms. Strelau stated that there was never a clear reason or explanation as to why the hours were set the way
they were.  She stated that they now have to address the Village’s needs now.  Ms. Kuchynka believed
that the hours were established by the State.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she conducted a survey of those licensees who are actively taking advantage of
the 2AM service on Friday and included that information in their packet.   Ms. Strelau noted that there
are only 44 on-premise licensees.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  She stated that the only license holders she
could not contact were the VFW, Legion and Moose Lodge.  She noted that they are difficult to reach
and are not there regularly.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that off-premise license holders were not included in
the survey.    She stated that even though there are 24-hour stores, she was unaware of any who serve past
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10-12PM. Ms. Kuchynka noted her surprise that more establishments did not serve past 12 midnight. 
She stated that they indicated that nothing but trouble happens after midnight.  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that the Friday hour discussion would be put on a future agenda as that business
would need to be addressed by September. 

Ms. Fregeau asked if there have been any extension requests since.  Ms. Kuchynka replied no.  Ms.
Strelau asked if they will discuss whether extensions should be granted in addition to the new late hours. 
Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  Ms. Strelau asked if the Commission will receive information on surrounding
community hours and if they have extension provisions.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  

Chairman McInerney felt it important that the Village does not become part of a migratory problem for
drinkers who flock to our town at 2AM because we are out of balance with surrounding communities.  
Ms. Fregeau noted Homer Glen’s hours and stated they have special hours for holidays such as Christmas
and New Year’s Eve. 

Ms. Clark bid farewell to the Commission.  She advised that this would be her last meeting as she has
taken a job with IMRF.  The group wished her luck and thanked her for her contributions to the Village.

VII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman McInerney called for a motion to adjourn.

Ms. Strelau moved to adjourn the April 7, 2011 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation at
8:35 p.m.



DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE ROOM

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, May 5, 2011

I. CALL TO ORDER

Chairman McInerney called the May 5, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Clary, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski, Ms. Strelau, Chairman McInerney

ABSENT: Mr. Adank, Ms. Fregeau

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Village Attorney Enza
Petrarca

OTHERS: Manpreet Kang, Chitanya Pandya, Court Reporter

III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman McInerney asked for approval of the minutes April 7, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting and
asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the April 7, 2011 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman McInerney reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  

IV APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Chairman McInerney made the following statements: 

"The first order of business is to conduct a public hearing for a liquor license application.  For
the benefit of all present, I would like to state that this Commission does not determine the granting or
denial of the issuance of any license.  We may at the end of each hearing, make a finding or
recommendation with respect to the application.  If necessary, the Commission may adjourn a hearing to
a later date in order to have benefit of further information."

"At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner"

"The Liquor Commissioner, who is the Mayor of Downers Grove, will, pursuant to Section 3-12
of the Ordinance, render decisions regarding issuance of available licenses within 60 days in order to
consult the Plan Commission for its recommendations."
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"Hearings by this Commission are held according to the following format: 1) reading of
information pertinent to the application, 2) comments from the applicant, 3) comments from the public,
4) discussion by the Commission, and 5) motion and finding by the Commission."

Downers Grove Food Mart - 2027 Ogden Avenue

Chairman McInerney stated that the first order of business was an application hearing for Kang Food
Mart, Inc. d/b/a Downers Grove Food Mart located at 2027 Ogden Avenue.  He stated that the applicant
was seeking a Class “P-2”, beer and wine only, off-premise consumption liquor license. 

Chairman McInerney asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.
He asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Manpreet Kang was sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Kang introduced himself as part owner of
Kang Food Mart, Inc. 

Chairman McInerney asked the applicant to present its case.

Mr. Kang stated that he would like to purchase an existing convenience store from his friend.  He was
seeking to obtain a beer and wine liquor license.  

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any staff recommendations pertinent to the application.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license remains contingent upon receipt of a Certificate of
Occupancy in the new corporate name, annual fee, satisfactory background checks, receipt of dram shop
insurance, and a signed lease.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 
There were none.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the Commission.  

Ms. Strelau Mr. Kang if he worked at the Downers Grove Food Mart.  Mr. Kang replied yes, for about
four months.  Ms. Strelau asked if he was related to the current owner.  Mr. Kang replied no it is his
friend. 

Ms. Strelau asked Mr. Kang about his experience.  Mr. Kang replied he has no previous experience other
then since he has worked in the store for the last four months.  He stated that his business partners have
some liquor handling experience.  Mr. Kang replied that Mr. Raghbir Singh, President, has worked at a
gas station that sells beer and wine.  Ms. Strelau thought liquor could not be sold in Downers Grove.  Ms.
Kuchynka confirmed that liquor cannot be sold at gas stations.  She asked Mr. Kang what town the gas
station was in that Mr. Singh worked at.  Mr. Kang replied it was near the Brookfield Zoo.  Mr. Kang
stated that Chitanya Pandya, Treasurer, worked at a liquor store in Addison and has liquor handling
experience. 

Ms. Strelau asked Mr. Kang if he was BASSETT trained.  Mr. Kang replied yes.  

Ms. Strelau stated that Mr. Kang was listed as the liquor manager.  She asked how much time he will be
spending at the Downers Grove location.  Mr. Kang replied he will open the store in the morning and be
working until 2PM.  He stated that Raghbir will be working the remainder of the day. 
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Ms. Strelau stated that she reviewed the manual.  She stated that they will be tested and noted that it is
important to card and to check identification.

Mr. Clary asked if they plan to hire staff.   Mr. Kang replied for now it would only be he and his partner.  

Mr. Krusenoski had no questions, but reminded Mr. Kang of the Village’s Control Buy Program.  

Ms. King asked about the history of the previous owner.  Ms. Kuchynka replied they have been in
operation for 3 years with no violations.  She advised that they passed a test on January 11, 2011 when
Mr. Kang was working.  

Ms. King referred to the identification guide pictures in the manual and wondered if the other manager
has reviewed them and if they are available on site.  Mr. Kang replied that Raghbir is set to be trained in
the BASSETT program and he has reviewed the sample identifications with him.  

Mr. Kang advised that they have a lottery machine which scans identification and tells them how old the
customer is.  He stated that when they ask for identification he checks it physically and runs it through
the machine.  Mr. Kang replied that when they scan it will tell the age of the customer in years and
months.  He stated that it takes all kinds of identification, including state identifications and driver’s
licenses.

Chairman McInerney was pleased that they were seeking to remain in Downers Grove.  He expressed
some concern about his lack of liquor handling experience.  He encouraged Mr. Kang to seek help from
staff if they have any doubts or questions regarding promotions. 

Chairman McInerney asked that staff and the applicant update the stockholder forms and amend them to
reflect the partner’s liquor handling experience.   

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman McInerney asked for a recommendation from the
Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant with regard to
the Class "P-2" liquor license application.

MR. KRUSENOSKI MOVED TO FIND KANG FOOD MART, INC. D/B/A DOWNERS GROVE
FOOD MART LOCATED AT 2027 OGDEN AVENUE, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS “P-2",
BEER AND WINE ONLY, OFF-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.  MS. KING
SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Mr. Krusenoski, Ms. King, Mr. Clary, Ms. Strelau, Chairman McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The motion carried.  
V. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any old business.  
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Ms. Petrarca stated a part of tonight’s new business was to discuss the concept of creating a late night
liquor license.  She stated that staff has discussed the matter and realized the many components of such
licensing.  She stated that one option would be to charge and license those who wish to serve late.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that licensees were surveyed in order to determine their closing hours and what might
constitute late night service.  She advised that regular serving hours could end at midnight daily and a
late night license could allow service until 2AM.  She stated that rather charging extra for just one hour
of service, two hours of service could be granted for the weekend evenings or every day of the week.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if staff was suggesting the issuance of late night license.  Ms. Petrarca replied that
the Village Council requested that the issue be discussed by the Commission.  She advised that this was
just the starting point of discussion on serving hours and asked for the Commission’s feedback.  Mr.
Krusenoski stated that with the exception of Chicago and Schaumburg, the Village currently is in line
with serving hours of many surrounding comminutes.  She stated that many liquor license holders were
not interested in serving late and that their hours could roll back to 12 midnight.  Ms. Strelau was
uncomfortable with rolling back the hours.

Ms. Petrarca reminded the Commission that in the past they were not willing to charge for one additional
hour.  Ms. Strelau replied that she will still not in favor of creating a license or charging for just one hour
extra.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if the annual liquor fees were comparable to other communities.  Ms. Petrarca
replied that staff can research that information.  Ms. Petrarca stated that Oak Brook was the only
community that charged an extra $500 for the 1 hour late night license.  

Ms. Petrarca reminded the group that Friday night hours were extended by 1 hour, which sunsets in
September.  She stated that staff has been closely monitoring police activity to determine if whether the
additional 1 hour of service has contributed to the increase in service calls.  Staff will report back to the
Commission.  

Chairman McInerney stated that they would be segmenting liquor licenses.  He stated that the bulk of
licensees do not serve late.  He stated that the Village could make those who are interested in serving
later pay for it, as there could potentially be more enforcement activity and monitoring associated with it. 

Mr. Krusenoski felt Oak Brook was onto something by charging for the extra hour.  Ms. Petrarca noted
that they only charge for the extra hour on Friday and not Saturday. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that in speaking to Oak Brook, they had no explanation as to how they came up
with the extra $500 fee for the late night license.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that Ms. Fregeau had comments in her absence.  Ms. Petrarca stated that Ms. Fregeau
was concerned and was not in favor of having 2AM serving hours all week long.  

The Commission discussed the potential of licensees operating at different times, as this may cause
confusion for the Police Department.  The staff agreed.

Ms. Petrarca stated that Ms. Fregeau was concerned about hours being taken away from existing
licensees.  
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Ms. Petrarca stated that if the Commission moved in favor of creating a 2AM license that Ms. Fregeau
would like the extension request provision eliminated.  Ms. Strelau agreed.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that she included hours for certain holidays on the chart of hours for surrounding
communities.  She stated that the ordinance includes provisions for an extra hour of service automatically
for New Years Eve.  Ms. Strelau mentioned that licensees also ask for extensions on the evening before
Thanksgiving.  Chairman McInerney noted that the extra police activity on that evening.  Ms. Strelau
liked the fact that some communities establish hours for popular holidays. 

Ms. Strelau recalled that Ballydoyle has requested early AM serving hours.  Ms. Petrarca noted that most
early hour requests have fallen by the wayside with the inception of 9AM liquor serving hours which
accommodated brunches and certain holidays that fell on Sundays.

Ms. Petrarca stated that Ms. Fregeau would like more direction from the Council and the new Mayor. 
Ms. Petrarca advised that she has not had an opportunity to meet with Mayor Tully as of yet.  She would
like to take the Commission’s feedback to him. 

Chairman McInerney noted agreement with Ms. Fregeau’s sentiments.  He did not believe that all were in
favor of extending hours to 2AM all week long.  The Commission was not in favor of rolling hours back.

Ms. Strelau stated that those licensees who close early are not the source of police problems and did not
feel that they should be punished by rolling back hours.  She stated that if they have a party and it went
past midnight, it would not be fair.  She was in agreement that the 1 hour be given, but would like to see
what other communities are charging for their licenses and determine if the fees are fair.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Cost Center Analysis takes into account the cost to administer the license. 
She stated that some communities charge licensee fees and use them as a revenue source.  

Ms. Kuchynka felt that it would be reasonable to charge for compliance checks for those that serve in the
late hours.  She asked licensees if they would be willing to pay extra for the 1 hour of service and most
were in agreement if the cost was fair.  Ms. Petrarca stated that the late night license would be separate
and other administrative charges may need to be calculated in, along with hearing fees. 

Ms. Strelau stated that the Police Department may have trouble deciphering which licensees serve until
1AM or 2AM.  

Ms. Petrarca asked Ms. Kuchynka how many establishments were currently taking advantage of the 2AM
license.  Ms. Kuchynka was aware of  nine licensees including 63rd Street Billiards, Another Round,
Ballydoyle, Brickhouse, Doubletree (24 hrs) , Marriott (24 hr. operation), Rockwood Tap House, Rita’s,
and Shanahan’s.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if Rita’s was still open as he noticed the area did not regularly seem busy.  Ms.
Kuchynka noted they are closed a few days during the week and open in the late afternoon.  Chairman
McInerney mentioned that he heard advertisements on B96 and KISS FM promoting DJs.  He stated did
not believe those advertisements target the corporate audience Rita’s portrayed at their application
hearing.  Ms. Strelau agreed and noted that licensees should not portray themselves one way and operate
as something else.  Ms. Petrarca mentioned there has been some increase in police activity and will have
staff determine if they are offering specials or targeting certain audiences.
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Ms. Petrarca stated that she would like to focus on evaluating Friday 2AM police calls at the three month
mark at next month’s meeting.  The group asked if they will have a report.  Ms. Petrarca will speak with
Lt. Budds and review police activity and report back to the Commission.  Chairman McInerney would
also like a year’s comparison.  Ms. Strelau would like the Police Department’s opinion as to what may be
the reasoning behind the increase in police activity. 

Ms. Kuchynka asked if they would like to include a provision for one hour of service on New Years Eve. 
The Commission agreed to include it in the ordinance.  Ms. Strelau was also in favor of removing the
extension provision. 

Chairman McInerney hoped that the Village does not underestimate costs of enforcement.  He wanted
staff to look ahead at those activities the Village wants to accomplish and include it in the fees.  Ms.
Petrarca stated that staff has discussed increasing the entertainment license classification fees.  Ms.
Strelau agreed that some classifications tend to be high maintenance.  Chairman McInerney noted that
not only certain categories of licenses tend to be high maintenance, but those establishments with larger
square footage seem to be high maintenance as well.  Ms. Petrarca felt the entertainment and pub
establishments tend to require additional staff time.   Ms. Kuchynka noted that some restaurants have
evolved into a drinking facilities. 

Ms. Strelau noted that DUI Notifications seemed to have dropped over the past few months.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that there were two in March.  She stated that Tivoli received a DUI notification and
sent a letter back to the Village with drink receipts for the evening.  She stated that the bartender did not
believe that the individual was drinking at their facility that evening based on their records.  Ms.
Kuchynka was pleased that the licensee took the time to investigate the matter and provide supporting
documentation.  Chairman McInerney was pleased they were being responsible.

Ms. King asked if the Village is actively monitoring licensee advertising.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes. 
She stated that the Chamber recently contacted her about after hours events and was told that they were
finding it difficult to book events because licensees were worried about violating serving laws.  Ms.
Kuchynka explained that once their after hours invitation is put on their website, the event may become
public.  Ms. Strelau asked why they could not have a cash bar.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that they could
have a cash bar or limit drinks, provided that guests are bona fide business owners interested in joining
the group.  She stated that establishments are not allowed to entice people into a business or participate in
an activity by promoting alcohol.  Ms. Petrarca stated that the Village is not precluding them from
holding events, as there are a lot of options available to them.  

Chairman McInerney noticed a trend at out of state hotels.  He advised that they provide a manager’s
special open to the hotel guests from 5-7PM, which includes drinks.  He stated that some of these
establishments do not have a license.  He stated that spot checks of non-licensed local hotels may be
beneficial. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the Village recently caught the Sybaris selling champagne without a license. 
She advised that they have been charged with a Village ordinance violation, as there is no liquor license
to suspend, revoke or fine.    Ms. Petrarca stated that they will appear in Circuit Court for the violation. 
Ms. Kuchynka noted their court date of May 16th.  She stated that both the manager and establishment
were charged.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that she received an anonymous complaint and officers when in
undercover.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that staff will speak with the Liquor Commissioner.  She asked the Commission what
they would like to see from staff next month.  She stated that it sounded as though the Commission was
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not in favor of creating a stand alone license for late night hours.  Chairman McInerney agreed that it
would be confusing for licensees, the police and staff to enforce and monitor.  He did not feel that there
was much to gain from creating a separate license.  He felt if the 2AM hours service remains, the
Commission should consider eliminating extensions.  He suggested that they put the New Years Eve hour
extensions or other holiday hours into the ordinance.   Ms. Petrarca will research other community
holiday hours and fees. 

Ms. Petrarca felt that Schaumburg would be a good community to research as far as entertainment
classifications comparable to Downers Grove.  

Ms. Strelau stated that it is not the intention to make money by way of liquor licenses, however, local
licensees were quoted in the newspaper as to how much money they make selling in that extra hour.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that staff will also review police activity on Fridays between 1-2AM over the past 3
months and compare it to previous months.  

Ms. Petrarca stated she will meet with Mayor Tully and review the Suspension Guidelines for discussion
at a future meeting. 

Ms. Strelau felt that any violation of the liquor ordinance should be treated cumulatively.  She felt that
any previous violation of the code should not be disregarded and the entire record of licensee should be
taken  into consideration when determining penalties.  

Chairman McInerney stated that the type of violations should be reflected on.  He noted the difference
between advertising violations and control buy failures.  He stated that they predominately hear control
buy violations.  He stated that the group should evaluate what warrants suspension and fines.  He
believed that a licensee’s performance for things like police activity and number of DUI Notifications
should be measured.  Ms. Petrarca noted the problem with DUI Notification program as the police rely on
the statements from the arrestee.  Chairman McInerney understood, but asked if they could frame their
performance as indicators of responsible service.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that there are some licensees who
have received no DUI Notifications and some who regularly do, which is a clear indicator of over
service.  Ms. Petrarca stated that staff and the police department have personally met with licensees about
their excessive number of DUIs.  Ms. Petrarca stated that over service, specials and the promotion of
liquor all contribute to DUIs.  

Ms. King noticed the Naperville violation.  Ms. Petrarca felt that the Village received some attention
with their drink special violation hearings.   Ms. Strelau noted that in Naperville, the licensee was fined
and a suspension served on a Friday night.  

Mr. Krusenoski mentioned the DUI Notifications and asked if these were reported by the Downers Grove
Police Department.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  Mr. Krusenoski noted the proximity of some licensees to
the highways.  He asked if the State or surrounding municipalities do a notification program.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied no and stated that the Village potentially misses many DUI offenders.  Ms. Kuchynka
recalled only one report from the State as a result of an accident on  I-355, where Downers Grove
responded to the emergency.   Mr. Krusenoski felt that DUI Notifications may be understated.

VI. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding new business. 
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Ms. Kuchynka advised that there will be a June 2nd meeting for an application hearing for the old North
Beach location.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that licenses were issued to Doubletree and Esplanade Lakes. 

VII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman McInerney called for a motion to adjourn.

Ms. Strelau moved to adjourn the May 5, 2011 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation at
7:30 p.m.



DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE ROOM

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, July 28, 2011

1. CALL TO ORDER

Staff called the July 28, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:45 p.m.

II ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Adank, Mr. Clary, Ms. King, Ms. Strelau

ABSENT: Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Krusenoski,  Chairman McInerney

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Staff Attorney Dawn Didier,
Lieutenant Bill Budds

OTHERS: Elfego Montes, Claudia Paniagua, Ronald Beem, Jessica Ekstrom, Jim Norris,
Larry Spatz, Lee Masover, Joe Frankel, Court Reporter

III. APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN PRO TEM

In the absence of Chairman McInerney, staff requested a motion to appoint a Chairman Pro Tem
for the meeting.

MS. KING MOVED TO APPOINT ALICE STRELAU TO ACT AS CHAIRMAN
PRO TEM FOR THE JULY 28, 2011 MEETING OF THE LIQUOR
COMMISSION.   MR. CLARY SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. King, Mr. Clary, Mr. Adank 

Nay: None

Abstain: Ms. Strelau

MOTION CARRIED: 3:0:1

The motion carried.  

IV APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for approval of the minutes May 5, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting
and asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the May 5, 2011 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  
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V. APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau made the following statements: 

"The first order of business is to conduct a public hearing for a liquor license application.  For
the benefit of all present, I would like to state that this Commission does not determine the granting or
denial of the issuance of any license.  We may at the end of each hearing, make a finding or
recommendation with respect to the application.  If necessary, the Commission may adjourn a hearing to
a later date in order to have benefit of further information."

"At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner"

"The Liquor Commissioner, who is the Mayor of Downers Grove, will, pursuant to Section 3-12
of the Ordinance, render decisions regarding issuance of available licenses within 60 days in order to
consult the Plan Commission for its recommendations."

"Hearings by this Commission are held according to the following format: 1) reading of
information pertinent to the application, 2) comments from the applicant, 3) comments from the public,
4) discussion by the Commission, and 5) motion and finding by the Commission."

Ms. Kuchynka requested that the order of the agenda be amended to hear the application of Baker Food
and Liquor first they had a newborn and family members in attendance.  The Commission agreed.  Ms.
Kuchynka thanked Tropix for their cooperation.

Baker Food and Liquor - 2150 Curtiss

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the first order of business was an application hearing for Baker
Food and Liquor, Inc. d/b/a Baker Food and Liquor located at 2150 Curtiss.  She stated that the applicant
was seeking a Class “P-2”, beer and wine only, off-premise consumption liquor license. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be
seated. She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record,
indicate their affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Elfego Montes was sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Montes introduced himself as the owner of
Baker Food and Liquor, Inc. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the applicant to present its case.

Mr. Montes stated that he purchased Baker Food and Liquor and was seeking a beer and wine license and
planned to make improvements to the store.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the location previously had a liquor license.  She stated that the previous
owner applied for a license in January and opted to sell the business.  She advised that the location has
held a liquor license for a number of years with no violations at the location.  She stated that Mr. Montes
is present is required to obtain a new license with the 100% change of ownership.  
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Ms. Kuchynka advised that issuance of the license remains contingent upon receipt of insurance,
satisfactory background checks and the annual fee.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that Mr. Montes was issued a ticket for selling liquor without a license.  She
referred to a Cease and Desist Order which was contained in the Commission packet.  She stated that the
previous owner did not advise him that he was to apply for a license before the transfer of the store.  Ms.
Kuchynka stated that it is typical for a new owner to make the sale contingent upon receipt of a liquor
license, however, that was not done in this case.  She advised that Mr. Montes was cited, the old license
closed out and all signage and alcohol was removed from the sales area.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked why the landlord did not advise Mr. Montes of the licensing
requirement.  Ms. Kuchynka was unsure.  She recalled that the was present at the previous owner’s
hearing.  Mr. Montes explained that he did not understand the landlord and did not understand the
licensing process.  He stated that he thought the process would be simple and was not aware of what he
got himself into.  He stated that he put his life savings into the business and was trying to make
something of the business for his family.   He stated that he was trying to do the right thing and obtain the
liquor license properly.  He was sorry for the violation.   

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there were any comments from the Commission.  

Ms. King was pleased that the business would be continuing in Downers Grove.  She asked Mr. Montes
if he was BASSETT certified.  Mr. Montes replied yes.

Ms. King asked Mr. Montes how many employees he will have.  Mr. Montes replied he was the only
employee.  She asked if he could manage the store by himself all of the hours that he plans to be open. 
Mr. Montes replied yes.   Ms. King wondered who will operate the store if he is sick.  Mr. Montes stated
that he would close the store.  He stated he would hire someone else if he obtains the liquor license and
advised his brother would work part time.  He stated he would be sure his brother is BASSETT Certified. 

Ms. King asked Mr. Montes about his previous employment and what interested him in purchasing the
business.  Mr. Montes replied that he was in the demolition business working with asbestos but there
were no construction jobs.  He decided to take his life savings and put it into the store. He stated it was a
risk, but the price was right.  

Ms. King asked Mr. Montes about his liquor experience.  Mr. Montes replied he had none.  He advised
that he worked as a cashier and was familiar with checking identification for tobacco.

Ms. King cautioned Mr. Montes to check identification of everyone under the age of 30.  She advised
him to be careful to not sell to minors, as he had no previous liquor handling experience.  She
recommended that they do not accept the vertical license. 

Mr. Clary stated that he had similar sentiments.  He hoped they would succeed and advised Mr. Montes
to pay attention and follow the rules.  He stated that if they start to get busy they should hire more help
and make sure the help is properly trained.  He stated that this is a good opportunity for him and wished
him luck.

Mr. Clary asked where liquor will be located.  Mr. Montes replied in a series of display refrigerators
against the wall.  Mr. Clary asked if it was near the front door.  Mr. Montes replied no.  

Mr. Adank asked Mr. Montes how long he has worked at the store.  Mr. Montes replied three months.  
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Mr. Adank asked Mr. Montes when he purchased the store.  Mr. Montes replied May.  Mr. Montes stated
that he did not realize when he needed to go through this process and did not realize that obtaining a
liquor license would take this long.  He stated that he learned from his mistake.  Mr. Adank stated that
this was a good opportunity for him and his family.  He stated that they do not want to make a mistake
and appear before the Commission again.  

Mr. Adank wished Mr. Montes luck, but was concerned with his lack of experience.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked that Mr. Montes provide the registered agent phone number and update
the application form.   Mr. Montes agreed.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that Mr. Montes has found himself in violation of the ordinance in
selling liquor without a license.  She encouraged him to read the ordinance thoroughly and take staff
advice.  She wanted him to be certain of his responsibilities as a liquor license holder.    

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau did not recall anyone having a license suspended before they received one. 
Ms. Kuchynka stated that the previous license was formally closed out.  She stated that Mr. Montes was
issued a ticket for an ordinance violation.  She stated that the corporation is the license holder, but the
Commission does need to take background information of the corporate officers, directors and those
managing the business into consideration when determining qualification for the license.  

Mr. Adank asked Ms. Kuchynka if she spent time going though regulations with Mr. Montes.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied yes.  She stated that Mr. Montes has provided a copy of his BASSETT Certification. 
She stated that she met with Mr. Montes on a number of occasions and he had made additions and
corrections to his liquor manual at her request.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that there had been particular
changes needed regarding hours of operation.  She stated that she discussed 9AM Sunday liquor selling
hours with Mr. Montes and advised he cannot make sales prior to that as his store opens at 8AM.   

Ms. King asked Mr. Montes about the clientele and wondered if teenagers hung around the store.  Mr.
Montes replied no and stated most customers are older and are regulars.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised the Commission that the storefront was relatively small with approximately 700
square feet.  

Mr. Montes stated that he received a lot of positive feedback from his regulars about the changes he has
made to the store. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 
There were none.

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for a recommendation from
the Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant
with regard to the Class "P-2" liquor license application.

MS. KING MOVED TO FIND BAKER FOOD AND LIQUOR, INC. D/B/A BAKER FOOD AND
LIQUOR LOCATED AT 2150 CURTISS, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS “P-2", BEER AND WINE
ONLY, OFF-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.  MR. CLARY SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. King, Mr. Clary, Mr. Adank, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau
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Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

The motion carried.  

Tropix - 1211 B Butterfield Road

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the next order of business was an application hearing for Tropix,
Inc. d/b/a Tropix located at 1211 B Butterfield Road.  She stated that the applicant was seeking a Class
“E-3-C”, full alcohol, on-premise consumption liquor license and a Class “O”, full alcohol, outdoor
liquor license. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be
seated. She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record,
indicate their affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. James Norris, resident, 7249 Springside Avenue, Downers Grove, stated that he was present to
provide testimony and attest to the character and turpitude of Ronald Beem.  He stated that Mr. Beem has
a high degree of morals.  Mr. Norris stated that he knows his parents very well.  He stated for the record
that Ron will operate the business to the fullest extent of the law and in accordance with the rules and
regulations of the Commission.  

Mr. Norris quoted Mayor Tully from a Downers Grove magazine by stating “commerce is what makes it
more financially comparable to live in Downers Grove.  He added by quoting “we have to be creative in
how we attract businesses.  Economic development is as much about removing distances as it is
providing incentives.  He continued that “a distance is a delay in the amount of time it takes for plans to
be submitted, reviewed and approved.  Nine times out of ten businesses are perfectly willing to work
within the parameters of the community.  They just want to know what those parameters are and they
don’t want them to change half way through the process”.  

Mr. Norris moved for the Commission to establish a liquor license for the establishment.  

Ms. Jessica Ekstrom and Mr. Ronald Beem were sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Beem introduced
himself as the General Manager for Tropix.  Ms. Ekstrom introduced herself as the President and bar
manager of Tropix, Inc.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the applicant to present its case.

Mr. Beem stated that they were looking to....Ms. Didier interjected and requested that Ms. Ekstrom speak
on behalf of the applicant.  Ms. Didier added that Ms. Ekstrom is the liquor manager and the president of
the corporation.  She stated that questions may be directed to Mr. Beem as the general manager.

Ms. Ekstrom stated that she and Ron want to open a recreational facility where people can come and
have a good time.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there were any staff recommendations pertinent to the application. 
Ms. Kuchynka replied that issuance of the license remains contingent upon receipt of a Certificate of
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Occupancy, annual fee, satisfactory background checks and dram shop insurance.  She stated that she is
awaiting the amended lease from the landlord.

Lieutenant Bill Budds introduced himself as the Lieutenant of investigations for the Village.  He stated
that he oversees background investigations for liquor applicants.  He stated that he was present to discuss
concerns with the application.  He stated that his assistant mentioned that there was some issues getting
fingerprinting and trouble traveling in from the Rockford area to DGPD to get them done.  He stated that
the Police Department likes to get individual prints in person.  He stated that they can get prints done in
their community, but prefer to see the person being fingerprinted.  

Lieutenant Budds stated that he was present to discuss general concerns as he did with the previous
operator, North Beach.  

Lieutenant Budds stated that Jessica’s name was on the application but Ronald Beem was the
spokesperson during the application process.  Lieutenant Budds stated that he Googled postings that were
in the Yahoo Answers! chat room.  He stated that Yahoo Answers!  is a website where people can put
forth a question and other members give advise or make comments.  He stated that certain postings were
listed to Ronald Beem, 30 years of age, from Ft. Lauderdale.  He stated that there were some issues on
the postings that were of concern to him.  He stated that there were postings about a driver’s license
being suspended and about not paying for a car repair bill.  He read the following post into the record
“Liquor license with felony in Illinois?”  Lieutenant Budds quoted: “I am opening a bar in Downers
Grove, IL and need to apply for a liquor license, however in 2002, I was arrested and convicted of a
felony in Indiana for writing a bounced check.  I never spent any time in jail and was on probation for
one year.  This is the only crime I ever committed in my life.  However, what are the chances they will
approve a liquor license.  It’s a non-refundable $1,400 fee to the City and I’d hate to waste that if I’m
not able have a license.”  Lieutenant Budds stated that his biggest concern with the posting was the
following statement: “Also, my other question is, to avoid the hassle with the arrest and to get approved
for a liquor license, could I open the business under my sister’s name and have her on all the corporate
paperwork, including the EIN number, the Illinois State incorporated paperwork, etc. and put the liquor
license in her name instead?  The only thing in my name would be the lease of the building.  Would this
work as a way around of getting a license?”  Lieutenant Budds read another posting stating: “If I was to
open my bar two nights without getting my liquor license, what would happen to me?”

Lieutenant Budds stated that as they reported back to Legal staff, Ms. Kuchynka advised him that legal
was going to personally meet with Ms. Ekstrom and Mr. Beem.  Lieutenant Budds stated that he attended
that meeting.  He stated that during the conversation, Mr. Beem advised that he would be the general
manager.  Lieutenant Budds advised that may be a problem as Mr. Beem was listed on some of the
security paperwork.  Lieutenant Budds at that time asked Mr. Beem if he could conduct a background
check, at which time, Mr. Beem signed a waiver to do so.

Lieutenant Budds stated he provided Mr. Beem with the Yahoo Answers sheets to make sure that he was
the same Ronald Beem, which it was.  He advised both Mr. Beem and Ms. Ekstrom of his concerns at
that meeting of June 1st.  Lieutenant Budds stated that Mr. Beem did not deny posting the comments and
stated that he was asking advice from people.  Lieutenant Budds stated that Village process is in place to
make sure that we do not have problems down the road.  He wanted to make sure the Commission was
aware of his findings and stated that Mr. Beem could offer explanation.  

Lieutenant Budds stated that his sister has been put on all the paperwork, yet Mr. Beem was at the
Village for discussions and explaining how everything was going to work.  He stated that there may be a
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problem down the road if in fact Mr. Beem was ineligible for the license and that this may be a way
around that.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if Mr. Beem would be ineligible to have his name on the applications
because of his prior felony.  Lieutenant Budds stated that he did not go as far as to check where he stood
as he was never listed as the applicant or liquor manager.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if the applications ask a question about a felony.  Ms. Didier stated yes,
both for principals or the liquor manager of the corporation.  Ms. Didier stated that he is neither,
however, he has been dealing on behalf of the corporation.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that with the “E” license applicants, staff has been involving the police
department to review security plans and operation.  She stated that she and Lieutenant Budds reviewed
the manual and made suggestions to Tropix policies and procedures.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Commission and Mr. Beem are aware that this facility has had a number of
problems in the past.  She stated that there were numerous calls to the location.  She stated that Mr. Beem
had been also made aware of the potential clientele at the location and noted that a dress code was
introduced and more security measures were discussed.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the Village will conduct additional monitoring on Class E license holders to
ensure compliance with local ordinance.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked Jessica what brings her here and what her interest was in opening the
establishment.  Ms. Ekstrom replied that she and her brother want to start a recreational facility and help
their finances. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there were any comments from the Commission.   

Ms. King asked Ms. Ekstrom about her previous bartending experience at Bacchus Bar.  Ms. Ekstrom
stated that she sold beer but did not handle hard alcohol.  She added that she served food. 

Ms. King asked if there was any information on the bar.  Ms. Kuchynka replied no and there was nothing
on Ms. Ekstrom’s record for that location.  

Ms. King referred to past hurdles of North Beach.  She asked how they plan to overcome the problems
experienced there.  Ms. Ekstrom stated that they plan to have 12 security staff on weekends and have at
least two during the week.  She stated that it will be a family establishment and they did not feel that
much security was needed during the week.  She stated that there will be someone checking identification
and will not accept the vertical ones.  She stated that they have the swiping technology to insure a
legitimate identification.  She stated that they also plan to hire off duty police officers.  

Ms. King asked their procedure for scanning identification.  Ms. Ekstrom stated that everyone’s
identification will be scanned.

Ms. King stated that she was concerned with the cooperation with the police department and their
findings.  

Mr. Clary stated that he has concerns in light of new information discussed tonight.  
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Mr. Clary asked about the corporation.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that Ms. Ekstrom incorporated in March of
2011.  

Mr. Clary asked Ms. Ekstrom about her liquor handling experience and asked how large the
establishment was were she formerly worked.  Ms. Ekstrom was unaware of the square footage.  She
stated it was much smaller than Tropix and estimated it to be less than half the size.  

Mr. Clary asked Ms. Ekstrom if she just served beer or was bartending.  Ms. Ekstrom replied she served
beer and food.  He asked if that was her level of expertise as far as serving goes.  Ms. Ekstrom replied
yes. 

Mr. Clary stated that the North Beach location is quite large and asked Ms. Ekstrom if she will be solely
responsible for all liquor service.  Ms. Ekstrom replied yes.  Mr. Clary asked who else will be hired to do
that.  Mr. Beem stated that they hired two consultants.  He stated one, Kelly Harrison, works for Rock
Bottom and worked for Champs Americana as an opener.  Mr. Beem stated that they will be there for the
first few months.  Mr. Clary asked if they have made other employment plans and stated it seemed this
may be very overwhelming than serving beer only.  He stated that there is a lot of activity going on that
will need to be monitored.  

Mr. Beem replied that they have consultants, staff and management positions.  He stated that they will
bring on an events coordinator.  He stated that they will have managers as well.  

Mr. Clary was not concerned about events but how liquor is being served and handled.  He stated that he
was concerned about the information given tonight.  He stated that was troubling to him that the postings
were made and what can they do to get around the system.  

Mr. Beem stated the postings Lieutenant Budds mentioned were accurate of what was posted, but he
posted it back at the beginning in March.  He stated that he had no intention of breaking the law which is
why he posted the question to begin with and to see what the possibilities were.  He stated that the
questions about opening a few nights without a license, he fully understood that was not allowed, after
reading the manual and all the materials that the Village has set up in place.  

Mr. Beem stated that he and Jessica fully intend to sign a five year lease on the building and intend to be
there for a long time.  He stated that they plan to curtail problems.  He understood the Village concern
regarding Lieutenant Budds statements.

Mr. Clary stated that was not his only concern.  He stated that it heightens their level of scrutiny.  He
stated that North Beach has historically had problems, which has nothing to do with them.  Mr. Beem
stated that he read through the minutes.  

Mr. Adank asked Mr. Beem about his previous experience.  Mr. Beem replied that he was a DJ for the
past five years.  He stated that his family owns Phillips Flowers and he has experience with the business
end of things.  He stated that he worked for them for close to 10 years, which was why he took on the
role of general manager. 

Mr. Adank asked Mr. Beem if he had any liquor handling experience.  Mr. Beem replied no.  

Mr. Adank asked Ms. Ekstrom how many employees were at the previous bar.  Ms. Ekstrom replied 25-
30.  Mr. Adank asked her if she was a bartender there.  Ms. Ekstrom replied that she just served beer and
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the food.  Mr. Adank asked Ms. Ekstrom if she was managing any people at the time.  Ms. Ekstrom
replied no.  

Mr. Adank asked Ms. Ekstrom how many people she planned to manage at the new location.  Ms.
Ekstrom replied starting off, it will be her, Kelly and Joe for the first three months.  She stated that they
will discuss adding more.  Mr. Adank asked who Kelly and Joe were.  Ms. Ekstrom replied that Kelly
worked at Rock Bottom and Champ’s and has over 30 years of experience.  She stated that Joe owns 12
bars in Chicago.  She stated that they were the consultants.

Mr. Adank stated that this is their opportunity to convince the Commission that their venture is worthy of
a liquor license.  He stated that he did not feel that they were prepared for this, both from the answers
given to the Commission or them understanding their responsibility as a license holder.  He stated that he
hoped that they can enlighten the Commission further.  

Mr. Beem stated that they fully intend to be at the establishment for at least five years.  He stated that
they do not want liquor problems.  He was aware that there were problems in the parking lot and
problems with underage at the old North Beach.  He stated that they have re-written the security manual
to prevent those items.  Mr. Beem stated that he will be 31 and Jessica will be 32 this year.  He stated that
they are hoping to make a future for themselves and change their lives around with this opportunity.  He
stated that Tropix can help them out and the community out.  He stated that tax money brought in would
be a huge benefit for the Village.  He stated that another advantage would be to get something new to the
community.  

Mr. Beem stated that they will be a full service restaurant open for lunch and dinner.  He stated that they
do not want to call it a club atmosphere like the former North Beach.  He stated that they will have a DJ
on Friday and Saturday nights.  He stated that the rest of the week they will have strictly a restaurant and
have volleyball leagues in there.  He stated that they will have about 150 people a night that play with the
volleyball leagues.  He stated that they were going to try and start bowling leagues.  He stated that they
plan to have corporate parties and kids parties.  He stated that they really want to get this going as its
been a dream of theirs for years.  

Mr. Adank asked Mr. Beem if they have an opening date set.  Mr. Beem replied, if possible, Labor Day
weekend.  He stated that would depend on  the Liquor Commission.  

Mr. Adank asked what condition the space is in now.  Mr. Beem replied that they have done some
remodeling.  He stated that they have put in close to $45,000 worth of work and have another $60,000 to
complete.  He stated that they are making the facility higher end by upgrading it.  He stated that they are
keeping the layout the same, volleyball and bowling areas are staying.  

Mr. Adank stated that was quite an investment without having a liquor license.  Mr. Beem stated that the
$45,000 included the $30,000 security deposit for the building.  He stated that they have put in $15,000
as they had an architect draw up plans for the Liquor Commission and had inspections.  He stated that
one of the Fire Marshals requirements was to install a sprinkler system under the stage.  He stated that
was a $2,000 investment.  He stated that cleaning for the Health Department was $10,000.  He stated that
they have not begun remodeling yet and plan to hold off until the license process was completed.  

Mr. Beem stated that should they be approved, they intend to spend the rest of the money and bring it up
high end and re-do the place cosmetically, but nothing structural.  He stated that they will re-do the
bathrooms, put in new floors and new lights.  He stated that they wanted it to be recognized as a nice
family restaurant as opposed to the old North Beach image.  
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Mr. Adank asked Lieutenant Budds what cooperation has been like since.  Lieutenant Budds stated that
this was the second meeting since they first met.  He stated that there has been cooperation and honesty
when he asked about Mr. Beem about the postings.  

Mr. Adank asked Lieutenant Budds if he was satisfied.  Lieutenant Budds stated that he still had
concerns with the postings, which to him, were a blatant way of questioning how to circumvent this
process and following the rules.  He stated that unfortunately problems will fall in the police
department’s lap when rules are not followed.  He stated that he was not saying that was Tropix
intention, but was a concern.  He stated that he knows how much time the police department was there. 
He stated he spent a lot of time with the new tenants that replaced StarDust and how much work has been
done to avoid problems since then.  He felt that they have made great strides with Rita’s as there are not
may problems due to their cooperation since their beginning.  He stated that if this establishment is given
a license, all bases should be covered and it should be certain that the Village is not opening itself up to
problems and headaches of the past.  He stated that the establishment is going to be exactly the same with
the layout.

Mr. Adank asked if it was appropriate to ask Rita’s about the space being occupied.  Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau stated that they can take comments from the public after the Commission finishes its questioning.

Mr. Beem stated that they want to work with the Village 100% with the police to make sure they have as
few problems there as possible.  He recalled Lieutenant Budds advised at their initial meeting that 3-4
squads were there every week in the past, which is something they want to avoid.  He stated that is a
reason they are gearing toward a family atmosphere as opposed to a teen/college age hangout.

Mr. Adank asked what the resistance was for fingerprinting.  Ms. Ekstrom stated that she did not have
resistance, she stated that she worked and had problems with scheduling coming out here because of her
job.  She did not object going and went.  Mr. Beem stated that she had prints done in Rockford and in
Downers Grove.  Mr. Adank wanted to get her on record.  Ms. Ekstrom stated she did not object to it.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that she had other issues with their documents even before other
information was made available tonight.  She stated that she was not going to recommend approval
tonight until their documents were fixed.  She stated that there are inconsistencies throughout the
manuals as to how security will operate.  She stated in one place they state they will have 1 security
guard for 25 people, but those numbers will not work out.  She noted that the dance floor holds 300
people and that would put them at 12 security guards just for the dance floor alone, yet they do not plan
on hiring more than 12 security guards.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that they have not spent enough time thinking through their business
plan.  She stated that there is a security plan, a door plan, a liquor handling plan, but not one of them
match across the board.  She stated that there are no page numbers and expected that employees should
be able to refer to a page number.   She stated that she is not confident that they are ready to start this
business.  She stated that they can come back to the Commission and provide more information that helps
to support that they are capable of handling this liquor license.  She stated that this is a huge facility and
it has never been run as a family facility.  She stated that perhaps it can work, but there is a lot of
expectation that it may become the same facility as in the past.  She stated that will be a huge hurdle for
them to overcome and may require more than help from a few consultants, but an extensive, well thought
out plan.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that she felt the Commission should postpone a decision about the
granting of the license.  She stated that they should take into consideration the comments of the
Commission, make corrections, work with staff and arrange to be on the next agenda.  She stated that the
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Commission does not have enough information.  She suggested that they stick to a solid business plan
which may help them understand what they have planned for the facility.

Mr. Clary stated that the consultants would be a great place for them to start.  He stated that the
consultant with the 12 bars should have a pretty good business plan.  

Ms. King wondered how many people ran North Beach before and asked about their plan to hire cooks
and other staff.   Mr. Beem replied close to 50.  Ms. King wondered how many it took to run on a daily
basis.  Mr. Beem has their records, but not with him tonight and could not remember off the top of his
head what the numbers were.  Mr. Beem stated that they were looking to have 15-20 staff members on a
nightly basis.  Mr. Beem stated that they have not hired anybody for the remaining positions yet.  

Ms. King stated that they should keep in mind the maintenance issues and crowd issues and event
planning and determine an appropriate number of employees before presenting again before the
Commission.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 

Mr. James Norris stated for the record that he had no personal knowledge of the background information
presented by Lieutenant Budds.  He stated he testified earlier of the high moral standards of Mr. Beem,
but was unaware of Lieutenant Budds’ information.  

Mr. Norris stated that he talked to Ron about implementing a breathalyzer system at the establishment
and that Mr. Beem was in agreement to look into the program.  Mr. Beem replied that they were unsure
of the legalities.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked Chairman Pro Tem Strelau if there were any additional changes or corrections to
the manual. Chairman Pro Tem Strelau replied that the skeleton is fine, but it should all tie together, and
not say something in one place and something else in another.  She asked that the pages also be
numbered.

Ms. Kuchynka asked them to explain for the record any other types of entertainment and provide
information on the theme of the establishment.  Mr. Beem replied that they will be installing new
televisions throughout the facility.  He stated that the main room by the volleyball area will be a sports
bar atmosphere.  He stated that the front area near the dance floor will remain open and the front area
near the dance floor will have seating for the restaurant.  He stated that the bar area near the bowling will
be more of a restaurant-type of atmosphere along with the bowling.  

Mr. Beem advised that there is a stage that the previous owner installed.  He stated they will utilize the
stage to bring in bands once a week, perhaps a jazz band for dinner.  He stated that there will be a DJ on
Friday and Saturday nights.  

Mr. Beem stated that they have contracted with a volleyball league.  He stated that they will try to get
leagues in for the bowling area but advised that there were only four lanes.  He stated that there will be
some arcade games and XBox set up for kids to play.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that arcade games will need to be added to the floor plan.  She stated that they
were not currently on the plan and noted that they may need to have them licensed, depending on how
many they plan to have.

Ms. Kuchynka asked if they planned to take out the couch style seating in the rear room near the bowling,
as he testified the area will have restaurant seating.  Mr. Beem stated that the blue print reflects the final
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plan.  Ms. Kuchynka asked whether the dining is mostly located next to the volleyball court.  Mr. Beem
replied yes.  He stated that the couch seating can also be used for dining seating as well because there are
tables that pull out.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that “dining” seating would be questionable, depending on the
size of the tables.  She stated that dining realistically cannot be done on a 14" table.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked about their dress code for staff.  Mr. Beem replied that security will have polo shirts
with “security” printed on them.  Mr. Beem stated that he and Jessica were still working on the uniforms
for bartenders and waitresses.  He stated there will be not any risky outfits, but more geared toward a
family establishment.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that beer tubs or other bar appurtenances need to be disclosed on the plan and
would be counted to bar areas.  Mr. Beem stated that only the three bars will be utilized and they will not
have any beer tubs.

Ms. Kuchynka asked if the outdoor patio will have food service access.  Mr. Beem replied yes.  

Ms. King asked Jessica where she currently works.  Ms. Ekstrom replied that she is a bus driver and sells
ice cream.  Ms. King asked if she will give those jobs up to be at Tropix full time.  Ms. Ekstrom replied
definitely.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked if the Commission would like anything particular when they come back.  She asked
if the Commission would want to vote for a continuance.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if they need to vote on a recommendation.  Ms. Didier replied no if it is
their intention to continue the hearing.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if they need a vote to be found
“not qualified”.  Ms. Didier replied if they voted “not qualified”, they would need to start the application
process over.  She recommend that they postpone the hearing to a certain date.  Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau asked staff about the next meeting.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that she was not planning to hold an
August meeting next week, but would sometime after the Labor Day weekend in September.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the Commission meeting would not be before September, but
Tropix could push their hearing further if they choose.  Mr. Beem stated that he and Jessica could sit
down by and make the corrections and have revised plans ready by September.   He was not sure if the
Commission was aware that their application has been delayed four times.  He stated that they were
anxious to get going.  

Ms. Didier stated that they may open without liquor.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that they have to
get all other Code issues resolved.  Ms. Didier agreed and was not giving them the green light.  Ms.
Kuchynka advised that to open they need of a Certificate of Occupancy.  Mr. Beem stated that they have
already done the initial walkthrough and were waiting for staff to come back to do the final. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she went to the initial inspection.  She stated sprinklers were required by the
stage.  Mr. Beem agreed.  He added there was concern with a few burnt out light bulbs and exit signs that
needed repair.  

Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for a motion to continue the
applicant hearing until the September, 2011 meeting.   

MS. KING MOVED TO CONTINUE THE TROPIX APPLICATION HEARING UNTIL THE
SEPTEMBER, 2011 LIQUOR COMMISSION MEETING.  MR. CLARY SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. King, Mr. Clary, Mr. Adank, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau
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Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

The motion carried.  

VI. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any old business.  

Ms. Kuchynka reminded the group that Friday night hours were extended by one hour.  She stated the
code change sunsets on September 1st.  She recalled the last group discussion that they were not in favor of
creating a late night license but were comfortable with an across the board change to 2AM on Friday.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that Lt. Budds provided her with police reports for the past six months.   Lt. Budds
stated that the police department broke down all liquor related calls and Friday night calls from 1-2AM. 
He stated that they have not noticed a spike in calls that would cause concern. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated the Commission was not in favor of the extension if the police
department did not feel comfortable.  She asked Lt. Budds if the extra hour of service was an undue
burden.  Lt. Budds did not believe that there has been a significant increase in police calls during that time
frame.

Mr. Adank asked staff to reiterate allowable sales hours.  Ms. Kuchynka replied 8AM-1AM; Monday
through Thursday; 8AM to 2AM Friday/Saturday; and 9AM to 1AM on Sunday.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she could draft an ordinance and remove the September 1st sunset clause and
reminded the group that they can always re-visit hours of sales if liquor related calls become an undue
burden on the police department.  

Mr. Clary was glad to hear that there was not an increase in problems.  

Ms. Kuchynka recalled that the Commission was concerned that licensees could request an additional
hour of liquor service and discussed the possibility of licensees being able to serve until 3AM.  She
advised that extensions are granted on a case-by-case basis and is allowed only at the discretion of the
Liquor Commissioner.  She stated that staff can advise the Mayor if there have been issues with the
licensee.  She stated that extensions were granted typically for special occasions and holidays such as New
Years Eve, Mother’s Day, St. Patrick’s Day, etc.  

Mr. Adank asked how often extensions were turned down.  Ms. Kuchynka did not recall ever turning
down any requests.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau recalled the conversation differently.  She recalled asking the Village Attorney
if the Village was going to grant one hour extensions and that Enza did not believe so.  Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau stated that Mayor Sandack would not allow liquor establishments to be open and serve until 3 AM
while he was Mayor.  She was unsure if Liquor Commissioner Tully felt the same.  She stated that the
group talked about allowing early openings.  She recalled discussion that liquor service would never be
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later than 2AM.  She stated that the group never had a thorough conversation as a Commission as to
whether further extensions past 2AM were the appropriate thing. 

Ms. Kuchynka did not recall receiving any requests for liquor service until 3AM.  Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau stated that Stardust wanted to serve until 3AM.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau did not believe that there was a good reason for Friday night hours to be
different from Saturday night hours.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau wanted to be clear if there would be any more extensions beyond 2AM.  Ms.
Didier stated that the Code, as written, allows for it.  She asked if the Commission would want to remove
the extension provision.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that she would support a motion to remove the request for extensions. 
She did not know how Mayor Tully felt about it.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked what section of the Code needed to be amended for Friday serving
hours.  Ms. Kuchynka replied Section 3.31. Hours of Business, subsection (a).  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked what section of the Code allows for the extension request.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied Section 3.31. Hours of Business, subsection (b).   Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that
amending subsection (b) could eliminate extension requests beyond 2AM.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked if they would do two separate motions.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau agreed as the
Council may like one provision and not the other.  Ms. Kuchynka requested a motion for the removal of
the sunset clause and a second motion amending provision for licensees to request liquor serving
extensions beyond 2AM.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that she would draft ordinances accordingly.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there were comments from the public.  Mr. Larry Spatz, Rita’s, asked
for clarification.  He asked if extensions could be granted for New Year’s Eve if they fall on a Monday-
Thursday, thereby extending liquor service to 2AM.   Ms. Kuchynka stated that the extension provision
could be amended to not allow extensions beyond 2AM.   Chairman Pro Tem Strelau recalled that the
Commission discussed having special hours for holidays.  She stated that some communities have holiday
hours spelled out, i.e. for New Years Eve. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau did not want the extension provision past three hours, which is allowed now. 
Ms. Kuchynka stated that the “up to three hour extension” provision was added to accommodate those
requesting early service for brunch at 9AM when on-premise consumption hours began at 12 noon on
Sunday.  She stated that now Sunday hours have changed and the three hour provision is no longer
necessary.  Mr. Clary asked if it was possible to allow for extensions, but not past 2AM.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied yes.  The group was in agreement that extensions to 2AM could be granted for holidays that fall on
a Monday-Thursday.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested that staff provide the Commission with the materials prior to sending
the item to Council. Ms. Kuchynka replied that the sunset clause item will need to be placed on the
August 9th agenda for first reading with adoption on the 16th, so as not to miss the September 1st deadline.  

Ms. Didier stated that the only ordinance and recommendation that needs to go before Council is the
sunset clause.  She stated that the group should not vote on the extension provision and it can be put on
the next Liquor Commission agenda.  
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Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that there was no confusion with the sunset clause.  She stated that the
extension section wording is where the confusion lies.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a motion for the sunset clause removal.

MS. KING MOVED TO AMEND SECTION 3.31(A) REGARDING HOURS OF BUSINESS TO
ELIMINATE THE SUNSET CLAUSE.  MR. CLARY SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. King, Mr. Clary, Mr. Adank, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

The motion carried.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked that the Suspension Guideline discussion be placed on a future agenda.   Chairman
Pro Tem agreed as there were only four members present to discuss.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she would also include discussion concerning extension requests on a future
agenda.  

Ms. Kuchynka requested that the Suspension Guidelines discussion be continued for a future meeting. 
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau would like to see how the section reads. 

Mr. Clary asked if the Commission will also hear the disciplinary hearing at next month’s meeting.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied yes.   She added that Tropix will potentially scheduled for September as well.

Ms. King thanked Lt. Budds for providing information on Tropix.  Mr. Clary agreed.  Lt. Budds replied
that he, along with legal staff, have been increasingly proactive with applicants and license holders.  He
stated that the police have been doing spot checks and monitoring licensees further.  He stated that he
expressed concern about the Tropix security plan.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that the police department have
become more involved in the review of manuals and security plans, especially with the Class “E”
Entertainment Facility licensees. Lt. Budds stated that he hopes a licensee can come in the North Beach
spot and be successful.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau encouraged Lt. Budds to approach the Commission for funding if the police
department comes across new initiatives that would be beneficial regarding enforcement.  Lt. Budds
replied that the police department has altered the control buy schedule and have instituted monitoring
programs which take up more police time and costs money.  He appreciated any help.  

Ms. Kuchynka reported out that a recent monitoring conducted at Ballydolye was satisfactory.  She
advised that a check at Roundheads was completed based upon complaints from outdoor activities which
found no violations.  She advised that a check on Rita’s was also conducted which was satisfactory.  Ms.
Kuchynka advised that the Class E licenses have historically been more challenging to monitor.  Lt. Budds
stated that staff has meet with licensees if they sense a problem.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau agreed that
talking usually resolve problems before they get out of hand.  
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Larry Spatz, Rita’s, stated that he and Ron Michalski, head of security, met with staff on a regular basis. 
He stated that he has never had that level of cooperation from any of the 40 cities in which they have
operated.  He stated that it help them immeasurably.

Mr. Spatz expressed concern with his potential neighbor.  He stated that his security staff has over 20
years of experience.  He stated that the neighbor is 50% larger than they are and experienced problems
when the previous owner’s customers who caused problems for them.  Mr. Spatz stated that they monitor
the parking lot and have security in the parking lot as well as inside the establishment.  He stated the new
owners lack of experience concerned him and would feel more comfortable with someone with
professional experience, as they could be sitting down together addressing parking lot and security issues. 
He stated that the parking lot on Friday and Saturday night without their operation is full.  He stated that
Rita’s pre-opening budget was close to $1 million as opposed to $100,000.  He was not concerned how
they would be able to open the location for that amount and did not want to see cuts in service.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau invited Larry to attend the September meeting and will take comments from
the public.  She stated that corporate, as well as residential neighbors have input and comments will be
incorporated at that time and hopefully addressed.  She realized that there has been parking issues at that
complex.  She stated that Code Enforcement dictates parking issues, which is not under the jurisdiction of
the Liquor Commission.  She welcomed hearing any and all concerns and would rather the two businesses
work together rather than not.

VII. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding new business. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised the group of a request from Lemon Tree Grocer about having full-on premise
liquor service.  She stated that they currently serve beer and wine on-premises and have full off-premise
liquor sales.  She advised that their café business has expanded.  She stated that it may require a new
classification or an amendment to their existing class.  She stated that staff had met with Shaun and asked
to get figures now and sales projections to be certain that they will be able to operate primarily as a retail
grocery store.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau noted that they have a sales tax rebate agreement that they need
to comply to.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that she did not see a problem having both on and off-premise full liquor
sales.  Ms. Kuchynka reminded the Commission that Binny’s Beverage Depot wanted to have that license
classification created.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Lemon Tree has morphed into something very
different than from what they first proposed.  She advised that the popularity of the dining has increased. 
She asked the Commission if they were will to discuss the matter at next month’s meeting.  The group
agreed.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Village received a request to allow or create a license for BYOB (bring your
own beer).  She stated it would allow customers to bring in their own beer/wine and drink on the premises. 
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked why the establishment does not want to get a license.  Ms. Kuchynka
believed that they do not wish to have the stock.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Village would require
insurance.  She advised that other communities require BASSETT Certification requirement, compliance
with liquor serving hours, food service and typically issue a low-fee license.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that
the Village banned patrons from bringing liquor into an establishment based on a disorderly conduct
complaint where patrons over consumed their own alcohol and restaurant staff could not control them. 
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if it would allow just beer and wine.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes. 
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked Ms. Kuchynka if she could provide the Commission with sample
ordinances of what other communities allow.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that the Mayor wanted the
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Commission’s thoughts on the matter.  She would prepare and provide further information in next month’s
packet.  Ms. Kuchynka believed that the Commission did not want to simply allow BYOB without issuing
a license.  The group agreed.  She stated that they could require a license fee,  menu and certified staff. 
She felt they should comply with other licensing requirements, except that they will not have stock on-
premises. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised that five licensees did not renew as sales were too low to justify holding a license. 
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated perhaps they could get the more affordable BYOB license.  Chairman
Pro Tem Strelau wondered how a control buy would be done in these instances.  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that the quantity brought into an establishment can also be regulated. 

Ms. Kuchynka advised that there will be a September meeting.  The group preferred the meeting after the
Labor Day holiday.  

Mr. Adank believed his term was up.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that his term was up August 31st but was
unsure if the Council will vote on appointments prior to the next meeting.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that liquor renewals went smooth.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if landlords have a disclosure requirement and change of occupancy. 
Ms. Kuchynka stated that she typically advises people to put a contingency clause in their lease.  She
advised that the Baker Food and Liquor landlord was present at the previous owner’s liquor hearing in
January.  She also wondered why the new owner was not advised.  

VIII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.

IX. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau called for a motion to adjourn.

Mr. Adank moved to adjourn the July 28, 2011 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation at
8:40 p.m.



DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, September 8, 2011

1. CALL TO ORDER

Staff called the September 8, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:40 p.m.

II ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Austin, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski,  Ms. Strelau

ABSENT: Mr. Clary,  Chairman McInerney

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Staff Attorney Dawn Didier,
Village Attorney Enza Petrarca

OTHERS: Rodolfo Carlos, Homer Ronstadt, Larry Spatz, Lee Masover, Joe Frankel, Tim
Canning, Shaun Black, Court Reporter

III. APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN PRO TEM

In the absence of Chairman McInerney, staff requested a motion to appoint a Chairman Pro Tem
for the meeting.

MS. FREGEAU MOVED TO APPOINT ALICE STRELAU TO ACT AS
CHAIRMAN PRO TEM FOR THE SEPTEMBER 8, 2011 MEETING OF THE
LIQUOR COMMISSION.   MS. KING SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski, Mr. Austin, Ms. Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The motion carried.  

IV APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for approval of the minutes July 28, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting
and asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the July 28, 2011 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  
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V. DISCIPLINARY HEARING FOR ALLEGED VIOLATIONS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau made the following statements:

"Section 3-40 of the Downers Grove Municipal Code provides that the Local Liquor Commissioner may
revoke or suspend any license issued if the Commissioner determines that the licensee has violated any of
the provisions of this chapter or any State law pertaining to the sale of alcohol.  Both under the Section
cited above, and under Chapter 235, Section 5/7-5, Illinois Compiled Statutes, the Local Liquor
Commissioner is required to hold a public hearing after notice to the licensee, in which the licensee is
afforded an opportunity to appear and defend.  Pursuant to Section 3-5 of the Downers Grove Municipal
Code, this hearing is being conducted by the Local Liquor Commission at the request of the Local Liquor
Commissioner."

"The Commissioner has the power to temporarily suspend a license without a hearing if there is reason to
believe that continued operation of the licensed business would immediately threaten the welfare of this
community.  Such was not done in this case.  The licensee may be represented by counsel, although he
need not be for the purposes of this hearing."

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was a signed stipulation in this case.  Ms. Didier replied yes.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau made the following statements:

"In view of the stipulations, the order of this hearing will be substantially as follows:”

A. Prosecution will read the signed stipulation into the record with the opportunity for the licensee
to register its concurrence or non concurrence for the record.

B. Prosecution may present any additional evidence in this case with the right of the licensee to
cross-examine.

C. Licensee may present any defense or mitigating evidence with right of prosecution to cross-
examine.

D. Summary of case by prosecution and defense."

"The prosecution should establish that timely notice of this hearing has been provided to the licensee."

"Witnesses shall be sworn."

"Strict rules of evidence will need not be adhered to although the Commission expects to exercise control
over the hearing to ensure that irrelevant or repetitive testimony does not unduly prolong the hearing."

"A court reporter is present and will take the proceedings verbatim.  Staff is also present for the purpose
of summarizing the proceedings."

“The Commission will submit the findings and recommendations to the Local Liquor Commissioner
regarding the existence and nature of any violation and the appropriate penalty, if any."
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"Upon receipt of the recommendation of the Commission, the Commissioner will render a decision and
the licensee will be notified in writing."

La Mex Corp. d/b/a La Mex Fine Mexican Cuisine

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the first order of business was to conduct a disciplinary hearing for
La Mex Corp. d/b/a La Mex Fine Mexican Cuisine located at 500 W. 75th Street. She stated that the
licensee has been charged with a violation of Section 3-25(a) of the Downers Grove Liquor Control
Ordinance.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked that any individual(s) representing the licensee step forward and be
seated. She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record,
indicate their affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.
  
Mr. Rodolfo Carlos was sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Carlos introduced himself as the owner of
LaMex Corporation.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the prosecuting attorney to present her case. 

Ms. Didier stated that the parties to this hearing before the Liquor Commission of the Village of Downers
Grove by and through their attorneys, if any, hereby stipulate as follows: 

1. La Mex Corp. d/b/a La Mex Fine Mexican Cuisine, 500 W. 75th Street, Downers Grove, Illinois,
is the holder of a Class R-1 Liquor License #LQ-000030, issued by the Village of Downers
Grove.  That said Licensee has held a liquor license for this location from the Village of
Downers Grove since September 24, 2002.

2. Notice of this hearing was served upon the Licensee by certified mail to its registered agent and
by personal delivery to the manager of the licensed premises.  

3. At approximately 8:40 p.m. on Saturday, May 7, 2011, Downers Grove Police Officer Glaser and
Downers Grove Police Officer Hartleb, observed Z.S., a special employee of the Downers Grove
Police Department under the age of twenty-one (21), whose date of birth is  January 15, 1993,
(making him  18 years old), enter La Mex Fine Mexican Cuisine located at 500 W. 75th Street,
Downers Grove.  

4. The special employee approached the bar and Gilson Rios asked him for his order.

5. The special employee ordered a bottle of Miller Lite beer while Officers Glaser and Hartleb
observed him.    

6. That Gilson Rios, whose date of birth is November 5, 1985, then asked the special employee for
identification.

7. That the special agent produced his valid Illinois driver’s license indicating his date of birth as
January 15, 1993, and reading “Under 21 until 01-15-14" on the face of the license.  

8. That  Gilson Rios viewed the special agent’s driver’s license and then returned the driver’s
license to the special employee.

9. That Gilson Rios then charged the special employee $3.75 for the beer.
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10. That the special employee then gave Gilson Rios a twenty dollar ($20.00) bill.

11. That Gilson Rios then served the special employee a bottle of Miller Lite beer.

12. That Gilson Rios returned $16.25 in change to the special employee.

13 That Officers Glaser and Hartleb who witnessed the events in the foregoing paragraphs,
identified themselves to Mr. Rios and advised that the delivery of an alcoholic beverage had been
made to a minor.

14. That Gilson Rios was issued a Village ordinance administrative citation for delivering alcohol to
a minor in violation of Section 3-25(a) of the Downers Grove Municipal Code.

15. The Officers advised the liquor manager that notice of further action would be forthcoming from
the Downers Grove Liquor Commission. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau accepted the signed stipulation as Village Exhibit #1. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the licensee to present its case.

Mr. Carlos apologized for the violation.  He stated that LaMex has been in operation for 10 years and
they have never had a violation.  He stated that the economy has been bad for the past few years and they
have had a hard time keeping bartenders.  He stated that they should be more restrictive with employees
and have more contact with them.  He stated that he would work with Carol and hold a meeting with
employees.  

Mr. Carlos stated that employees are aware of the consequences and noted that if in violation they are
fired immediately.  He stated that he had an experienced bartender for 6-7 years but recently have gone
through 3-4 bartenders, noting the high turnover.  

Mr. Carlos stated that they have been responsible for 10 years without incident.  He believed that the
turnover of bartenders could be part of the problem.  He apologized for the violation and would work
with employees to make sure this would not happen again.  He stated that employees will be made fully
aware of consequences of selling liquor to a minor.

Ms. Fregeau stated that staff is available to help them through the training process.

Ms. Fregeau asked how long the employee had been with LaMex.  Mr. Carlos replied three to four
months.  He stated that they have turned over bartenders a lot of the past couple of years.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how many employees they have.  Mr. Carlos replied nine.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how often he meets with employees concerning alcohol service.  Mr. Carlos replied a
couple of times per year.  He stated that he comes in regularly but does not see all of his employees 
together except but a few times a year.

Ms. Fregeau stated that staff provided her a copy of their liquor handling manual.  She suggested that
they update the manual, due to the many changes that have occurred over the past 9 years while in
operation.  She stated that there was no sample of the vertical license included in the manual.  
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Ms. Fregeau stated that owners set the tone and tenor of the establishment. 

Ms. Fregeau asked if the employee gave any explanation for serving the minor.  Mr. Carlos replied that
the bartender never gave management a clear answer but mentioned he had another order and did not
quite look at the license straight.  

Ms. Fregeau asked what happened to the employee.  Mr. Carlos replied he was fired.  He stated that all
employees are advised upon hire that if they sell liquor to a minor they will be terminated.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that having a license is a privilege, not a right.  She stated that it is incumbent on the
owners to reinforce the rules to employees.  She did not see the consequences for employees who sell
liquor to minors listed in the manual.  She advised that fines and suspension put the establishment at risk. 
She suggested they meet with staff more regularly,  include examples of under 21 license and spend more
time on liquor service, especially with such turnover.

Ms. Fregeau stated that it did not appear that the manual has been updated in 9 years and it would be a
good time to work with staff.  Mr. Carlos stated that he would update it and have Carol to work with
them.

Ms. Fregeau noted the violation occurred at 8 p.m. and asked if they were busy at that time.  Mr. Carlos
replied he did not know as he was not in the establishment that night.  He stated that business has been
pretty slow.  Ms. Fregeau asked if the liquor manager was present that night.  Mr. Carlos replied yes.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if Mr. Rios understood the under 21 identification.  Mr. Carlos replied that he
should have understood it, however, sometimes employees are careless.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if Mr. Rios bartended before.  Mr. Carlos stated that Mr. Rios was a waiter and
bartender.  Mr. Krusenoski asked if the manager trained him.  Mr. Carlos replied that she should have.  
Mr. Carlos explained that when the manager hires somebody, she goes over the rules and informs them if
they sell liquor to minors, they will be fired.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if Mr. Rios signed the Acknowledgment Form in the manual.  Mr. Carlos was
uncertain.  

Mr. Carlos stated that most of the waiters and waitresses have been there for many years.  He stated that
only the bartender position has turned over many times.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked if the identification shown was vertical.  Staff replied yes.  

Mr. Carlos stated that the will go over procedures again, cover new rules and review the identifications.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked about the liquor sales percentages.  Mr. Carlos replied 20-25% of sales are liquor
related.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that is a significant portion of their business.  Mr. Carlos agreed.

Mr. Krusenoski urged more scrutiny on liquor handling policies and their training.  He did not believe
they are as focused as they should be.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that attention should be paid to making sure
that employees are adhering to rules.  He stated that other establishment are diligent and are making sure
everyone hired is trained and understands the manual.  
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Mr. Carlos stated that he will go over the manual and have employees re-sign the forms. Mr. Carlos noted
that the former bartender was on top of things.  

Mr. Austin asked Mr. Carlos if there was any sort of certification that LaMex requires of its employees
that handle alcohol.  The group confirmed BASSETT or TIPS.  Mr. Carlos replied no.  Ms. Kuchynka
stated that the manager did send TIPs certifications with the 2011 renewal.  Mr. Carlos asked for
clarification as to if they were asking if LaMex requires a certificate for bartender school. Chairman Pro
Tem replied no, that they were asking about TIPs or BASSETT trained. 

Chairman Pro Tem asked if LaMex employees had the certifications.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes and
circulated LaMex’s list of certified employees.   

Mr. Carlos stated that they did not require Mr. Rios to go through bartending classes. Ms. Kuchynka
noted that there are bartending schools.  She stated that COD offers bartending classes which are not
required, however, employees who sell liquor must be certified.  

Mr. Austin asked if there was a copy of Mr. Rios’ certification, as it was not included on the list.  Ms.
Kuchynka noted that Mr. Rios was not on the 2011 list, as he had been terminated by the time renewals
were forwarded in July.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that the violation took place in May.  

Ms. King stated that LaMex had a great track record.  She noted good employees are hard to find.  She
recalled Mr. Carlos stating that there were more LaMex restaurants and asked how many he owned.  Mr.
Carlos replied four.  She asked if there were any violations at the other LaMex locations.  Mr. Carlos
replied there was a violation in Orland Park four to five years ago.

Ms. King asked how much time he spends at each of the restaurants.  Mr. Carlos replied that he is at the
Joliet location much of his time, as it is his headquarters and also spends time in Morris.

Ms. King asked what they have done since the incident.  Mr. Carlos called a meeting for the managers. 
He reminded them their jobs were on the line and of their responsibility to train employees.  

Mr. Carlos noted that the manager involved was upset.  He stated that she was sorry for the incident as
well.  He reminded her to be cautious and make sure this does not happen again.  He added that new
employees are told that their job is on the line and reminded them about loss of business. 

Ms. King stated that Ms. Kuchynka can be called into the establishment to do an on-site training seminar. 
Mr. Carlos replied that he would have her on-sire and noted it would be a big help.  

Ms. King stated that he should use this citation as an example to employees that the server is responsible
and that the business is being penalized as well.  Mr. Carlos realized that owners are ultimately
responsible, but felt that the employee should be fined a higher amount.  

Mr. Carlos stated that most of his crew has been with him for years of which are the best employees and
those that care about what happens to the business. 

Ms. Fregeau noted that there are a lot of liquor training tools on the Internet, especially on the State of
Illinois website.  She stated that there are items that can be posted at the bar as reminders for responsible
liquor service.  She stated that training is an ongoing process.  She suggested that he also share the liquor
newsletters with all the employees as it contains helpful information.  
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Ms. Fregeau stated that training starts with the liquor manager and had hoped the manager would be
present.  Mr. Carlos explained that the manager wanted to be here but he told her to say home, but agreed
that he should have brought her.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that they have to take a more active role and inspire employees to care
more.  She wanted them to get back on track and be more engaged with liquor training.  

Mr. Carlos stated that they would try to attract better bartenders by offering a higher salary.    

Ms. Didier summarized by stating that La Mex Corp. d/b/a La Mex Fine Mexican Cuisine, 500 W. 75th
Street, stipulated to a violation of Section 3-25 (a) of the Downers Grove Liquor Control Ordinance
which prohibits the sale of alcohol to a minor.   She stated that this is the licensee’s first violation in the
past five years, however, there was an aggravating circumstances in this case where the under 21 license
was shown.  She recommend that the license be suspended for 1 to 3 days with an additional day of
suspension for the aggravating circumstance.  She recommend that the licensee be required to pay a fine
up to $1,000.00 and that they pay an administrative fee of $1,000.00 to cover the costs of conducting this
hearing.  

Ms. King asked Mr. Carlos if he preferred a fine in lieu of suspension.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that court
fees are paid regardless.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the fine could be predicated upon whether
they take a day of suspension or not.  Mr. Carlos asked if they could still remain open and serve food. 
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau replied that they may stay open and sell food.  He replied that he would prefer
suspension in lieu of a fine.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau confirmed that he would like to serve extra
suspension and pay the minimum amount of fine.  Mr. Carlos replied yes.  

Upon hearing the evidence presented in this case, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a motion as to
whether the licensee be found guilty or not guilty of a violation of Section 3-25(a) of the Downers Grove
Municipal Code.

MR. KRUSENOSKI MOVED TO FIND LAMEX CORP. D/B/A LAMEX FINE MEXICAN
CUISINE LOCATED AT 500 W. 75TH STREET, GUILTY OF VIOLATING SECTION 3-25(A)
OF THE DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR CONTROL ORDINANCE.  MS. FREGEAU
SECONDED.  

VOTE:
Aye:  Mr. Krusenoski,, Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Austin, Ms. King, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The Motion carried.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a recommendation be made as to the fine and/or suspension for the
violation.

MR. KING RECOMMENDED THAT THE LICENSE OF LAMEX CORP. D/B/A LAMEX FINE
MEXICAN CUISINE LOCATED AT 500 W. 75TH STREET, DOWNERS GROVE,  BE
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SUSPENDED FOR NOT LESS THAN TWO (2), NOR  MORE THAN FIVE (5) DAYS; THAT
THE LICENSEE BE FINED IN AN AMOUNT OF $0.00 AND THAT THE LICENSEE PAY
$1,000.00 TO COVER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS TO CONDUCT THIS HEARING.  MR.
KRUSENOSKI SECONDED.

VOTE:
Aye:  Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski, Mr. Austin, Ms. Fregeau, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The Motion carried.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau advised that their findings will go to the Liquor Commissioner who will make
a final decision concerning the penalty.

VI. APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Ms. Kuchynka advised the Commission that Ms. Jessica Ekstrom voluntarily withdrew her application
for liquor license for Tropix, Inc. d/b/a Tropix located at 1211 B Butterfield Road.

VII. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any old business.  

Liquor Serving Extensions

Ms. Kuchynka stated that with the recent passing of the Friday 2AM hours of service, the Commission
desired to revisit liquor hour extension requests.  She stated that licensees may submit requests for the
extension of serving hours up to eight times per year, from 1-3 hours.  She stated that a majority of
extension requests were on Friday to increase serving hours from 1AM to 2AM.    She provided a draft
ordinance which would remove the extension request provisions.  She understood that the Commission
was not in favor of allowing licensees the ability to serve past 2AM.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she typically gets extension requests for and certain holidays such as New
Years Eve, St. Patrick’s Day and the Wednesday before Thanksgiving.  She stated that these will fall on a
week day in 2012, where licensees will only be able to serve until 1AM.  She advised that the draft
includes provisions for licensees to serve until 2AM on these holidays.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that if licensees are no longer allowed extensions, they may be able to apply for a
Special Event License.  She stated that they are allowed up to six special events per year which could be
another avenue for licensees to serve later/earlier hours.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked the Commission for their input on the draft ordinance.

Ms. Kuchynka asked if they would like to add more holidays.  
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Mr. Krusenoski asked if there was a fee for a special event.  Ms. Kuchynka replied $95.  Ms. Kuchynka
advised that extension requests were $55 each.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked about the special event license.  Ms. Kuchynka stated it is a license
class listed in Section 3.14.  She stated that in some instances a public hearing is required for larger, first-
time events, however, most are issued administratively by staff with the approval of the Mayor.   

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked what kind of hours can an special event applicant ask for.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied hours have to be requested on the application and those would have to be approved by
the Mayor.  

Ms. Kuchynka recalled discussion that alcohol service not be allowed past 2AM in any instance. 
Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if the Liquor Commissioner was of that mind.  Ms. Kuchynka replied
she did not know.  Ms. Petrarca stated that it would be a very rare occasion that staff would recommend
late service under a special event license.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau gave an example where an extension in the morning was issued to Ballydolye
when a radio station did a promotion at 5:30AM. Mr. Austin gave an example of the World Cup, played
over seas, where an establishment would watch the game live, but the game aired here would be at a very
odd hour.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if special events were given in the past due to each event being unique
and based on their needs.  She asked if the Commission was concerned that the license is open ended
with regard to sales hours and understood times where licensees wanted service very early. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that she did not think it is the intent of the Village to being the “last call” community,
where sales are extended past certain hours.  She stated that DUI activity is almost all after midnight, and
the later places are open, the more DUIs seem to appear.  She stated that she would not be in favor of
making Downers Grove a 3AM Village at any time a year.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that special event licenses issued in the past were never issued past Downers Grove
legal serving hours.  She stated that if the extension requests were removed, obtaining a special event
license could be a potential way to be able to serve later on very special occasions.  

Mr. Austin asked if a way to solve the 3AM issue was to say that extensions may only be taken on a
weekday, rather than itemizing one holiday over the other. 

Mr. Krusenoski asked why the ordinance cannot prohibit liquor to be served past 2AM.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that she liked options for special event licenses for the week.  She
asked if the license only be allowed Monday-Thursday, and not later than 2AM.  Mr. Austin agreed with
the hour restriction and would like to know the Liquor Commissioner’s stance on the issue.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked if the Commission would like to keep the holidays listed in the draft.  The
Commission agreed and that it would result in less administrative work for staff.

Ms. Petrarca asked the Commission if the point was to remove extensions.  She stated if they allowed a
special event, the Village will essentially have extensions, which will come in a different form.  
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Mr. Krusenoski stated that if certain holidays are included in the Code, extension requests should be
virtually eliminated.  He stated the Code would cut off any avenue, outside of the three holidays, to issue
and extension unless a special event is issued as way to accommodate events.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that if extension requests are eliminated, a request for serving hours prior to 8AM
would not be allowed, other than by obtaining a special event license.   

Ms. Kuchynka stated that if a licensee requests liquor service, not exceeding 2AM, they can apply for a
special event.  Ms. Fregeau stated that it is the intent to manage the hours of events.  Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau stated that these license are not regularly given and are special by nature.  Ms. Kuchynka advised
that they can be denied by the Mayor.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that Mayor Sandack made it clear that liquor would not be served past
2AM.  She stated that she wanted the current ordinance changed so that licensees could not tack on an
extra hour of service after 2AM.  She was fine with removing the extension requests, but agreed that
licensees should have an opportunity to appeal and have a special event rather than be the norm.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that she would talk to the Liquor Commissioner.  She stated that he can deny all
extension requests and special events and this may not even be an issue.  She stated that they can put in
the existing extension language that liquor cannot be served past 2AM under any circumstances and still
allow extensions and not issue a special event.  

Mr. Austin asked if special event licensing creates an administrative burden.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes,
as there is more work involved than issuing extensions.  She stated that the Mayor signs the approval, the
licensee gets a letter and the Police Department is notified.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that it was her understanding that the Commission wanted the verbage taken out
that allows extensions since the Friday late night hours changed.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau replied yes. 
Ms. Petrarca confirmed that they did not want liquor service until 3AM.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau
replied yes.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if staff knew where the new Mayor stood on the issue and 
because there has been a change, they need to understand his feelings.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau liked having the holidays in the ordinance.  Ms. Petrarca stated that if
holidays are added, she would recommend reducing the number of extensions.  Ms. Fregeau thought
there were too many and suggested the number of extensions allowed be cut in half.  Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau stated that some of them were allowed for Mother’s Day and Easter, which are addressed by early
morning Sunday serving hours.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the DoubleTree had a wedding over the Labor Day weekend on Sunday.  She
noted that they requested an extra hour of service on Sunday which the Mayor granted.  

Mr. Austin stated that he understood the concern with capping liquor serving hours to 2AM, but they
need to trust the Mayor’s discretion and the importance of allowing him some flexibility.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about section (d) wording which is made to sound as though it is ok to serve alcohol
without food.  Ms. Kuchynka clarified stated that licensees are allowed to let patrons finish their drinks
one hour prior to close.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the draft ordinance be revised to: include the three holiday extensions and
minimize the number of extension requests.  She will confirm that the Liquor Commissioner is in
agreement with no liquor sales past 2AM.
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Ms. Fregeau asked how many licensees have used all eight extensions. Ms. Kuchynka replied Rita’s.  She
noted that the DoubleTree requests a few over the course of the year.  

Ms. Fregeau wondered what prompted requests to be set at eight times per year.  Ms. Petrarca replied that
there were eight allowed to accommodate some earlier in the morning, like Mother’s Day and Easter. 
Ms. Kuchynka stated that when they amended Sunday serving hours, the number of extensions could
have been reduced.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Mayor always has discretion in the matter and extensions are not
guaranteed.  She stated that the Mayor may deny an extension if there was a problem with any previous
events, if the nature of the event is questionable or the licensee has a questionable DUI history. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that she was concerned about resources and the additional monitoring of licensees
between 12-2AM.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that the Police Department is notified of every special event
and is informed of extensions.  

Mr. Austin stated that he’s seen licensees given a different category of license after midnight in other
communities.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that she would contact the Mayor and report back next month.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any comment from the public on the issue.  There was
none.

BYO

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Mayor had received requests for “BYO” which would allow patrons to
bring in their own beer/wine into a restaurant.  Staff preferred a license be required.  She provided the
Commission with a draft ordinance creating a BYO license.

Ms. Kuchynka provided information to the Commission with the regulations of surrounding communities
in the past.  She reviewed regulations of those communities and included those provisions in the terms of
the license.  She asked that the Commission discuss particulars such as quantities allowed and serving
hour regulations.  She stated that she would do a Cost Center Analysis for an appropriate fee structure for
this classification.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that hours of operation should be limited and when food service is in operation. 
She noted that some establishments could potentially be open 24 hours and should not exceed Downers
Grove allowable sales hours.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked why establishments would not obtain a regular liquor license in lieu of
the BYO license.  Ms. Kuchynka believed that space limitations, they would not have to maintain stock
and offer this convenience to their customers.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that obtaining a regular liquor license is a lengthy application process
with required submittals.  She asked if these establishments would go through this same process.  Ms.
Petrarca replied yes.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if the only thing they are allowed is beer and
wine.  Ms. Petrarca replied yes and stated that they will still have to train employees and require
BASSETT certification.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that they would also have to obtain insurance.  
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Ms. Fregeau asked if an existing licensee could add on this provision.  Ms. Petrarca replied that existing
licensees may let patrons bring in their own wine for special occasions.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the
licensee has to maintain control of the alcohol under the current ordinance.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if licensees were surveyed and asked if there is an unfair advantage for competitors to
be able to allow this.  Ms. Petrarca stated that Linda Kunze was asked to alert the Downtown businesses.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that there may discrimination against businesses that are not restaurants.  She stated
that a billiard halls or nightclubs may ask why they could not allow BYO.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that she
has received requests from nail salons that wished to have wine or champagne with salon services.  Ms.
Kuchynka stated that Downers Grove has always required food service.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that five licensees did not renew for the 2011/12 license year.  She noted that it
was too costly to keep the license with such a small amount of liquor sales.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if the Village will require BYO licensees to maintain insurance.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied yes.  She stated that they may be at a lower rate as dram shop insurance is based on the amount of
liquor sales.  She stated that they will be allowed to charge a corkage fee versus individual drink sales.

Mr. Austin stated BYO may allow an aspiring restaurant to determine if they should pursue selling
alcohol.   He stated that he liked the BYO provisions and that it will allow restaurants to try something
new.  He stated if those establishments realize they are missing out on revenue they may choose to apply
for a regular license.

Ms. Fregeau stated that BYO may be the entre of liquor service into a dry community.  She stated that
she is pro-business and wants entrepreneurs to succeed, but wondered if the Village needs this.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that the Mayor has had four requests.  Ms. Kuchynka added that based on the number
of requests, the Mayor wanted discussion on the issue.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked where “restaurant” is defined.  Ms. Kuchynka replied in Section 3.2 of the Liquor
Code under definitions.  

Ms. King asked if she could, for example, bring a bottle of wine into Every Day’s a Sundae.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied no, they are not considered a restaurant.  Ms. King asked what the ordinance says that
prevents this.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Code reads that alcohol cannot be consumed on premises
without a liquor license.  

Ms. Fregeau referred to the Classification Chart.  She stated that there are 28 Class R-1 (full alcohol) and
9 Class R-2 (beer/wine) licensees.  She asked if any of them have expressed interest in BYO.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied no.  She stated four different locations which are not licensed have expressed interest.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any comment from the public on the issue.  Mr. Homer
Ronstadt introduced himself as an employee at Katino’s Italian Restaurant located on Main Street.  Mr.
Ronstadt stated that his employer wanted BYO.  He stated that the owner of Katino’s has a restaurant in
Chicago, which allows BYO without a license and was unaware that BYO was not allowed in Downers
Grove. 

Mr. Ronstadt stated that his employer applied for a liquor license but hoped that they could allow patrons
to bring in their own wine prior to obtaining the license.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that she forwarded a
packet, but had not received an application to date from Katino’s.  
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Ms. Kuchynka referred to the chart of surrounding communities that allow BYO, Chicago being one of
them, where no license or fee is required.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that the owner of Katino’s came in a
long while ago, but she did not receive a letter of request until recently.  He asked if BYO was allowed,
but was advised that is was not allowed.  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that the Mayor received requests for BYO and the consensus was not to simply
allow it, but rather create a license for it.  

Ms. King stated that Katino’s is relatively small and she would be more comfortable with BYO as it may
be easier to control in a small space.  

Ms. Fregeau envisioned someone brining in a magnum, rather than a regular bottle and arguments
ensuing as to how much was being served.  She was interested that so many surrounding communities do
not allow it.  She asked for the upside and downside in terms of compliance, monitoring and regulating it. 

Mr. Krusenoski stated that he would be more likely to go to an establishment and be able to bring in his
own wine.  He stated it would also appeal to those customers who did not like an establishments’ wine
list.  

Mr. Ronstadt stated that Katino’s newly opened and they are trying to get people in the door.  He stated
that people like to have wine with their Italian meal and stated that many customers walk out when they
find out they cannot have wine while dining.  He stated that they would like to attract more people into
the business to taste the food.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked the reasoning for Katino’s wanting BYO.  Mr. Ronstadt replied to
attract more customers to the business.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked why they do not want to have a
liquor license.  He replied that they do want a beer and wine license, but wanted to be able to allow
people bring their own, until they receive a license.   He stated that they made the unfortunate mistake of
not applying for the license prior to opening.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau advised that the process of creating the BYO license will not be any faster
than applying for a restaurant license and this will not expedite their ability to serve beer and wine.  She
advised that the Commission takes time discussing the creation of a license, propose and review
ordinances, make a recommendation which then needs to be approved by the Council.  She stated that if
the process goes well, it could take 3-4 months to allow BYO.  She stated that they could apply for the
Class R-2 beer and wine license and be on next month’s agenda.  She realized there are other restaurants
are simply interested the BYO license.  

Mr. Ronstadt stated that BYO would benefit his establishment by allowing BYO across the board
without requiring a license like the City of Chicago. 

Ms. Kuchynka noted that there was never a consensus to outright allow BYO.   Ms. Kuchynka stated that
the Commission has discussed this in the past, and more recently within the past four months.  She stated
that the Mayor preferred to issue a license.

Mr. Austin asked Mr. Ronstadt about their experience with the City of Chicago.  Mr. Ronstadt replied
that he did not work at the City of Chicago location.  

Mr. Austin wondered what would happen if an establishment has a problem with patrons over serving
themselves or if an unruly patron injures themselves or someone else.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that the
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police were called to a Chinese restaurant, years ago, due to a patron becoming unruly, which is why the
regulations were put in place.   He agreed that regulations need to be established.  

Ms. Fregeau asked about control issues and if self service of beer and wine goes against the spirit and
intent of the Code.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau replied that maintaining control would be no different
from when a pitcher of beer is delivered or diners serve themselves from a bottle is delivered to the table. 
She felt that when customers bring in their beer and wine you expect to have the ultimate control over it
and was unsure if there would be a problem.  She stated that the ordinance is designed for the licensee to
maintain control of the alcohol. 

Mr. Krusenoski stated that when a waiter brings a bottle to his table he controls the rate at which he
consumes it.  He stated that if the ordinance prohibits more than one bottle per patron, there is some
control.   Ms. Fregeau stated that regulations on the size of the bottle should be set.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked Mr. Ronstadt what license they would choose if the cost and speed to acquire the
BYO license was the same as a regular restaurant license.  Mr. Ronstadt replied probably both.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if a license is required to allow BYO in the City of Chicago.  Ms. Kuchynka replied
no.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she did not know what the challenges would be for the administration of this
license and asked if staff would anticipate increased costs to monitor this activity.  

Ms. Fregeau asked Mr. Ronstadt what the average entree costs at Katino’s.  Mr. Ronstadt replied dinner
ranges from  $15-$24.  Mr. Ronstadt stated that the food and atmosphere lends to having wine with
dinner.  

Mr. Ronstadt stated that he was present tonight, not knowing that BYO would be a license deal, but be
allowed in Downers Grove like the City of Chicago.  Ms. Petrarca advised that it would not be allowed
across the board but would be in the form of a license.

Mr. Austin asked if Downtown Management provided any comments on the BYO.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied that she spoke to Linda Kunze, who advised that a few establishments were in favor of the license
if offered at a nominal fee. 

Mr. Austin wanted Katino’s to be aware that in light of BYO requiring a license, it will take the same
amount of time for a regular license.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Village was not prepared to offer
BYO without some type of license. 

Ms. Fregeau asked what reasoning other communities gave for not allowing BYO.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied monitoring issues.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if Downtown Management was advised that the Commission was to
discuss BYO.  Ms. Kuchynka replied she advised Ms. Kunze the item was on tonight’s agenda.  

Ms. King stated that the bottle size restrictions should be inserted in the draft ordinance.  

Ms. Fregeau wondered if the size of an establishment will play a part in the issuance of the BYO license. 
Ms. Petrarca did not think size regulations would make a difference but stated that they should be limited
to restaurants.  She stated that the Lemon Tree and Rita’s would not be considered restaurants, due to
their unique classifications.   
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Ms. Fregeau asked if current restaurant license holders may allow patrons to bring in their own wine. 
Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that few, if any, promote it.  Ms. Kuchynka added that
beer and wine have huge markups and they would lose money if people brought in their own, however,
they will, on special occasions, accommodate patrons and allow them to bring in a special bottle.

Ms. King asked if hours were listed. Ms. Petrarca replied that provision was up for discussion and
suggested they be in conformance to Village-wide hours while restaurant food service is in operation.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for additions, corrections or amendments to the draft ordinance.  Ms.
King asked to add hours in accordance with Downers Grove allowable sales hours.  

Mr. Krusenoski asked how much beer or wine should be allowed.  Mr. Austin suggested applying ounce
limitations to both.  Ms. Fregeau stated that most communities had 750ml standard bottle of wine size
restrictions.  Ms. Kuchynka suggested 36 ounces of beer (three 12oz bottles of beer).  The group agreed
limitations should be per person.  

Mr. Austin suggested the license fee be minimal.  Ms. Petrarca replied $300-$500 was the range for
surrounding communities.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the fees should cover license renewal and
monitoring.  She will complete a cost center analysis for the proper fee and noted the fee is set by
Administrative Regulation which would not be reflected in this ordinance draft.  

Mr. Austin stated that any violation of the Code should be added to the BYO provisions.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if existing licensees feel that restaurants only offering BYO will have an unfair
marketing advantage.  Mr. Krusenoski stated that regular license holders get the alcohol sales revenue
and the Village will get the tax revenue.

Ms. King suggested that the draft should read BYO “unopened” bottles.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that
unfinished bottles of wine may be taken from a restaurant if they are sealed in accordance with State law. 

Mr. Ronstadt asked what stage of the application process was Katino’s in.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that
she just sent out the application packet.  

The group thanked Mr. Ronstadt for attending.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there were any other changes to the draft ordinance.   

Mr. Austin asked if a restaurant would be able to make the distinction between a malt beverage and beer
and/or hard lemonade.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau replied that they should be able to.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that quantities have been established and staff will establish a fee.  Ms.
King asked if the penalties would remain the same.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that all provisions of the
ordinance shall apply equally to this license classification. 

Ms. Fregeau asked if staff will have to be BASSETT trained.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  Chairman Pro
Tem Strelau stated that this license class should follow all the same hours allowed in the ordinance.  

Mr. Austin asked about the number of BYO licenses which will be allowed.  Ms. Kuchynka replied 4,
based on the number of existing requests.  Mr. Austin suggested allowing more.  Chairman Pro Tem
Strelau replied that they historically limit the number to those who request it.  Mr. Austin asked if they
could increase it if another establishment requests BYO.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau replied yes.
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Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a motion.

MR. AUSTIN MOVED TO FORWARD AN AMENDED BYO ORDINANCE TO THE VILLAGE
COUNCIL FOR CONSIDERATION.  MS. KING SECONDED.

VOTE:
Aye:  Mr. Austin, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski, Ms. Fregeau, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 5:0:0

The Motion carried.
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Suspension Guidelines

Ms. Kuchynka requested that the Suspension Guidelines discussion be continued for a future meeting.  

LTG - Full On-Premise Consumption

Ms. Kuchynka advised the group of a request from Lemon Tree Grocer to allow full-on premise liquor
consumption.  She stated that they currently serve beer and wine for on-premises consumption and have
full off-premise retail liquor sales.  Staff has drafted an ordinance amending their existing P-O-2 license
classification. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that a full on-premise and off-premise consumption license was previously
considered by the Commission when Binny’s requested such sales.  She advised that Binny’s never
pursued that license, as they purchased the former Sam’s Wine & Spirits facility.  

Mr. Tim Canning and Mr. Shaun Black introduced themselves as the owners of The Lemon Tree and were
present in support of their proposal for full on-site liquor service.   Ms. Kuchynka asked them to discuss
their request.

Mr. Black stated that The Lemon Tree Grocer had diverted a bit from its original concept and has changed
based on consumer demands.  He stated that they have a grocery store and full restaurant with limited
space.  He stated that their café operations will cease November 15th.  He stated that they were looking for
ways to increase revenue and compliment their facility.

Mr. Black advised that they are planning to add Saturday breakfast, in addition to the Sunday brunch they
currently offer.  He stated that they would like to have a Blood Mary Bar.  He stated that garnishes to
make one’s own bloody mary will be provided on a community table and vodka would be poured by wait
staff at the barista.  He stated that they are not seeking to become a bar and advised that they close at
10PM on weekends.

Mr. Black stated that they would also to promote “Steakhouse Saturdays” and offer martini’s, etc. before
meals.  He stated that they would like to start small and noted that there is not much room to store full
alcohol in the bar.  He stated that liquor service will be pretty basic. 

Ms. Kuchynka clarified that their barista will serve as their bar area.  Mr. Black replied that they two kegs
there on tap.  

Mr. Black advised that they have no violations and a strict manual and handbook.  Mr. Canning stated that
complimenting food will also be their goal.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked staff if it would make sense to change the license from a grocery store to
a restaurant.  She stated that everything that has increased or changed has been liquor related, not grocery,
related.  Mr. Black stated that they have increased the grocery and advised that they began with 500
grocery items but are up to 3-4,000 items.  

Mr. Canning stated reasoning for the change was from figuring out what the community wants.  He stated
that it did not make sense to keep $21 bottles of olive oil on the shelves and stated that they have lower
priced items and expanded on certain specialty items.

Mr. Austin asked if they considered the barista seating area their bar area.  Mr. Black replied yes.  Mr.
Austin asked if that was less than 20% of their seating.  Mr. Black replied yes. 
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Mr. Austin asked if they are asking for a restaurant license classification.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau
stated that she felt they should be applying for the R-1 restaurant classification.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that
the R-1 license would not allow them to have full packaged sales. Ms. Fregeau stated that the Commission
has seen applicants evolve.  Mr. Austin added that they are a hybrid classification.  

Ms. Petrarca asked if grocery is still the primary business.  Mr. Black replied yes, at a 3:1 margin.  Mr.
Black added that the liquor portion is even less than half of the restaurant food sales.  He stated that they
are a full service grocery store.  

Ms. Fregeau asked Mr. Black to break down their estimates provided in the packet and asked what they
ballpark grocery vs. restaurant vs. liquor sales.  Mr. Black stated that they had a little over $2 million in
sales.  Ms. Petrarca replied that they provided café figures. 

Ms. Fregeau stated, in the original application, the sale of alcohol was incidental or secondary to the main
business as a downtown grocery.  She stated that the Commission is open to expansion and new ideas, but
they need to know if the alcohol sales are represented. 

Mr. Black stated that they have a full butcher.  He stated that they have a restaurant inside of a grocery
store.  He stated that the grocery area was 5 times the size of the dining area.

Mr. Black stated that the grocery business is three times more than the restaurant itself.  He stated that
they hoped to be a grocery store and did not intend for the café expansion, but they are trying to survive
and  that they need additional revenue streams.

Mr. Austin asked if there was a requirement as to where a license is held and if a wall could separate the
two businesses.  Ms. Petrarca replied that giving two licenses was more of an administrative burden.  Mr.
Austin was not certain if restaurants should have the same ability to sell packaged goods and wondered if
it would be better to issue two separate licenses for the two separate organizations.  Ms. Petrarca did not
believe that issuing two licenses to the same location was allowed under the Code, which is why this
unique license was created.  

Ms. Petrarca stated that the ordinance change in this case would simply amend their existing class to allow
on-site alcohol sales in lieu of being limited to on-site beer and wine sales.  

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that this feels like the wrong classification.  Ms. King wondered how it
is different than offering an outdoor license in addition to a restaurant.  Ms. Petrarca stated that the
outdoor license is the same as the interior license, only allowing one classification, per say.  She stated
that the difference here is the activity allowed, restaurant and grocery.  Ms. Petrarca stated that it is staff’s
recommendation to simply make the change to their existing license, without requiring two licenses. 

Ms. King stated there is only one  P-O-2 license available.  Staff confirmed.  Ms. Petrarca added that they
are the only location to qualify for this license classification as it is written.  

Mr. Austin asked what the possibility is for other restaurants to request this class if this change is made. 
Ms. Kuchynka understood the Commission’s concern if Jewel Osco wanted to open a restaurant in one of
their locations.  Ms. Petrarca noted that this is limited to the Downtown Business District and limited to
5,500 square feet. And noted this license was created for them.  She did not believe that any other
establishment would qualify.  

Mr. Austin wondered if Ballydoyle could request to sell packaged liquor out of the bar.  Ms. Kuchynka
replied that they have asked to sell growlers.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that there is a Brew Pub license which
allows for off-site sales of beer brewed on the premises.  
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Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked how the license would be charged for.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that a cost
center analysis was done in conjunction with the Binny’s request.  She added that the annual license fee
would increase from $1,840 to $2,610.  She stated that costs vary for monitoring and administrative staff
time.  She added that two controlled buys, one for on-site test and one test for off-site sales are required.

Ms. Kuchynka noted that the draft ordinance would not be affected by the fee, as fees are contained in an
Administrative Regulation.  She advised that the license is limited to one.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the
Village created the license specifically for them and based on their needs.  She stated that she believed the
needs of the community have dictated their changes.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she understood that the licensee was evolving more toward operating as a
restaurant.  She stated this would still require that the primary business be a grocery store.  She stated
should they no longer have grocery sales as the primary business, they would no longer qualify for this
license.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked what the standard was for them to qualify for this license.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied 50% of grocery sales or more.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that at renewal, they are required
to submit an annual declaration, which breaks down their sales percentages or dollar amounts.    

Mr. Black advised that they have a meat department, deli and grocery store operations.  He asked if that
was a requirement of the tax rebate agreement.  Ms. Petrarca agreed.  Ms. Fregeau stated that the tax
incentive agreement was more grocery driven than alcohol driven.  

Mr. Austin stated that the Code might need a “grocery store” definition. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked staff if they requested a motion.  Ms. Petrarca replied yes and requested
a motion for an amendment to the license class and to forward the item on to the Village Council for
consideration. 

Ms. Fregeau asked Mr. Black if they anticipate any change in hours because of this amendment.  Mr.
Black stated that remain the same for now but would like to change if it gets busy.  He stated that the
grocery store will be open at all times the restaurant is in operation.  He felt that demand might take time
as they are not known as a night time spot.  He did not anticipate much of a change in hours.

Ms. Kuchynka asked Mr. Black if he was fully aware that food service has to be in operation during liquor
sales.  Mr. Black replied yes.

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau requested a motion.

MS. KING MOVED TO AMENDED THE PO2 LICENSE CLASSIFICATION TO INCLUDE
FULL ALCOHOL ON-PREMISE SERVICE.  MR. KRUSENOSKI SECONDED.

Mr. Austin stated that a few other changes to the draft ordinance may need to be made.  He stated that the
Mayor and Downtown Management should be contacted in case they foresee any problem with blurring
the line between a restaurant and a packaged goods establishment.  

Mr. Austin stated while it is a grocery store license, he suggested that a definition of a grocery store be
added to Section 3.2.  Staff agreed and would include a grocery store definition into a revised ordinance
that could be presented to the Village Council.

Ms. Petrarca advised that she has spoken to the Mayor about the issue and he was in favor of the
amendment.
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Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the concern was not about full alcohol service but how the
classification is structured.  She stated that she could not decide what would be better than this, but it did
not feel they are being classified properly.  Ms. Fregeau noted that a number of  classifications are unique
and they are created for the situation. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that the sales figures indicate The Lemon Tree is a grocery store,
however, their marketing is not toward the grocery as much as she has seen it for drinks and restaurant
activities.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Commission has discussed how convoluted the ordinance has become with
the number of classifications that have become too specific for certain establishments.  Ms. Fregeau stated
that the group talked about streamlining the classes.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the State issues licenses for
either on-site or off-site, beer/wine or full alcohol sales and do not get into specific details. 

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau stated that may be the problem by outlining every aspect of business.  Ms.
Kuchynka stated that new licensees often evolve into what the market dictates.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau
stated that she wanted them to be successful but want it to fit well in the Code.  Ms. Petrarca stated that
their activities are still consistent with what was put in the Code.

Mr. Austin stated that it was not that the Commission did not want the change, but there are constraints
per the ordinance.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that a definition would be added to the draft ordinance.  Mr. Austin stated that the
definition is lacking and felt that it should be reviewed before it goes to Council.   Ms. Petrarca stated that
staff could bring back the ordinance next month.   

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau called for a vote on the motion on the floor.  

VOTE:
Aye:  Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski, Ms. Fregeau, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau

Nay: None

Abstain: Mr. Austin

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:1

The Motion carried.

Mr. Canning and Mr. Black thanked the Commission for their consideration.

VIII. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding new business. 

Ms. Fregeau mentioned the fake identification issue and brought up the materials that have been contained
in the packet.  She stated her daughter has told her that college aged friends attempt to use fake id’s at
establishments.  She stated that the State is providing a voluntary course for hospitality industry workers
and wondered if the Commission could explore it.  She asked that staff emphasize the use of fake id’s in
the newsletters to licensees.  She stated that using a fake id’s in Illinois is a misdemeanor. 
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Ms. Fregeau asked that licensees be engaged to check for fake id’s and send message out to be on the
lookout.  Chairman Pro Tem Strelau agreed that the information should be contained in the newsletter.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that it is an issue with the police and what licensees do with id’s that they confiscate
them. 

Ms. Fregeau stated that she was at a store where they had an out of state identification book to review
when a customer presented an unfamiliar license.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that when underage kids are obtaining fake identifications they are giving their name,
social security, signature, name, address and picture which could put them at risk.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that there will be an October 6th meeting as she had an application on file. 

Ms. Kuchynka welcomed the newly appointed Commission member, Dan Austin.  

IX. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.

X. ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau called for a motion to adjourn.

Ms. Fregeau moved to adjourn the September 8, 2011 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by
acclimation at 9:30 p.m.



REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
OF THE 

DOWNERS GROVE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
SEPTEMBER 14, 2011 

 
MINUTES 

 
 

ROLL CALL 
 
President DiCola called the meeting to order in the Library Meeting Room at 7:31 p.m. Trustees 
present:  Eblen, Humphreys, Loftus, Read, DiCola.  Trustees absent: Greene.  Also present:  
Library Director Ashton; Assistant Director Carlson.  Visitors: none.    
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
Trustees reviewed the minutes of the regular meeting of August 24, 2011.  It was moved by 
Loftus and seconded by Eblen THAT THE MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF 
AUGUST 24, 2011 BE APPROVED.  Ayes:  Eblen, Humphreys, Loftus, Read, DiCola.  
Abstentions:  none.  Nays:  none.  Motion carried.   
 
Trustee Greene arrived at 7:33 p.m. 
 
PAYMENT OF INVOICES 
 
Trustees reviewed the list of invoices submitted for payment.  It was moved by Humphreys and 
seconded by Read TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF OPERATING INVOICES FOR  
SEPTEMBER 14, 2011 TOTALING $68,892.84 AND ACKNOWLEDGE PAYROLLS 
FOR AUGUST 2011 TOTALING $167,397.23.  Ayes:  Eblen, Greene, Humphreys, Loftus, 
Read, DiCola.  Abstentions:  none.  Nays:  none.  Motion carried.   
 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT ON AGENDA ITEMS 
 
None. 
 
OPPORTUNITY FOR PUBLIC COMMENT ON OTHER LIBRARY BUSINESS 
 
None. 
 
OLD BUSINESS 
 
None. 
 
NEW BUSINESS 

 
- Discussion of short-term and strategic planning needs and opportunities 

 
Please see attached discussion points for this agenda item that were included in the board packet.   
 
The results of the board’s discussion of follows: 
 



Due to the pace of change in technology and the economy, two to three years is probably an 
appropriate time span for a strategic work plan (e.g., 2011-2013); a new plan can be made then 
for the following two to three years, and so on.  An appropriate time span for the planning 
process of a two to three year strategic plan is probably six to eight months. 
 
It is integral to the planning process to meet with people face-to-face—staff and public. With the 
large number of part-time staff who work limited evening, opportunities for electronic input need 
to be provided for staff, for example, email listservs/discussion groups, Facebook, wikis, and 
blogs.  The library has used a staff blog and two wikis in the past; however, email groups are 
being used more for communication at present, and with more staff members using Facebook in 
their personal lives, perhaps Facebook could be used for staff input.        
 
An electronic survey can be posted on the library’s website for community input of their desires 
and choices for services, especially relating to technology, programming, and space.   
 
The board briefly discussed the library’s reserve as it relates to the planning process.  The 
reserve is actually made up of the necessary operating funds to cover January through June of 
each year since tax revenues are received in June and the budget year is January to December.   
The reserve also includes planned-for necessary capital expenditures such as replacing the roof.  
The smallest portion of the reserve is actually a reserve which will disappear in the next few 
years if revenue is not increased.  There was discussion about whether or not the library needs a 
real reserve to cover a certain number of months (2-6 months) of operating expenses in case of  
loss of revenue or late payment of revenue.   
 
Ashton suggested not making the reserve or unfunded needs the center of the board’s thinking or 
discussion at this time as it will dampen their dreams.  He added that the library does not have to 
have a six month reserve, that borrowing and raising other funds are also options.  Although 
board members were not interested in borrowing funds, they did think it was good to ask 
questions and discuss “sacred cows,” and Ashton appreciated their support for getting 
assumptions articulated.   
 
Trustee Humphreys responded to the questions of how the library staff, the board, and the 
community can best contribute to the planning process by saying that as a professional, a life-
long community member, and a board member, he sees the role of the trustees to maintain fiscal 
integrity and provide community realism, and Ashton and the staff, who are the professionals in 
the library world, to present the board with options, ideas, and alternatives.  President DiCola 
said the board wants to see the library be innovative with technology, new services, and space.  
Trustee Greene added that bigger questions need to be considered first.  What do we want to do 
for the community?  What does the community want?  Are our 24/7 services and other services 
really serving our teens, children, parents, young adults, seniors?  What are we doing and why?  
What do not let go of?   
 
Trustee Read suggested practical approaches for developing a vision for a successful plan by 
writing 3 or 4 scenarios of what the library might do and examining the resources and results of 
each.  For example, the process could start with 16 people writing their own scenario for 
discussion, and so forth.  Other suggestions included using SWOT; i.e., considering Stengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats, or having a retreat with an outside event facilitator so 
all people could easily and freely participate in the process.  
 
It was suggested that perhaps there could be more board and staff interaction by having teams of 
staff and board members participating together in meetings or going on field trips.  
 



Ashton concluded the discussion saying the next board packet will include an outline of the next 
6-8 months planning work for the board’s consideration.  
 
REPORT FROM THE ADMINISTRATION 
 
Please see the attached report from the director.  Ashton added that he will be attending a 
LACONI administrators meeting on Friday, September 23, which will include a panel discussion 
on property taxes and the philosophical and political issues of increasing the levy.  He also 
expressed his appreciation for staff member Annie Jagielski and the Downers Grove Organic 
Gardeners for their part in weeding the library landscaping.    
 
TRUSTEE ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION 
 
Trustee Eblen, President of the Downers Grove Public Library Foundation, announced that the 
4th annual Foundation mini-golf fundraiser is scheduled for Sunday, April 15, 2012, and a 
timeline has been established.   She also reported that library staff member Diane Jakosz has 
volunteered to create a gingerbread man for the Library Foundation as part of the Downtown 
holiday event.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
The regular meeting was adjourned at 8:52 p.m. 
 
 



DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, October 6, 2011

I CALL TO ORDER

Chairman McInerney called the October 6, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:32 p.m.

II ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Clary, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski (6:42),  Ms. Strelau,
Chairman McInerney

ABSENT: Mr. Austin 

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Staff Attorney Dawn Didier 

OTHERS: Gerardo Barron, Anahis Salgado, Porfiria Piedra, Gemaro Martinez, S. Junaid,
Court Reporter

III APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman McInerney asked for approval of the minutes September 8, 2011 Liquor Commission meeting
and asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the September 8, 2011 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman McInerney reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  

IV APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR LICENSE

Chairman McInerney made the following statements: 

"The first order of business is to conduct a public hearing for a liquor license application.  For
the benefit of all present, I would like to state that this Commission does not determine the granting or
denial of the issuance of any license.  We may at the end of each hearing, make a finding or
recommendation with respect to the application.  If necessary, the Commission may adjourn a hearing to
a later date in order to have benefit of further information."

"At the conclusion of the hearing, the Commission will summarize its findings and determine any
recommendations it wishes to make to the Liquor Commissioner"

"The Liquor Commissioner, who is the Mayor of Downers Grove, will, pursuant to Section 3-12
of the Ordinance, render decisions regarding issuance of available licenses within 60 days in order to
consult the Plan Commission for its recommendations."
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"Hearings by this Commission are held according to the following format: 1) reading of
information pertinent to the application, 2) comments from the applicant, 3) comments from the public,
4) discussion by the Commission, and 5) motion and finding by the Commission."

Fairview Mart - 402 W. 75th 

Chairman McInerney stated that the first order of business was an application hearing for Fairview Mart,
Inc. d/b/a Fairview Mart located at 402 W. 75th Street.  She stated that the applicant was seeking a Class
“P-2”, beer and wine only, off-premise consumption liquor license. 

Chairman McInerney asked that any individual(s) representing the applicant step forward and be seated.
He asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their
affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. Gerardo Barron and Ms. Anahis Salgado were sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr. Barron introduced
himself as the accountant for the corporation and Ms. Salgado introduced herself as the liquor manager
for Fairview Mart. 

Mr. Barron stated that Fairview Mart is a convenience store.  He stated that they are seeking a liquor
license for the location.  

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the public pertinent to the application. 
There were none.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from staff.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that issuance
of the license remains contingent upon a Certificate of Occupancy, receipt of insurance, satisfactory
background checks and the annual fee.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the Commission.

Ms. Strelau asked Ms. Salgado about her liquor handling experience and how long she worked at LaMex. 
Ms. Salgado replied that she worked at LaMex for 2-3 years and Lalo’s Mexican Restaurant prior to that. 
She advised that she has worked in a restaurant since she was 19.  

Ms. Strelau asked Ms. Salgado when she worked at LaMex.  Ms. Salgado replied from 2007 up to last
year.  

Ms. Salgado stated that she has serving and bartending experience.  She stated that she also worked as a
bookkeeper for Lalo’s, was familiar with restaurant operations, handling liquor situations, dealing with
customers and carding techniques.  

Ms. Strelau asked how many employees they will have at the store.  Ms. Salgado replied five.  Ms.
Strelau asked if the employees are over 21.  Ms. Salgado replied yes.

Ms. Strelau asked what percentage of liquor sales will be.  Ms. Salgado replied 15%.  

Ms. Strelau asked Ms. Salgado if she was aware that only 25% of the retail space can be devoted to
liquor.  Ms. Salgado replied yes.
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Ms. Fregeau commented on the manual and felt it was detailed and conversational.  She stated that their
policy to card anyone under 35 was good.

Ms. Fregeau asked how they planned to verify out of state licenses.  Ms. Salgado replied through her past
experience.  She stated that she also worked in a bank and was familiar with carding as she always had to
request identification.  She stated that employees will also ask for a second form of identification and ask
questions related to the id.  

Ms. Fregeau advised that there is a 50 state id checking guide available from the State.  

Ms. Fregeau stated that she liked that they were not going to accept the vertical under 21 id’s.

Ms. Fregeau asked where the beer is stored in relation to the front door.  Ms. Salgado replied that it is
stored in three cooler doors in the far corner of the store.  Ms. Fregeau asked if the area was visible from
the register.  Ms. Salgado replied that there are mirrors on the ceiling so they can monitor the area.  

Ms. Fregeau asked how they will prevent sales during non-liquor sales hours and asked if the liquor
doors will be locked.  Ms. Salgado replied that the coolers may be locked and employees will be
reminded that liquor sales are not allowed prior to legal selling hours.

Mr. Clary wished them luck.

Ms. King asked if there was an existing licensee at this location.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  She added
that the store officially turned over on October 1st.  She provided the Commission with a copy of the
order of forfeiture for the previous owner.  She noted that the new owners have not obtained a Certificate
of Occupancy and will not be allowed to sell beer and wine until a license is issued.

Ms. King requested that they bullet point and/or highlight the fine information in the manual and make it
more prominent.

Ms. King asked about their register system and if it is able to scan license bar codes.  Ms. Salgado replied
that they do not have a bar code reader on the register.

Mr. Krusenoski commented on their manual and stated it was easily readable.  

Mr. Krusenoski pointed out a possible typo which reads “Do not accept an ID Card that appears authentic
or official...”  He stated it should read “Do not accept an ID Card that does not appear authentic or
official”.

Chairman McInerney cautioned them about third party sales and to be watchful for activity outside the
store.  He suggested that they keep the windows clear of signs so that the outside is visible.  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that the Zoning Ordinance regulates the amount of signage placed in windows.  She
suggested that they contact Community Development for the amount of signage that is allowed for the
location. 

Chairman McInerney suggested that they maintain adequate visibility of the outdoor area.  

Ms. Fregeau suggested that they contact the State of Illinois for free materials, signs and training guides
for the store.
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Hearing the testimony given in this case, Chairman Pro Tem Strelau asked for a recommendation from
the Commission concerning its finding of  "qualified" or "not qualified" with respect to the applicant
with regard to the Class "P-2" liquor license application.

MS. STRELAU MOVED TO FIND FAIRVIEW MART, INC. D/B/A FAIRVIEW MART
LOCATED AT 402 W. 75th STREET, QUALIFIED FOR A CLASS “P-2", BEER AND WINE
ONLY, OFF-PREMISE CONSUMPTION LIQUOR LICENSE.  MR. KRUSENOSKI
SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Ms. Strelau, Mr. Krusenoski, Mr. Clary, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King, Chairman
McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 6:0:0

The motion carried.  

V OLD BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any old business.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the BYO ordinance was amended based on Council discussion at their
meeting of October 4th.  She provided a final version of the ordinance to the Commission.  She stated that
the Council requested that language be amended to clarify provisions for licensees re-sealing any
unconsumed portion of wine. 

Ms. Kuchynka provided a copy of the Liquor Commissioner’s Findings and Order for the LaMex
violation.  She stated that the Mayor suspended the licensee for two days and ordered them to pay $1,000
in hearing costs. 

Ms. Kuchynka provided a copy of the Order of Forfeiture for Fairview Mart in their monthly packet and
provided an Order of Forfeiture of Michael’s Fresh Market.  Ms. King asked if liquor sales ceased.  Ms.
Kuchynka replied that the entire establishment was closed for business.  

Liquor Serving Extensions

Ms. Kuchynka stated that Commission discussed further revisions to liquor hour extension requests at
last month’s meeting.  She provided a final version of the ordinance to the Commission based upon that
discussion. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that staff had the opportunity to confirm with the Mayor that he would generally
not approve liquor sales exceeding 2AM, however, he would like to have discretion in issuing extensions
if unique events comes up.  She stated that language about extensions generally not exceeding 2AM was
also added to the draft ordinance.
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Ms. Kuchynka advised that the ordinance had been revised to reduce the number of extension requests
from eight to four, since some holiday hours were added.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked the Commission for further discussion and requested a motion to forward the item
to the Village Council for consideration.  

Chairman McInerney stated that the ordinance changes were reasonable and he was fine with giving the
Liquor Commissioner latitude in making decisions for unique requests.  He felt that language about
liquor extensions generally not being allowed past 2AM would be a good deterrent for requests past then. 
He felt that language clarifies the intent of the Commissioner.

Chairman McInerney asked if there were any comments from the public on the issue.  There were none.

Chairman McInerney requested a motion.

MS. FREGEAU MOVED TO FORWARD AN ORDINANCE AMENDING PROVISIONS FOR
THE EXTENSION OF LIQUOR SERVING HOURS TO THE VILLAGE COUNCIL FOR
CONSIDERATION.  MR. CLARY SECONDED.

VOTE:
Aye:  Ms. Fregeau, Mr. Clary,  Ms. King, Mr. Krusenoski, Ms. Strelau, Chairman McInerney

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 6:0:0

The Motion carried.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that the Mayor administratively approved a location change for the Downers
Grove Wine Shop.  She stated that they will have off-premise beer and wine sales only and will not have
on-site consumption as the former boutique.  She stated that the new site is significantly smaller and
located across the parking lot. She stated that the wine shop has no violation history. 

Ms. Strelau asked if the Commission will be discussing Suspension Guidelines.  Ms. Kuchynka stated
that they will discuss the issue at a future meeting.  She stated that LaMex was the first violation that the
Mayor experienced and he was unfamiliar with the process.  She stated that he was given an overview of
the past history and will review those materials with the Village Attorney about what direction to take.  

Ms. Fregeau asked if free courses are offered to municipalities for BASSETT training.  She asked if staff
could explore the possibility of the Commission to go through the training.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that
BASSETT training is generally quite expensive, however, there are some reasonable on-line courses that
can be taken.  She stated that she would look into funding for Commission members.  Ms. Strelau stated
that it would be interesting to know how licensees are trained.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that BASSETT training is very general in nature.  She stated that instructors advise
on State law, but most do not touch on local law.  
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Chairman McInerney stated that would be a good opportunity for the Commission. He asked staff to
explore options for courses for the Commission.

Ms. Strelau stated that an article provided to the Commission on BYO specifically required BASSETT
training and did not allow TIPS training.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that BASSETT training is a very
extensive six hour course.  She stated that TIPS ranges two to four hours, depending upon if the training
is for off-site or on-site sales.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that there are online courses available.  She advised that some larger corporations
have BASSETT trainers on-site.  

VI NEW BUSINESS

Chairman McInerney asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding new business. 

Ms. Kuchynka had nothing on file and was unsure if there would be a November 3rd  meeting. 

Chairman McInerney stated that he would forward an article to staff about background checks conducted
by the Village of Lisle.  He stated that they not only conduct background checks managers and owners,
but on anyone who holds a managerial role.  He asked that staff include it with next month’s materials. 
He stated that they incorporated that cost into the cost of the license.  Ms. Kuchynka advised that a
background check fee is incorporated into the annual license fee.  

VII COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.

VIII ADJOURNMENT

Concluding business for the evening, Chairman McInerney called for a motion to adjourn.

Ms. Strelau moved to adjourn the October 6, 2011 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation
at 7:05 p.m.
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